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Note on transliteration 
- -In transliterating from Devanagari to English the chart on the 
following page has been employed . The central problem that the author 
had to confront in this vein was when and when not to include the final 
a (.ff ) sound in the t r ansl i ter ation of a given word . In Sanskrit the final 
a is pronounced , while in modern Hindi it is generally left off . What made 
the situation all the more difficult was that while the drama itself is not 
written in Sanskrit , numerous terms used in the introduction and commentary 
(as well as in some of the notes) are Sanskrit in origin. On the one hand 
it was desirable to mai ntai n HindI pronunciation , yet it seemed absurd to 
change the Sanskrit ter mi nology (much of which already has an established 
usage in English) fo r the sake of consistency . In the end a type of 
compromise was reached . Traditional Sanskrit names , places , texts and 
technical terminology (philosophical , theological and aesthetic) have by 
and large been maintained , while remai ning terms h~ve been transliterated 
without'the Sanskrit a (except when certain conjunct endings make the a 
sound inevitable) . In practice this has meant that most terms in the text 
itself have been transliterated in Hindi , while the introduction and 
commentary have numerous Sanskrit renderings. Even with this general outline, 
exceptions will be found . For example , although in the commentary r enderings 
from Sanskrit have been given for many personal names (ie . Vi~~halanatha) 
certain names have not been so rendered , as with Surdas, which has· been used 
- -
rather than Suradasa . This is the case when the name in question has a more 
or less accepted form in English transliteration . To maintain some sort of 
consistency here , the rendering ' das ' rather than'dasa ' has been used in 
other names with a similar ending - ie. ~~r_iadas . Those terms in the comment m 
which are transliterated without the a have been judged by the author not 
to be technical enough in the sense mentioned above or have been used in 
the text in their Hindi form . Although the above system lacks consistency 
in terms of a singular form of pronunciation, it is the author's conviction 
that to change everything to either HindI or Sanskrit renderings would 
not only make it difficult for the reader, but that it would be a falsificati or 
of linguistic reality . 
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Introduction 
1 Northern India in the mid- nineteenth century was a land in ferment. 
Since Plassey , the British had gradually expanded their base of political 
power , and by the end of Dalhousie ' s Governor- Generalship (1856), the Union 
-Jack flew over territory that stretched from Bengal to the Panjab. With the 
spread of western political dominance , great changes began to take place in 
both the economic and social spheres of Indian life , a revolutioni zing 
process that unleashed in its wake numerous socio- political forces. 
British attitudes and policies during the period were by no means 
consistent . 2 In fact , Conservative and Liberal oscillations were a dominating 
theme , especially after the Mutiny . However , it is still fair to say that the 
dominating motivation was the imperial ideal - Britain ' s duty to govern 
(either as a result of Providence or political and cultural superiority), and 
her responsibility to reform (whether through direct legislation or gradual 
education) . And , if in the meantime she received financial benefit, this was 
little reward for her service . 
The most obvious manifestation of this ideal, of course, was the actual 
machinery of government . As the British expanded, the traditional forms of 
power , for example .the Mughal and princely courts, were either eliminated or 
dwarfed into political insignificance . In their place arose a system 
of administration , at first under the East India Company and later under the 
Crown , characterized by its governor- generals , councils, civil service and 
army . A new caste of rulers had appeared on the Indian scene , 'the new white 
Brahmans ' as one author has called them . 3 The external aspects of British rule 
however, were not the most significant . Over the centuries India had been 
1The author has no specific date in mind , but in general he is referring to 
time period of Hariscandra ' s life - 1850- 1885 . 
2For studies dealing with British attitudes and policies during this p~riod 
sec C. D. Bearce , J3rjtisr1 Att ·i_tudcs Towards Tndia l'78l1-1858, (London , 1961), 
T. E . Metcalf , The Aftermath of Revolt, (Princeton, 1964) , and E . Lltokes , 
The Uti lj t1.1rj 1.1n s ancl Tndj rr , (Oxford , 1959) . 
3K, K, /\7.i7. , riLisb in Tnd.i11 , (Triln.mn.hn.d, lC)'7r1), r, . 1l1G 
2 
governed by numerous ' foreigners ', but the effect of their rule on society 
as a whole could not compare to the socio- economic transformation that took 
place under British sovereignty . In this respect , one of the most important 
aspects of British policy was its economic programs , both agricultural and 
commercial . 
The central aim of British land policy , before or after the Mutiny , was 
an efficient collection of revenue, but in the process of accomplishing this 
aim , far - reaching structural changes were made to the traditional systems of 
land tenure . This was especially true of the so- called zamindarI system 
whereby ownership of the land was given to a new class of landlords . The 
system eventually resulted in the ris e of non- rural or absentee landlordism , 
' ... and the special relationship between landlord and peasant suffered 
, I 4 ' , ( 
accordingly . Moreover , the introduction of cash crops such as tea , cotton 
and indigo) disrupted traditional patterns of labor and economic interchange . 
Although the system often created employment for a number of landless 
peasants , it also undermined traditional economic security in the land , for 
it bro ght cultivators under the dictates of the world market and its 
inherent fluctuations . 
The effects of British commercial policies were likewi e detrimental 
to traditional economic organization . By the early 19th century , British 
goods , especially textiles , were pouring into India , and with the development 
f t} · 1 5 . d o 1e rai ways , new markets heretofore inaccessable were now opene to 
British manufacturers . The result of this inflow of foreign goods was the 
virtual destruction of the indigenous manufacturer . Government policy 
4Michael Edwards , British India , (London , 1967) , p . 82 
5By 1869 four thousand miles of track were in operation . Michael Edwards has 
summed up the effect of this institution as follows : ' Railways contributed 
to the decay of indigenous industry , but they were a stimulus to 
modernization , making the distribution of imported products easy , . 
encouragin~ the estabJishmcnt of industry beyond tho immcdiatr vicinity of 
the ports , stimulaL.ing the production of cash crops , and Lhc growLh of 
a money rather than a barter economy . But the rail ways also ·hro1ic;r 1 L I nc,·i a 
into to vortex of world trad~ . The consequences of economic depressions 
Tfllln,Y rnil<'n ll.'v/11,Y rrnrrt lnclill. Wt T'(' l,o hllVC"' tr1cir ('rr·c,cl. .. , 1 , J> , ;)~j 
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provided him with little or no protection , without which he could not 
successfully compet e . Moreover , while the British followed a policy of 
laissez- faire as regards the introduction of their own goods int o India , 
they wer e not so comitted to Adam Smith when it came to the importing of 
Indian goods into the British Isles . 6 Nehru summariz ed the plight of this 
clas~ when he wrote : 
The liquidation of the artisan class l e d to 
unemployment on a prodigious scale . What were 
all those scores of millions , who had so far 
been engaged in industry and manufacture , to 
do now? Where wer e they to go? Their old 
nrorC'ss i o n was no lonp;c r o-i:,cn to th em; the way 
to a new one was barre d . they could die of course ; 
that way of escape f rom an intolerable situation 
is always open . They did die in tens of millions . 
The English governor- general of India , Lord 
Bentick , reported in 1834 that "the mis ery hardly 
finds parallel in the history of commerce . The 
bones of the cotton- weavers are bleaching the plains 
of India" r 
While government policy was effectively transforming the country ' s 
economic base , the efforts of British social r eformers were co~ing to 
fruition . Both the religious and secular wings of this mov ement had proved 
successful in a number of areas . An act forbidding widow burning (satI) 
had be en passed in Bengal as early as 1829 , and similar l egislation , such 
as the prohibition of Thugee and the provision for -,; · ,4 0 -,; r emarri age , had 
be en introduced during the following decades . And, while it i s true that 
l egislation of this type was greatly curtailed after the Mutiny, the spirit 
of reform did not die in 185'7 but was increas ingly taken over by Indians 
themselves , many of whom had been e ducated in the schools (either government 
or mission) of their masters . The effects of the introduction of English 
education , signalled by Lord Macaulay ' s ' Minute on Education ' in 1835 , had 
thus begun to be felt . Introduced to European literature and science , many 
61This tariff descrimination against Indian manufactures to build up the 
British textil e ind1itstry was carried on in the first half of the 
nineteenth century . I n the parliamentary enquiry of 181-10 it was r eported 
that , while BriLi sh cotton and silk goods import ed into Inc.lia paid a 
duty of 3 percent and woolen goods 2 percent , Indian cotton B00~ 0 
imported into Britain 11aj d 10 percen_t , silk goocls 20 percenL uml vmolen 
goods 30 percent .' . P . Dutt , India Today , in The British in I ndia , 
ed . by Martin D. Lewis , (l ,oston , 1962) , p . lr · 
1J"awn}w,rj_al Nclir·u , The Discovc ·cy o[' 1ndia , (New Yorl<:~ JC)h0) , p . ?l l 
I 
young Indians began to take seriously the ideas contained th er ein : 
The combined effect was the creation of what 
has been called the Indian renaissance . The 
whole society was shaken by the new forces 
let into India by imperial rule . It was compelled 
to reconsider the entire foundations of its life, 
thought and morals . New ideas flooded the Indian 
mind . New concepts opened new chanells of thought . 
A whole new spirit entered the Indian outlook , 
possessed it , agitated it , shook it , and left it 
quivering with excitement . 8 
4 
The responses were by no means homogeneous : some , having accepted 
the superiority of western civilization , desired a thoroughgoing reform of 
Indian ~ociety? oth rs , reacting against British cultural militancy, 
attempted to find security in the past and tradition ; a large number took 
a more middle course , accepting western criticisms of those ' decadent' 
aspects of Indian society while at the same time upholding the 'true' 
spiritual values contained within the anc i ent scriptures. The symbol of the 
-latter had been Ram Mohan Roy (1774- 1883) . While adopting the humanitarianism 
of Christianity , he rejected its claim to be the singular embodiment of 
religious truth ~y expounding on the spiritual verities contained within 
Vedantic Hinduism . Most members of the ' new class ' followed a similar tact 
or variation thereof . Similarly , and here lies on~ of history ' s little 
ironies , a large percentage of the western trained intellectuals took the 
enlightened ideals of Locke , Rousseau and Mill seriously enough to want to 
see them cvenLualJ.y introduced into Indian society, and thus the British 
were sowing with their own hands the seeds from which the nationalist 
movement would eventually spring . 
It was into such a milieu that the poet , essayist , and dramatist, 
BharatendJq_Iariscandra was born . His birth took place in the north Indian 
8/'I. . 
. HZl z ' lJ . 2 38 
9r,'or example , ll.P . Mod.y . Sec his The Political Future of India, (London,1908) . 
10 -Bhn.ratendu , which means ' Moon of Tndja', was a tjtle ar)rli P.d to HariiS nna ra 
signifyin~ his contribution to the development of Hindi ljteraLure. 
5 
city of Varanasi in the year 1850 , seven years before the great upheaval that 
would shake the found:1.tions or British rule in th.e subcontinent . His father , 
one Gopalcandra Sahu , a prominent and very wealthy Agraval businessman, was 
a well- known Brajbhasa poet , who, according to Hariscandra himself, had 
f t d th G. . dh D- ll f i· t composed over or y volumes un er e pen name iri ar as . In act , 
was probably the influence of his father that led Hariscandra into a 
literary career , as ' Vaisnava worship (puja) and poetic composition were two 
. . . . . l "f , 12 things which took a prominent place in his i e . 
13 While his grandfather also wrote some poetry , the other members of 
Hariscandra ' s 8.~C'::'st.r:1lline were not devoted to letters . Several of them, 
however , deserve to be mentioned here , specifically as regards their 
relationship with the British ; for this intercourse , which became almost a 
family trait , no doubt influenced Hariscandra and provided the basis for the 
progressive strain in his thinking . 
For four generations the family had been to greater and lesser degrees 
in contact with the rising British power in India . Hariscandra ' s great- great 
grandfather began the association in 1756 , and , in so doing , was unwittingly 
preparing the way for his own personal disaster . Amicand had gone to Bengal 
as a trader and had soon become involved wi th both the court of the local 
Muslim navab_, Sirajuddaula , and the East India Company . He apparently 
amassed a considerable fortune and often aided the British in their power 
struggle with the young prince . When in 1757 he became aware that the 
British were plotting to overthrow the navab , he demanded, and was promised , 
a large sum for his silence . After Plassey the British reneged on their 
promise , leaving Amicand wjthout reward for his treachery . He died soon after . 
Even though his father had been so blatantly deceived , Phathacand 
(Amicand ' s son and Hariscandra ' s great - grandfather) helped the British time 
11 _ _ 
The reference is made in the op~ning scene of Candravali . See forward p . 26 
12 - -Laksmisagar Varsney , I3haratendu liariscandra , (J\Jlahabad, 1965) , p . 22 
] 3Jbicl ., [) , 20 
6 
and again in Varanasi (to where he had moved shortly after Amicand ' s 
death) . Moreover , along with another brother , he rehabilit~t e· the family 
fortune and strengthened it by means of marriage alliances , a process which 
led to the family ' s becoming financier to the Maharaja of Varanasi . 
Iho.tho.cand~ son , Harascand , maintained the fortune and in turn continued to 
offer support to the foreigners . 14 
-Gopalcandra was likewise on friendly ·terms with the British government , 
· d 15 M . t tl d · t b . d t whose favours he often obtaine . ore impor an y , espi e eing a evou 
Vaisnavite , he wholeheartedly attatched himself to many western progressive 
ideas , especially in the field of education . According to Hariscandra ' s own 
16 
account , he favoured femal·e education and accordingly sent his eldest 
daughter to the first girl ' s school in Var anasi . Moreover , Hariscandra was 
given an English education - a boon that would help prepare him to deal with 
the changing social realities of nineteenth century India . 
According to tradit i on Hariscandra displayed his literary creativity 
at an early age . It is sai d that his father predicted his future greatness 
h h 1 · ld 17 · k "ll . th f 1 d wen e was on y six years o . Hiss i sin e area o anguage an 
literature definitely became evident during his formative years of education . 
Although Hariscandra ' s schooling was somewhat unsystematic , he did attend 
Queen ' s College for several years and also received personal tutelage from 
several gurus . As a result , he was versed in Sanskrit , Persian , Urdu and 
H. d718 -in i , not to mention Marathi , Bengali and Brajbhasa . 
. 
14 -Varsney , p . 20 
15 
It has been said that his famiJy was so loyal that when the British were 
in distress in 1857 , the British agent at Varaqasi sent all the precious 
belongings to the house of Gopalcandra . See Madan Gopal , Bharatendu 
Harishchn.ndra , (New Delhi , 1971) , p . 8 
16 •/ - _ _ _ - -
Hariscand:s,a , ' Natak Athava D:rsya Kavya ' , in Bharatendu Granthavali, Vol . I , 
ed . by Si v-pra'.> 6.c1 Mi ~ra , ( Var an as I , 19 7 5) , p . 7 88 
1 7 / 7 - - - - - -· - / - . h ) 
,,r1 Cn.nr]rn.vnli Nn.~ikri , eel . 1)y R. Ro.ghav ano Pro . IL1.111va::i:., ·[.h:1 , (/\ 11:r :1:, 197'.J , 
p . 9 
1 s, . _ 
11 Llu.s :.;Ludy IUncU wi] I lJC' 11r;cd Lo refer Lo Ll1, cJ iu] c:cL :;pol<.c'n .u1 Ll1 c aru1:; 
r1urrounbng De] hi , more commonly known as Khn~I Bol 1 
1 
Hariscandra ' s first real endeavour in public life was in the field of 
education . 19 In 1867 he founded the Caukrnmbha school in Varanasi for the 
purpose of propagating modern education . As many Indians were unable to send 
their children to either government or mission schools , this effort by the 
young man of seventeen was an attempt to offer to a wider social spectrum 
the advantages of a ' progressive ' education . Like many reformers of the 
period , Hariscandra was enamored of the thought of a curriculum in which 
western and traditional elements could be brought together , and to this end 
the school was dedicated . 
Hariscandra next turned to journalism, and began to actively promote 
the development of HindI . Although HindI had to some degree already been 
- -
accepted in a prose form (as is witnessed by the publication of Lallu Lal's 
Prem Sagar - 1803- 1810- and Insa Allah Khan ' s RanI Ketk1 kl KahanI - 1803), 
it had not been systematically nurtured. It is true that the language of the 
,, 
journal published in 1844 from VaraJ}aSl under the patronage of Raja Siv-
prasad (Sitar-e- Hind) was referred to as HindI, but aside from the use of 
- - . . . . - 20 the Devanagari script , its language was largely a Persianised Urdu. 
By the time Hariscandra was ready to enter the field , moreover, several 
I 
' HindI newspapers were being published , and a controversy had grown up over 
the nrrture of the lrrnguage being used . Those who opposed Raja Sivpr0.r;;;.(, ' ;, 
HindI called for an increase in the usage of common words found in local 
vernaculars and the elj mination of imposed Persian and /\rabic words. 
Ho.riscandra began hi.s journalistic efforts in 1867 by launching a 
monthly journal known as Kavivacansudha . Its main purpose was to publish 
poetry , both traditional and modern , but as it developed, Hariscandra and 
0Ll1er contribuLors published prose articles dealing wi Lh social , literary 
19 R. S . McGregor , ' Hindi Literature of the Nineteenth and Early Twentieth 
Centuries ', A History of Indian Literature , Vol . viii , Fasc. 2 , 
(Weisbaden , 1974) , p . 76 
20 -Copo.l , p . 21 
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and political topics, the language of which tended away from the Persianized 
forms mentioned above . 
The trend was continued and developed in his next journalistic venture, 
Hariscandra ' s Magazine (lat er changed to Hariscandra Candrika), first 
published in 1873 , This journal was primarily centred around prose and drama, 
but its novelty was the variety of articles it contained and the number of 
celebrated contributors who produced them . Historical, political, scientific , 
literary and satirical essays were found within its pages . More importantly, 
although it published compositions in Sanskrit, Brajbha~a and English, and 
made use of both DevanagarI and Roman scripts, 
A significant aspect of this journal was the 
propagation by it of the spoken language of the 
cornmom people , as against the highly Persianized 
vocabulary used by Raja Shiv Prasad ' Sitar- i - Hind' 
and his followers or the Sanskrit - ridden Hindi of 
the B~a~anic~l class of Be~yras . Harishcandra stood 
for Hindi as it was spoken . · 
The next year , 1874 , saw the publication of yet another journal under 
the direction of Hariscandra . Bala BodhinI was a monthly journal for women 
d • • h f . d f I • • 22 • f d an was a pioneer int e iel o womens liberation . This was ollowe 
by Bhagavat TosinI , a journal associated with the Tadiya Samaj ( a religious 
society of Vai~9ava bent) which advocated , among other things, a ban on cow 
slaughter and the proh-il ):ition of aJ cohol . 23 
' While the journals edited by ttariscandra were in themselves milestones 
in the history of Hindi journalism , his significance spread far beyond his 
own publications . Because of his influence, journals began to appear in 
VaranasI , Calcutta , Bombay and numerous other cities . A special group of 
journalists and writers acknowledged by their title, ' Hariscandra Mandal ~, 
the inspiration they received from him . In his footsteps they mo.de a 
conscious effort to publish a variety of magazines and journals in Hindi 
21 · -Gopa:+ p. 22 
22 
R. s . Cauhan , Bharatendu Sahitya , (Agra, 1957)' p . 2119 
23 
Only a few copies of this jo1rrnal were ever published . 
9 
-
rather than Urdu and thereby ' purify ' the language . Thus , through his own 
publicat ions and those which followed in his stead , Hariscandra not only 
enriched journalistic literature , he also helped mould the language of 
Kha~I BolI HindI . 
Hariscandra ' s literary career (not including his journalistic endeavours) 
can be said to have begun in 1868 with the publication of Hindi translations 
of some of the leading Sanskrit dramas . His own creations began to appear in 
1873 , and for approximately the next ten years he wrote prolifically in 
a variety of genres including poetry , drama and prose . Before surveying 
the more important of these compositions , however , it would be worth out 
time to briefly examine some of the major influences that helped shape the 
writer ' s ' world view ', as his principal literary themes are embodiments of 
the attitudes contained therein . 
One of the primary influences in Hariscandra ' s life was Vaisnavite 
bhakti. As mentioned earlier , his father was a devout bhakt , as was his 
grandfather. More specifically , the family was attatched to the 
Vallabhasampraday 
) 
a Vaisnavite community which claimed to base its 
beliefs and practices on the doctrines of the late fifteenth - early 
- - 24 
sixteenth century religious teacher , Vallabhacarya . 
Vallabha ' s birth , like those of most great saints , is said to have 
25 been surrounded by miraculous events . Similarly, his early years in 
Vara~asI are believed to have been characteriz ed by aston i shing 
24 
For more thorough accounts of the life and teachings of Vallabhacarya see 
the following : M. I . Marfatia , The Philosophy of Vallabhacarya, (N ew 
Delhi , 1967) , J . G. Shah , Shrimnd. Vallabhachuryn liis i>hilosophy und 
Religion , ( Nadiad , 1969) , B. M. C. Parekh , Sri VaJlabhacarya : Life , 
1l1cachine;s , and. Mov.cmcnt , (Rajkot , 1969) , SiturDJTJ Catm·vcdI ~ Muhuprabhu 
Srimadvallabhacarya aur Pu9ti - Marga , (VaranasI, 1967) , and Richard Barz , 
The Bhakti Sect of Vallabha.carya , (Faridab~d, 1976) . 
25T d . . -
ra ition relates that Vallabha ' s father left Varanasi with his pregnant 
wife to travel south in order to escape an impending Muslim raid. When 
they reached · Co.rr1pri".rai:iya , a forest in the Raipur di str ict of Madhya Prades}-, 1 
the child was born prematurely , and the parents thinking he was dead 
sac.Jly ] crt him behind. . 1l1l1aL ni c;ht, however , Kr::nu u1)pcarcc1 to Llic r·at.l1cr 
. ' "'. in a dream and instruct ed h im to return to the forest . There the couple 
founc1 Vn.lJn.bha 1111lmrm .... (l in the midst of a bln.7. in p: rir " wl1icl1 l1ad 
proLcctcd him through the night . 
I 
10 
accomplishments~6 At the age of ten , Vallabha left VaranasI to accompany 
' 
his father and mother on a pilgrimage to southern India . In the course of 
this pilgrimage his father died , and subsequently the young Vallabha left on 
the first of three pilgrimages around India which were to mark his personal 
life and provide him with the time to perfect his philosophical system . 
Although these trips encompassed a period of between fifteen and twenty years , 
and included , therefore , numerous episodes which are held by the Sampraday 
to be of great s i gnificance , the exposition of just two events will suffice 
here , as they seem to best reflect the import of Vallabha ' s impact on both 
followers and adversaries . 
The first of these events is said to have occurred at Gokula in the 
year 1493 , Ac cording to the movement ' s teachings, at that time and place 
Krsna appeared before Vallabha and told him the way that human souls 
might be expurgated of their sins . Thi s was the revealing of the 
27 Brahmasambandah mantra , the rec i tation of whi ch allowed the devotee to offer 
himself up to Kr ~~a without reservation and by so doing make himself pure~8 
The event is important not only for its theological implications, which 
will be examined more thoroughly at a later point in this study, but also 
in that it marked the origin of the Sampraday J as Vallabha now had divine 
sanct ion to establish a community whose purpose was the preparation of souls 
for liberation . 
The c;econd event took place at Vi.JVayanagar~9 in 1509 during Val -i abha ' s 
third tour around India~O On this occasion he is said to have personally 
26 For example , he is supposed to have mastered the Vedas, as wc l 1 as 
jrrrpor tant shnstras and puranns . 
27 / ' 
' Sri Krsnah saranam mama ' (Shr i Krsna is my refuge) 28 . . . . . 
Barz , p . 19 
29Vijayanagara was the capital of the Hindu kingdom of the same name which 
occupied roughly the area of the modern state of Madras . The ki.ng at the 
30 · time _of the famed deba~e was K~~~adevaraya . According to the Sampraday ' s traditions this event took place durinr; his 
first tour , but later scholarly work has established the date to Qave been 




defeated in debate the followers of SaDkaracarya by upholding the 
superiority of bhakti - marga over the vedantic monism advocated by his 
opponents . This victory not only raised the philosophical presti ge of the 
bhakti school , it also earned Vallabha the titles ' Kanakabhisheka~1 (chief 
religious leader of the country) and acarya (teacher or spiritual guide) . 
The latter was appcndccl to his name ( tl1us Vallahhacary1:1) , and thereby 
allowed for his future placement alongside the famed quartet of Vai~~avite 
bhakti teachers and philosophers : Ramanuja (1017- 1137? ) , Madhva (1197 -
1280) , Nimbarka (1130 - 1200) and Caitanya (1485 - 1534) . Moreover , from 
this time onward Vallabha and his community were to become a significant 
element within the panorama of Hindu thought . 
The remainder of Vallabha ' s life can be divided into two parts : 1) his 
years as a householdet2 (1512 - 1531) , and 2) his last days in Vara~asI . 
From 1512 to 1531 Vallabha alternated his residence between Adai1J3and 
- 34 - - ( ) Cara~a~a . During this period his wife bore him two sons , Gopinatha 1512 
and Vitthalanatha (1516) , issues which would assure the legitimat e 
transference of authority within the community after his death . It was also 
during this period that his main commentaries on the Brahma- Sutra (Anubhasya) 
I 
and the Bhagavata Purana (SubodhinI) were written . Furthermore , a good deal 
of his time was spent on pilgrimages to the spiritual centre of his community 
35 - 36 
at Govardhana Hill in Braj . In 1531 he took the vow of s~nnyas and left 
31 Parekh , p . 15 
32
unlike many holy- men in Indian history , Vallabha took a wife and lived the 
life of a householder . He was thus negating the traditional ideal that 
celibacy was necessary for progress towards the divine . 
33 Located across the Yamuna river from Allahabad . 
34 - _ 
Cnrurin:La 1 :~ I oco.Lcd nco.r Vnr1._m11ri. 
35 . . . 
Located fourteen miles west of Mathura , this hill is a holy spot for all 
V~i~~avites , as it is believed that during his incarnation in Braj , K:r~~a 
directed the cowherds to pay homage to it instead of honoring Indra . 
This resulted in Indra ' s attempt to wash away the hill by means of a 
sudden deluge , but Krsna lifted the hill over his head for seven days, 
thus protecting the ;;~herds from Indra's wrath . 
3()1jlL _[' • 11 e ourth :..;Luge ln the lii'e cycle of Lhe Lwice-born JJjnd.u . /1. :;:u 111y :1:;1 
renounces a1 l hi rossec,sj ons ond is free from all social duties and 
obligations . lie ccnLrcs hi ·; thoughts on union wiLh U1e divine. 
I 
for Varanas1 . A month later , having transferred the leadership of the 
community to Gop1natha , Vallabha entered the waters of the Ganga and 
. h d 37 peris e . 
12 
Gopinatha led the community for twelve years . Upon his death in 1543 
it appeared as though there might be a schism in the Sampraday , as factions 
supporting Vit,thalanatha and Gop1natha ' s son, Purusot tama , vied with each 
other for control . The problem was resolved in 1550 with Purusottama's 
premature death and Vitthalanatha's subsequent ascension to the position of 
divinely ordained guru . 
Vitt,halanatha maintained his position for thirty- six years , but before 
his death in 1586 he divided the leadership of the Sampraday among his 
seven sons . During the next three centuries the number of gurus mutiplied 
greatly , so that by the time of Hariscandra ' s initiation into the sect 
there were numerous communities throughout northern and western India, 
each centred around its specific guru or gurus . This affiliation, however, 
was largely one of geographic conven ienc·e , as a~l legitimate gurus were 
considered (theoretically at least) to be divinely ordained. 
The doctrines of Vallabha will be examined in greater detail in 
subsequent parts of this study (specifically in Part III where they will be 
presented in relationship to the commentary on Hariscandra ' s CandravalI) . 
For the moment , suffice it to say that the core of Vallabha ' s teachings 
revolve around the belief that Krsna is the One Supreme Reality and that 
salvation depends on his grace (anugrara) . However, before turning to an 
examination of some of the other influences that affected IIariscandra' s 
world view , it is still necessary to quickly review the state of the 
Sampraday in the mid- nineteent.h century , the time when our writer was 
initiated into its ranks . 
As with any spiritual movement , the majority of Vallabha ' s followersJ 
37A . 
ccording to sectarian accounts , when Vallabha entered the Ganga he was 
enveloped in a brill:1ant flash of light and ascended into the sky . Barz , 
p . 52 
13 
both contemporary and subsequent , were not interested in the intricacies 
of metaphysical thought, but were attracted to the emotional and ritualistic 
aspects of his religion . Vallabha himself championed this approach by 
holding up as exe~aries the gopis of Braj~8who completely surrendered 
themselves to Krsna without the need of theological disputation . Thus , as 
a religious community the Sampraday found its focal point not in esoter ic 
dogma but in ritualistic devotional activity , the centre of which was a 
form of worship known as seva. 
- -Seva means service , and in terms of the Vallabhasampraday it refers to 
the devotee ' s experiencing of the supreme love of Kf~r:a by means of viewing 
one of his svarups (true forms) in a variety of divine activities . 39 The 
svarup takes the form of an image which is believed to be an embodiment of 
-Krsna . According to tradition , Vallabha originated worship through seva 
-
with the establishment of the first svarup on Govardhana Hill in 1494 . By 
the time that Vitthalanatha divided the leadership of the community among 
his seven sons , there were nine such svarups and , like the number of gurus , 
they multiplied over the centuries . 
By the mid to late nineteenth century , when the Samraday was at its 
height , the practice of seva had become quite elaborate , and , since a major 
tenet of the movement was the complete surrender of one ' s mind body and 
wealth to Krsna , many of its temples 4Rad become extremely opulent . It had , 
moreover , become popular with wealthy merchant communities, an example of 
38 -
Gopis were the cowherd girls who were the constant companions of K:r~~a 
during his earthly life in Braj . They were all maddened with love for 
him , so much so as to leave their husbands and filial duties to follow 
the lure of his flute . Tradition recounts that the gopis were sixteen 
thousand in number . 
39 . - . 
This type of seva involves darsan or viewing of the image at eight stages 
throughout the day which include : waking , dressing , at pasture with the 
cows , eating ( 3 periods) , awaking from nap , and preparing for bed . 
Special sevas revolve around specific festvals throughout the year which 
40 commemorate ~ndividual deeds performed by K~~~a ~uring his days in Braj . -
In the Sampraday the word used for temple is haveli , which means house or 
mansion . The implication is that the havelI is the private abode of Krsna 
and should therefore only be entered during the appointed times of 
worship . 
which was the Bhatias of Gujarat who lavished their wealth upon the 
svarups . Even today, 
The treasuries of some images are astonishing . 
Through the years the faithful have not only 
presented utensils of silver and gold but also 41 jeweled tiaras , necklets , bracelets and anklets . 
14 
Along with the extreme wealth of many of the Sampraday's temples , 
another feature which characterized the community during the second half of 
the nineteenth century was the attacks mounted against it by moralists and 
social reformers , both British and Indian , for the supposed corruption 
within its ranks . The most celebrated of these bombasts was made by Karsandas 
Mulji~ 2the defendant in the now notorious Maharaj Libel Case (1862). As 
editor of a Bombay newspaper, the Satya Prakas, he had continually attacked 
the ' life styles ' of the community ' s gurus (or Maharajas as they are called), 
accusing them of ' shamelessness , subtlety, immodesty , rascality, and 
deceit '. 43 This led one of the maharajas from Surat to sue for libel, and 
thus the reformer ' s invective was brought into a court of law . After a forty 
day hearing Mulji was awarded costs , but the whole tone of the trial 
condemned the maharajas for being involved in immoral conduct, specifically 
as regards their relationships with female devotees. 
In .1865 Mulji anonymously published a· book on the Vallabhasampraday 
under the t itl e History of the Sect of Maharajas or Vallabhacharyas in 
Western India , in which he not only gave a summary of the trial, but 
continued his tirade against the maharajas indecent sexual practices with 
words such as the following : 
If while the Maharaj is in the sitting room 
speaking to his followers , a female happens to 
come to the temple with her present of fruits, 
or whatever else it may be, he immediately retires 
into the zanna-khana, and there acceRts the present 
from her , and ministers to her lust. 
41D. F . Pockock , Mind Body and Wealth , (Oxford, 1973), p . 116 
42M· . -
ulji himself was a nominal member of the Sampraday . 
43 Pockock , p . 118 
) il1 
Karsandas Mulj i, Hi story of the Sect of Maharaj as or Val labl1ac1mrya~; 1-n 




Our whole narrative has been scarcely anyth i ng 
but one continuous recital of the profligacy 
debauchery4 and licentiousness of the notorious Maharajas . 5 
Mulji was not alone in his crusade. Many Gujarati newspapers,vernacular 
and English, had joined the attack. For instance, the Poona Observer , 20, 
May , 1862, r eferr ed to the outcome of the trial in the following way : 
The religion of the Vallabhacharya IB will not 
survive this blow; at le~st we hope so for the 
honour of human nature. 4 
While Hariscandra was a devout bhakt and Vallabhan theology had a 
. f . 'f · d d' · 1· t 47 great in luence on hi s lie, he was by no means a blin tra itiona is . 
As we have seen, his father exhibited a progressive attitude , and this 
element in Gopalcandra 'sthinking was no doubt passed on to Hariscandra , thus 
adding a vital component to the young writer's outlook . 
Like many of his generation who had come into contact with western 
culture , Hariscandra saw the value of introducing a number of its components 
into the mainstream of contemporary Indian society . Not only did he 
48 
encourage English education and support the elevation of the status of women ; 
he also spoke out against unfounded superstition, advocated foreign travel 
45 Ibid . , p . 132 
)_~6 
Ibid . , p . 151 
47 One example of Hariscandra ' s progressive attitudes having influence on 
traditional religious modes was his suggestion that the method of 
showing the feet splayed sideways in traditional Krsna iconography be 
replaced by the technique of foreshorting. See Robert Skelton , 
Rajasthani Temple Hangings of the Krishna ·Cult , (N ew York , 1973) , p. 28 
48 - - ·~ In . the preface of one of his later dramas , Nildevi , Hariscandra 
' Indian women should make a positive contribution to mankind and not get 
lost in family quarrels and useless household servitude . The hope is 
that having countered the present worthless situation , our househo·ld 
goddesses might attain to some reform. The main obstacle to tl1is rLrorm 
is our rigid traditionali sm and nothing else ... ' in Bharatendu 
Gro.nthavalI, Vol. I , p . 102 - 103 
16 
49 
and the crossing of the seas , and actively promoted and supported such 
technological innovations as lithograph printing and photography . What is 
more , he was an avid patron of the railways , to which his numerous trips 
. .f 50 
around northern India testi y . 
With the spirit of a reformer he often bore witness to the degredations 
of contemporary Indian society . In one of his most well- known dramas , Bharat 
.,,, 
du~dasa (India ' s plight, 1880) , he pictured India ' s condition as one of 
impotence , discontent and despair , much of which was the result of inner 
· · · 
51 S · . l 1 An dh -:- ( A inertia rather than mere foreign domination . imi ar y , ernagari _ 
City of Darkness , 1881), though · a farce , had as its theme the ex-is tent 
corruption in Varanasi . Hariscandra also attacked what he saw to be the 
defilements of much of contemporary Hinduism . In this regard , while be ing 
steeped in Vai snavite doctr in e , he bitterly criticized untouchability , the 
hypocrisy of commensal modes , and the ignorance of Vaisnavite gurus . 52 
Moreover , he often depicted his period as one of r eligious decline which 
needed regeneration through love of God , country and community . Towards this 
end he founded the aforement i oned Tadiya Sama.i and , while not always 
agreeing with their points of view , praised certain contributions of other 
49 . . . Traditionally, orthodox Hindus were not supposed to travel outside of 
50 
51 
India , as to do so would mean contact with foreign ways and their 
implied impurities . 
One of the features of Hariscandra ' s short life was the numerous trips he 
made to major cities throughout northern India - an activity which no 
doubt broadened his cultural awareness and allowed him to become 
acquainted with the rapidly changing social conditions of the day . His 
first trip was made only two years after he was married (1865), when he 
accompanied his fmnily to PurI. This was followed by another trip a year 
later to Bulandsahar . In 1871 he made an extended tour , lasting more than 
a month , during whtch he_visited Kanpur , Lucknow , M:t. '; ~rT, lfurdv ::.LT , 
Lahore , Braj , Delhi and Agra among other cities of northern India . These 
were followed by subsequent trips in 1877 , 1879 , 1880 , 1882 and J884 . 
On these occasions he visited literary societies, made religious 
pilgrimages , and in general , absorbed himself in the socio- cultural 
milieu of the period . 
McGregor , p . 79 
52 - - - .,,, Kesarinarnyan Sukla , Rharatendu ke Nibandh , (Varanas1, 195? ), p . 16 
L / 
- . 53 
' reform ' groups including the Brahmo Sama.i and the Arya Sama.1 . 
~he foregoing , however , should not be taken to mean that Hariscandra 
was in favour of thorough westernization . While he saw the practical 
advantages of such things as English education and western technology, he 
did not advocate essential structural changes , either social or cultural. 
As regards the former, one scholar has gone as far as to say that while he 
verbally condemned caste and bans on widow remarriage, it is difficult to 
. . . 54 f believe that in his heart he was totally opposed to either . In terms o 
culture, while Hariscandra undoubtedly called for religious reform, this 
55 
was to take the form of a return to the ' truths ' of the ancient faith ; he 
had no desire to see the syncbri>nization of Hindu and western beliefs. 
Nevertheless , it can not be doubted that Hariscandra was affected by the 
spirit of reform characteristic of his time , and that these attitudes in 
turn influenced his literature. 
The final ' world vi ew ' shaping influence in Hariscandra's life to be 
mentioned here is traditional Indian aesthetics . Indian literature has a 
long and rich history . The ' golden age ' of this tradition is generally 
56 
accepted to have been the era of classical Sanskrit literature, but future 
periods also added much to the treasury of literary creativity. As might be 
expected from such a tradition, there developed over the centuries a large 
body of aesthet ic theory , one of the purposes of which was to set forth 
standards required of any work of art . Towards this end there arose the 
53
rrhe former in that it was br·inging to light unknown aspects of anci ent 
culture , and the latter in that it was helping indirectly to protect the 
ancient faith . 
54 / 
Kesarinaraya~ Sukla, p. 11 
55T H •/ o ariscandra this of course meant Vaisnavism . This attitude is perhaps 
56 
best expressed in his essay 'Vaisnavata aur Bharatvar s I (Vai s navi $~ 
n.nd Tncli a) . 
The ' golden age ' of Sanskrit literature roughly encompas ses the time period 
350 - )JO l\ . D . 
I 
' 
Theory of Ras~~ or aesthetic emotion . The theory positied nine basic human 
emotions (bhavas) 58from which could be elicited nine rasas (moods):9 Being 
aesthetically induced , rasa was considered to be .a mor e sust a ined an d 
· - d f . 60 O f th universal emotional state than bhava , an there ore -superior . ne o e 
aims of every good artist , therefore , was to transmit through the medium of 
. d 61 . . . ul his art , be it poetry , rama , music, etc ., heightened emotional stim ants 
capable of creating within the recipient specific refined moods . 
The implications of the Theory of Rasa went beyond mere definitions of 
artistic creativity ; they demanded of the listener or recipient an ability 
to appreciate aesthetic expression . Thus , the real aesthete (rasik) was a 
person who exhibited a toned sensitiv{ty , which was often reflected in his 
fastid iousness, patronage of artists and amorous life style . 
In life as well as in literature, Hariscandra strove to maintain the 
image of the aesthete . In fact , his personal life style seemed to epitomize 
57see H. R. Misra , The Theory of Rasa in Sanskrit Drama , (Chatarpur , 1964), 
and K. C. Pandey , ' Indian Aesthetics ', Vol I of Comparative Aesthetics , 
(Vara~asI, 1959) . 
58 - -These bhavas are as follows : rati (love) , hasa (mirth), krodha (anger), 
soka ( sorrow ) ' ut s aha (energy) ' bhaya (t error) ' j ugupsa (disgust ) ' 
vismaya (astoni shment ) and sama (tranquility) . 
59 1Rasa is generally translated as "mood" or " sentiment", but it means more 
literally the taste or flavour of something - the rasa of a verse or a 
dramatic scene is the essential prevading flavour of a given emotional 
situation. ' Bartrihar i: Poems , trans . by Barbara Stoller Miller , (New York , 
1967) , p . xx . The nine rasas are as follows : sringara (erotic), hasya 
(comic) , raudra (furious), karuna (pathetic) , virya (heroic), bhayanaka 
(terrifying) , bibhatsa (di sgusting) , adbhuta (astonishing) and santa 
(peaceful) . 
60 -For a short yet penetrating discussion of rasa and bhava see D. H. H. 
61 
Ingalls ' introduction to An Anthology of Sanskrit Court Poetry , 
(Cambridge , Mass ., 1965) . 
' Originally , Rasa constituted the basic quality of a dramatic work - then 
it infiltrated into Poetry and from Poetry to other forms of art like 
Music and Painting .' Professor Nagendra , ' The Nature of Aesthetic 
Experience ', · An Introduction to Indian Poetics, ed . by V. Raghavan , 
(Bombay , 1970) , p . 117 
19 
the aesthet i c i deal . In the first place , he is reported to have had 
meticulous tastes which included an attatchment to perfumes , gaudy clothes 
and fine silks . As one author has written : 
Accor ding to contemporary accounts he bought 
itra (scent) in such huge quantities that it 
was misused . His requirements of special scents 
for betel leaves was enormous , because , according 
to one estimate , h i s daily consumption of betel 
leaves stood at the incredible figures of several 
hundred a day ... He donned clothes like a prince , 
and bestowed his patronage freely on all 5~ose who 
catered to his aesthetic sensibilities ... 
Moreover , aside from his own artistic endeavours , he was a connoisseur of 
the arts in general. In this vein he purchased a variety of cultural 
treasures and supported , both f i nancially and emotionally , numerous budding 
young writers . As a result , he was constantly attended by friends , poets , 
63 
and other artists , and his surroundings became a virtual court . 
Living the life of an aesthete , he often engaged in unconventional 
behavior , and , as a result, condemnation was forthcoming from several 
quarters . Some thought him immoral and labeled him a vilasI . 64 -This was 
largely the result of his amorous life style which allowed for intimate 
relations with females outside of his family . 65 In addition, his lavish 
spending of familymoneyresulted in domestic friction and an eventual 
partition of the family assets , a stroke which greatly reduced his personal 
· t 1 66 N . . . d b f · 1 d capi a . evertheless , he continued in his ways undaunte y ami y an 
critics . His was a life dedicated to beauty and love, and it was unable to 
be bound by the mores of conventional society . 
62 -Gopat p . 10 
63 Cauhan , p . 12 
64 
One whose life is centred on enjoyment , luxury and amorous play . 
65 . ,,. 
Hariscandra apparently had two permanent mistresses . One was a reconverted 
66 
Hindu (from Islfun) and the other was a BengalI widow who helped him in 
his literary work . 
/\:1 o. rc:-.;ul t or thi~1 r inane i u:1 setback ITo.rj fScandra wa;; r·orc~d Lo Lnl\ c' ouL 
numerous personal loans wh-ich in later years caus e d him great worry and 
concern . 
c::'.U 
These three, then, religion, social awareness and aesthetics, were 
dominating factors in Hariscandra's life, and most of his important literary 
creations came under their influence. 
In his forst independent drama , VaidikI himsa himsa na bhavati (The 
excesses of the orthodox are no excesses , 1873) he combines orthodox 
Vaisnava views with his socially progressive attitudes in the form of a 
farce which criticizes c~rtain irregularities of contemporary upper caste 
orthodox Hindus . The theme of his first substantial dramatic . production , 
Candravali (1877) , however, is completely traditional, recounting as it does 
the love relationship between Krsna and one of the gopis of Braj . rl'hereafter , 
Hariscandra ' s most significant dramatic endeavours take the form of social 
ctiticism. Bharat jananI (Mother India, 1877), Bharat durdasa (India's plight, 
1880) and NildevI (1881 ), all contrast the glories of India ' s past with her 
present plight . Each depicts the agents of this decline in a somewhat 
different light . Bharat janani and NildevI focus on the Muslim conquest and 
M · A · 
67 · d B - d d .,,-uslim- ryan conflict , while, as we have alrea y seen , harat ur asa 
s.preads the blame more evenly between Muslim, western and indigenous sources . 
Hariscandra ' s verse , which is copious, and is written primarily in 
B · bh- - 68 fl · · d d b t th f . raJ asa , re ects both traditional an mo ern themes, u e armer is 
easily the most dominant. The devotiqnal poetry of the period which was of 
greatest consequence took as its theme Krsna-bhakti , and in this direction 
Hariscandra made significant contributions. While he wrote some verse in the 
- t 1 69 d h' · f' d d 70 · 7l va sa ya mo e , is main iel was ·ma hura bhakti. Here he employs a number 
67 - -Nildevi , however , accentuates the theme to a greater degree . 
68 - -Brajbhasa was the dominant vehicle for vernacular literature in the heart -
. 
luncl 01 · nortl1 crn Indio. bet'Wecn Lhe sixteenth o.nd rdncLccnth centuries . 
Many of the medieval bhakti poets wrote in Brajbhasa, the most prominent 
of which was Surdas (11.18 3 - 1563) . 
69 A .category of love poetry which focuses on the rnot11er ' s love for the child. 
In Krsna poetry it finds its theme in affection for the child K;~Qa and 
his numerous antics . 
'(O A category of love po·eLry 1;111ich focuses on 'llonic:u ' love: u pJ·e:Jc.:xuaJ 
romantic 1 ovc 
71 8urc(;c11ndrn Gupta , ' Rharnt. :~ nd1i -··~u · kFi.vvo.ohi"trJi', Ilinn:f Sahitya ku ltihas . 
ed . by Dr. Nagenclru, (D LLhi , lSY(3), p. !1~/J 
-
of traditional motifs including the lord ' s 1I1a (play) , the pain of 
separation (virah) , love without alterior motive , and the difficulty of the 
love path , all of which ' ... illustrates that the new arrangements of the 
kaleidoscope of 'traditional subject matter could still be aimed at and 
. . . , 72 
realised effectively in the late nineteenth century. 
In ' Prabodhini ' (1874) and ' Bharat bhiksa '( l875) the poet turns his · 
verse to more socio- political topics. As in his later dramatic works of the 
same bent , Hariscandra bemoans his country's present condition in contrast 
to its glorious past . 
Other poems are more occas i onal , their subject matter being specific 
. . . d . . d 73 I . t th th t H . ,, d political events or in ivi ·ual personages . t is no ewor y a ariscan ra 
also composed verse in Urdu and Hindi, the latter being some of the earliest 
74 
examples of Kha~I Boli poetry. 
Har is candra ' s prose writings cover a variety of subjects ranging from 
h . t . 1 d · · 75 · is orica essays an biographical sketches to commentaries on contemporary 
religious , social and literary themes . His essays dealing with religious 
topics are generally coloured by pro-Vaisnavite views (largely based on 
Puranic traditions ), as the following passage from one of his more well-
known. religious essays ' ' Va i snavata aur Bharatvars I' ·indicates : 
72 
73 
If one r eflects it will become clear that India ' s 
oldest bel i ef is Vai~~avism . Our Aryan ancestors 
created in ancient times the foundation of civilization, 
and therefore they were the initiators of religion , 
ethics , indeed , of all aspects of human endeavour . They 
understood from earliest times that the sun was the 
world ' s supreme benefactor and life- supporter , and their 
principal mantra , gayatrI , was sung in the worship of 
Surya Narayara In the Veda , Surya ' s name is Visnu , 
. . . 
because it is on account of his extensiveness that the 
world is established . Therefore , he was the Aryan ' s oldest 
god , and consequently , even at this time the Aryans were 
Vaisnavi tes . 76 
McGregor , p . 82 
For example he wrote verse recounting Indian involvement in the Afghan and 
Egyptian wars and penned eulogistic poems to the Queen and Prince of Wales . . 
'7 4 Gopal , p . 26 
75 - - - -For example , essays on Surdas , Ramanuja , Kalidasa , Vallabha,to menti on a few. 
76 . ,, _ 
IIariscandra , ' Vaisnavata aur 
III , ed . by VJ·a:j~'i..LLu ad;:; , 
Bharatvars '' in Bharatendu GranthavalI , Vol . 
(VaranasI : 19511), p . '(89 
' 
I 
Many of Hariscandra ' s essays on contemporary social problems follow 
the same themes found in earlier dramatic and poetic compositions. For 
example, in ' Bharatvars kI unnati kaise ho saktI ha1' ('How can India 
progress?') he depicts the social rather than religious nature of many 
contemporary Hindu practices - conventions which undermine true religion 
and hinder India ' s development: 
In the name of religion numerous types of 
regulations , social conventions and hygenic 
practices have multiplied . Take a few examples . 
Why has your Ballia mela been established? For 
this reason, that people who never see each other 
can come from great distances and meet together in 
one place . They can share their sorrows and joys. 
Those household articles which they can not obtain 
in the village may be purchased here . Why is it that 
ekadadasI ·fast is kept? So that once or twice a 
month the body can be cleansed. Why is it a rule 
that when bathing in the Ganga , water is first 
poured over the head before entering with the feet? 
To prevent the heat rising from the soles to the head 
and thereby causing damage. DivalI is held for this 
reason - it is an exc use to have a total house 
cleaning once a year ... As such , all festivals, 
pilgr image spots , fasts etc ., are social contrivances . 
People have mixed religious arid social regulations 
like they mix milk ·and water . The sad thing that has 
. happened is that people do not understand why these 
things have come about, and they accept them as true 
religion . Brothers~ true religion is only the worship 
of the lotus- feet of the Supreme Lord . 77 
22 
Hariscandra ' s essays on antiquarian and historical subjects as well as 
the articles recountlng his numerous trips in northern India gave an added 
boost to the development of HindI prose , pointing it, a s they did, in a 
variety of new directions. In the same vein , his essays on literary subjects , 
- 78 -
such as ' Natak ', helped initiate Hindi literary criticism, as writers 
associated with Hariscandra began writing similar articles, ' ... evaluating 
individual works and also discussing theories on literary creation and 
77 . ,,. · - - -Hariscandra, ' Bharatvars ki unnati kaise ho sakti hai', in Bharatendu 
GranthavalI , Vol . III : p . 900 
7bone of Hariscandra ' s last works (1883), it is an extensive essay on 
dramaturgy which includes within its pages an analysls of the classical 
theatre vis - a - vis HindI drama, as well as a brief account of the history 
of European drama . 
• • f 79 appreciation . 
In lb82 during a trip Udaipur Hariscandra became ill with chol era . 
His pace of life as well as family and financial worries added to his 
ill- health , and , although he recovered from the attack , his strength was 
greatly diminished . Three years later on January 5 , 1885 , he died at the 
~3 
age of thirty- five ' having contributed more in his short life than is usually 
. . d d , 80 possible in a hun re years . 
- -It remains to say a few intr oductory remarks concerning Candravali . 
- -As stated above , Candravali was written i n 1877 and was Hariscandra ' s first 
substantial original drama . The story recounts the love relationship 
between Krsna and one of the gopi s of Br aj , Candravall . The main motif is 
that of virah , or the pain of separ ation experienced by a devoted lover . 
Candraval I, f i nding herself separated from Krsna , agonizes over his 
seemingly indifferent attitude towards her plight . During the course of the 
drama Candravali ' s virah intensifies , only to be relieved in the final 
scene by an act of divine grace . 
- -The main backgr ound materials for Candravali are puranic , especially 
those Puranas which portray Krsna as a divine lover~1 In addition , the drama 
- 82 - - - 83 is influenced by such sources as the. Bhakti Sutras of Narada , Rupa Gosvami' s 
U,i.ivrrJ an1 aman1. and Vidagdhamadha v~ and the themes of medieval devotional 
79 Gopal , p . 37 
80 -Varsney , p . 31 
. . 
U1 
For example , the Padma , Visnu , and Bhagavata Puranas . 
82A . phor1sms upholding the supremacy of the bhakti - marga attr··i buted to the 
s.emi - rnyLho I ogicul .csi , Nurada . 
83
n - G - -:- · . . d . 1. I l\Upa osvruni was a follower of the sixteenth century VaisnavrLe · evotiona ir, ,, 
- - 4 C Caitanya . He wa_s one of the six gosvamis who maintained the Cajtanya 
Lt..:rnIJle uL 1·11!1:1,v:ui:1. unu wl1) , L11rou~h Lhc.ir liLeruLurc w1u ui. ~;cu111 ·uc:.J , 
set the guidel · nes of the :;ect ' s theology . 
24 
84 Hindi poetry . Added to these sources is the cannon of Vallabhan theology, 
the influence of which can be seen throughout the play. 
In terms of structure, the play is modeled along the lines of classical 
Sanskrit drama , containing four acts, prologue, viskambha~~ and interlude. 
The author also makes use of such traditional dramatic fundaments as the 
d . . 86 87 d • 88 T h t opening bene iction , stagemanager, an pitha-marda. he c arac ers speak 
both in Hindi (often quite idiomatic) and Brajbhasa, while the latter is 
the standard for all verse, of which there is a significant amount. 
Part II of the present work consists of a translation of CandravalI 
In translating the play the writer has attempted to convey essential 
meanings rather than provide a literal rendering of the text. This is 
espec ially true of idiomatic passages and the Brajbhasa verse . The 
translation will be followed by a commentary (Part III) which will hopefully 
help the reader to understand both the ideas contained within the drama and 
the theological position from which they are derived. 
84 For example the devotional themes found in the poetry of such writers as 
- -Surdas , Nandadas , Krsnadas and Kumbhandas. 
85A short prelude (in Sanskrit drama, often before each act) which sets the 
scene, summarizes past and future action , and in general gives 
continuity to the play . 
86 · 
Sanskrit dramas were generally preceded by an elaborate series of 
invocations and benedictions , the purpose of which was to appease the 
gods . In CandravalI the benediction takes the form of a brahman 
reciting several lines of verse . 
- -type of ' Master of Ceremonies ' known in San;;l, r-i t. as the sutradhara 
(string- holder) whose role it was to introduce the drama and explain 
its general purpose . 
88
A stock character in Sanskrit dramas whose role is that of helping the 
hero (or heroine) . 
I 
SrI Candravall 
Place - the theatre 
(A brahman enters reciting a blessing) 
. . f . 1 k . k 1 1 2 f . d 
- The vision o some conquering a au i c ~ud, ever- ille 
with love- fresh water - the rain of rasa 
- makes my mind dance like a peacock 4 
0 Candravall cakor 5glorify SrI Krsna 
- the indescribab1e61ord who is the essenc1 of all 
(The stagemanager enters) 
25 
SM Enough , enough , there ' s no need for more . Maris , hurry , we'll never 
--
ae;o.in ho.vc an opport1-mity like this one . Having displayed our skills, 
we will certainly be gratified . 
- - ,,. 8 (The pariparsvak enters) 
P Tell me , why are you so happy today? Which drama are you contemplating 
--
producing , and what enjoyment (rasa) is there in it that you can't 
contain yourself? 
SM Ah , you still don ' t know? Today I ' m about to stage a completely Jlew 
- -
play . I ' ve no longer got the heart to keep on translating Sanskrit 
dramas into the spoken language . 
1
alaukik as it is used in the Vallabhasampraday refers to that which is 
supernatural or divine . 
2The HindI word ghan (Sanskrit ghana) is often used as a symbol for Krsna. 
In Sanskrit it can mean striker , killer , or destroyer, and it is 
associated with Krsna because he is often referred to as the killer of 
the self . 
3
see page 18 note 59 above . 
4 
mor can mean both my and peacock 
5The cakor bird (the Indian red- legged partridge) is fabled to subsist on 
moon beams . As K~~~a is often symbolized by the moon, the cakor bird is 
a frequently used image in Vaisnavite literature . 
6
neti - neti - ' not this , not this' . This term is used in the Brhadaranyaka 
Upanisad (iv ., 1-~ , 22) to describe in purely negative terms.the universal 
essence. 
1tat- sabd- pratipadya - that which is enunciated by the word tat (Sanskrit -
-Chat) . '11his is a reference to the Upanisadic formula tat tvam asi (rrhou 
art that) = Brahman or the universal essence. 
8 
The r; Lnc;cmu.nac;cr ' s assistant 
26 
p Your idea is good - why not? But tell me this ; who wrote this drama? 
--




(having grimaced) Sometimes you make no sense . What does he know about 
playwriting? He is only a beginner , and there are several great poets 
available . Might we not stage one of their creations? 
SM (having laughed) It is not your fault . You have never met him. Even · his 
--
friends don ' t understand him , so what are you expected to think? 
P (with suprise) Yes , I was unaware of him . Well, tell me, that I might 
--
hear some of his virtues . 
GM __ ffi1y not? But listen with veneration . 
P With trust l i ke Prthu ' s~ I am all ears . 
--





- Who can equal Hariscandra : an impromptu poet , a gr eat 
entertainer , a storehouse of love 
- a foremost man of taste , a generous mine of virtue. 
- Who cannot bow his head to Hariscandra 
- the son of Giridhardas, who composed forty volumes . 
- By the power of his love he has abandoned the world as if it 
were straw 
using his name is like rinsing the mouth with rosewater. 
- The moon may vanish , the sun may vanish, the rules of the world 
may vanish , but this is certain ; 
- Hariscandra ' s firm love will never vanish. 
Bravo t Bravo l I didn ' t know such things . It would certainly be a 
mistake to delay this experiment . 
(At the back of the stage) 
- Except for destroyed souls , who can neglect the virtues of I-art? 
- the abductor of fear , the happiness of the rainy season1~ the 
One who cannot be abandoned . 
- Just as we cannot forgo the most meritorious fruit 
There is nothing in the world as sweet as the Krsna story 
Prthu was a legendary king who bestowed upon mankind th e fruits or th r· · earth. 
' llere he is used as a symbol of l'a.i.Lh llld l:.rus L . 
Krsnn 
11 . ' . 
r1 rric rainy nca0on ·in Tncljn.n tnHiition is the Genson for the unjon of lovers 
and has come to symbolize l. he spiritual uni om be ween the d ev•) 1,PC urid Krsn- 1 • 
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SM (having listened with great pleasure) Aha ! Look } My dear little 
--
,,. 12 
brother has made himself up like Su1~dev and come upon the stage , and 
we still have not resolved these matters . Lets go Maris so that we 
can put on our costwnes . 
P Stop ~ Wait a minute . Allow me to see the beauty of Sukdev ' s costwne -
--
then I will go . 
SM He speaks the truth . Aha , how beaut i ful he has become . Bravo my brother, 
---
bravo ! Well , why not? After all he is the stagemanager ' s brother . 
- .Exceedingly slender , his body a beautiful blue13 
- h i s curly hai r more effective than magic . 
- His large arms , his shining moon - like face, his coy eyes 
- like drawn bows his eyebrows are engraved in my memory. 
- My eyes cannot avoid him - even for a moment - his beauty is 
indescribable 
14 
- it is as if all f ive forms of love revealed themselves at once . 
Then lets go , that we might return in costwne . 
(Both go) 
12~ ,,. 
Sukdev (Sanskrit Sukadeva)was the sage who is supposed to have recited the 
Bhagavata Purana to Raja Pariksit and in so doing enabled the king , who 
had unwittingly killed a holy rnan , to attain salvation . 
13 -
sanvaro - a dark blue hue . 
reference to the five bhavas or modes of love by which the devotee can 
worship Krsna . These are : dasya bhava (servant - master relationship), 
sakhya bh~va ( friend - friend relationship), vatsalya bhava (par ent-
cldJ.u rclut.ionsrd.p) , mnclh11r.a bhava (lover - bC'lov ccl rc ~l11L .ior1:J11ip), and 
santa bhava ( deity - devotee relationship) . 
Ath Viskambhak 
.,. 
(Joyfully, with a swaying gait , Sukdev enters) 
,, 
S (having repeated his previous verse) Aha! How ·remarkably diverse are 
--
the interests of the world's souls. Some are steeped in religious rules 
1 
of behaviour; some are engrossed in the search for knowledge; some 
remain intoxicated by quarrels over doctrine. They all find fault with 
one another and think only themselves to be correct. Some , having 
accepted the world as the be-all and end-all, are repelled by the 
search for spiritual truths. Some, having accepted spiritual knowledge 
as the highest object of human pursuit, consider worldly matters as 
worthless as straw. Each sees his belief as Truth . Whoever has 
formulated a theory buries it in his being and spends the rest of his 
life defending it. 
2 But that which is the highest love is bhakti, the emergence of which 
destroys the darkening ignorance of all types of dogmatic form and 
· automatically frees one from the shakles of the world. But since no one 
can attain it, from where can it be obtained? No one is its adhikari~ 
Furthermore , both thinkers and hedonists neglect it. The 'former are 
too busy disputing and annuling doctrine, and the latter are stopped 
by their craving thirst of desire. (having thought) Aha! Siva4 has 
drunk this wine and will drink nothing else. Even ParvatI 1 s 5 s itting 
on his lap can not shake him from its effect . He is blessed , he is 
blessed. Who else is so blessed? (having thought) No . No . The gopis 
of Braj have surpassed him. A love that is so difficult to maintain 
1 ..... -jnana - refers to metaphysical knowledge, specifically , attemptB to understand 
by means of intellectual pursuit such questions as the nature of the 
universal essence (Br'1hman). 
2bhakti - selfless devotion to a god (here mcuning Krsna). In the text it is 
referred to as run.rt - may (full of nectar). 
3 - -
adhikari - a person who holds a position of authority over other persons. 
4 
Herc i. t refers Lo one who has mastcrccl a sphere of k.no1wle<lgc or some 
method of spiritual discipline. 
Along with Vj~~u and Brahma one of the three principal deities in the Hindu 
~antheon. Siva is often characterized by his austerity . In the Visnupurana 
Siva is depicted as a bhakt of Visnu, and thus the reference here :· 
5 .,. 
Siva ' s wife 
is truly remarkable - almost indescribable ; for , where there is great 
knowledge , love is usually absent , and where there is complete love, 
great knowledge is usually absent . But they are blessed, because among 
them both are to be found . Otherwise , why would a liberated6man like 
me sing of their glory night and day . 
( - 7 ) At the back of the stage the vina plays 
S (having looked skywards and having heard the sound of the vina) Aha ! 
How resplendent the sky is , and how sweet to the ear is the sound of the 
vina . Is it possible that Dev~~i Narada8comes here? Aha ! The vina speaks 
with such sweet notes . (having looked to the rear of the stage) There 
he is . He is blessed . How beautifully elegant he is. 
- The golden matted hair on his head is striking 
9 
- seeing the garland of tulsI around his neck , the mind is 
enraptured 
- Around his waist , a skin of a lion , on his feet , small jingling 
bells 
- - 10 11 
- he calls out the names Narayana , Govinda and Krsna 
Taki ng the v i na he fills the air with sound and rhythm 
shouting the name of Hari he saves in a moment the sinful world , 
allowi ng men who hear it to cross the ocean of existence 
- The v ina made of two gourds displays a beauty pleasing to the mind 
the tone and the melody are like hanging bundles 
- The ascent and descent of the scale like · splendid fresh fruit 
- both soft and high notes completely ravish the mind 
6The term used in the text is nivrtt which can mean disencumbered, retired, 
free , liberated , unoccupied , finished , completed or terminated. Here it 
refers to Sukdev ' s position visavis the world . 
7The Indian lute , containing seven strings , a curved neck and two large 
gourds . The gourds are resonating chambers . One is located at the end wher e 
the instrument rests on the ground and the other is near the top which 
generally sits in the player ' s lap . 
8 -
Narada is claimed to be the inventor of the vina 
9Indian basil 
10 
A name applied to Visnu and Krsna . 
111 . iterally ' cow- keeper ; an epithet of Krsna 
- -
- Displaying the numerous virtues of Radha and Krsna 
- these two unfathomable treasures are ever-full - manifest yet 
iranscendent 
- As if taking the kanvari12upon his shouldres, he has made the 
deeds of Krsna pilgrimage spots 
- or he has made heaven as tangible as the anvula fruit to the 
hand 
It is as if he constructed the vina as a test for the world -




It is as if the vina thrives by the singing of the Srirag 
- or , he Eas
1
~rought the two gourds for the· crossing of the ocean 
of samsara 
- He established the two gourds 
- and thereby transcends the paradoxes of the universe 
16 . - 7 17 
- Some, having taken only one tunba can become bairagis 
- why shouldn ' t they who take both advance to the apex. 
In meeting him today I will obtain supreme joy. 
(Narada enters) 
,,. 
S (having advanced and embraced him) Come! Come! Tell me, how are you? 
--
Which country have you been making holy by your presence? 
N When I have the honour of being· in the presence of a great man like 
--
you, how else could I be but fine? 
,,,. 
S Well, if you say so , but tell me, from where do you come? 
--
,,,. - 18 
N This time I come from Sri Vrndavana. 
--
12A pole with baskets at each end carried on the shoulders for the purpose of 
transporting goods etc . It is often used at pilgrimage spots. 
131.b . i eration 
14A special rag (a class of modal melodies in Indian classical music) whose 
melody expresses love and passion . 
15The world of cause and effect - the endless cycle of birth and re-birth 
16 A gourd of the vina . 
17 One who renounces the world and spends his life in meditation and prayer. 
18A meadowy area (literally ' herd- forest ') in the Braj country on the banks 
of the Yamuna river where Krsna dallied with the milkmaids (gopis). 
. . . 
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s Aha ! You are blessed to be coming from such a sanctified spot . (he 
--
touches Narada ' s feet . ) Blessed is the dust of this land . Tell me , wha t 
did you see there? 
N Forgetting time I watched the love- filled devotees of Krsna in their 
- -
state of virah1~nn thereby purified myself . Aha , these gopis are blessed. 
Who can speak of their virtues : 
- The gopis have no equals 
- abandoning family honour as if insignificant straw , they become 
absorbed in the rasa of Bari 
20 21 
- Embracing the son of Nanda , they put him in their power 
- the heads of all saints remain in the shadow of their umbrella 
feet 
- 0 make me a creeper leaf of Braj 
- that the dust of the gopi ' s holy lotus- feet might moisten my head 
- That I might always drink their nectar - form as they come and go 
in the passageways of the grove 
- - 22 
- 0 Hari , grant me this boon , that the name of Radha will remain 
in my mouth always . 
,, 
S (having wiped his tears) They are blessed; they are blessed . Now if I 
- -
don ' t take care the vina might fall from your hand on account of your 
ecstacy . Why not? Is this suprising for one who has been deserving of 
,, 23 
Siva ' s love? 
N (having become alert) Aha l How these moments pass with joy . This is the 
--
result of being in the presence of a great soul like you . 
,, 
S __ Tell me , amongst all the gopis , whose love is unique? 
19 . 
virah - the state of separation which causes pain in the hearts of lovers. 
It is considered a hallmark of bhakti . 
20 Krsna 
21It i·s -one of the primary tenets of the VallabhlSlITlpraday that Kr~~a is 
as attatched to the foremost bhakts as they ar e to him . Since the gopis 
are considered the best exemplaries of true bhakti, they are pictur ed 
here as having Krsna in their power . 
22 ... 
Chief of the gopis and ~~~a ' s favourite consort . In the Vallabhasampraday 
she is considered to be Kr~~a's wife . For further theological 
explanations, see Part III . 
23This is _a p~ranic r_eference to Siva's relationship with Na'.rada, ;rI 
Candravali Natika, ed . by Hariscandra Varma , (Kurukset ra, 1967), p : 13 
32 
- -N Some are special ; some are not . Radha presents no problem - she is 
--
- - 24 Krsna and appears distinct for the purpose of lila . However, among 
all the other gopis , word has spread in the very paths of Braj about 
the love of CandravalI . Aha ! How remarkable love is. Although father 
and mother , brother and kinsmen forbid it , and , what is more, there is 
- -the fear of Radha , nevertheless she mixes with Krsna like water in 
milk . Public opinion or elders cannot stop her . She will remain with 
Krsna by any means . 
. . . 
S She is blessed ; she is blessed . Her love sanctifies not only the family 
- -
but the world . 
(At the back of the stage the sound of a flute) 
.,, 
s __ Aha . The sound of the flute reminds me of Braj . Let ' s go ! I can't 
211 
bear the pain of separat i on . If we go quickly , we might see this 
love . My eyes remain i mpat i ent for 1I1a . 
The divine play performed by Krsna . See Part III . 
Act One 
(Curtain rises) 
,,, - 1 
Place - SrI Vrndavana, Mount Govardhana appears in 
the distance. 
(CandravalI and Lalita enter) 
L Beloved , why are you so anxious ? 
--
C 
- 2 I ' m not sakhi . What is there to be anxious about? 
L OK, if that is the case I must be a blind fool . 
--
C No sakhi , I speak the truth . I have no worries. 
--
L My dear sakhi , then only you are clever, and the rest of us are fools. 
--
C No sakhi , If I had a problem wouldn't I tell you? Would I hide such a 
--
thing from you? 
L Then there must be some shortcoming. If you regard me as your beloved 
--
sakhi , then why do you conce~l this matter from me? 
C Stop it! Don 't bring me pain. If you aren ' t my beloved sakhi, then who 
--
is? 




L If you spoke with your heart then you wouldn ' t conceal this from me . 
--




Sakhi , I also live in Braj , and I see everyone's conduct and disposition . 
Why are you so evasive? Do you think that I will give this secret 
away to someone? Don 't think such a thing . Sakhi, you are my life . To 
whom would I tell your secret? 
Sakhi , God forbid that anyone might s· spect sane · hi _g. Once people 
begin to have su spicions it is very hard to reas s~re t~e=. 
L OK , swear there is no secret . 3 
--
1 See page 11, note 35 
2 -
sakhi - a female friend or companion. It can also be used interchangeably 
with gopI . 
3 -The term used in the text is saugand kha , which literally means eat an. 
oath . 
34 
C Yes sakhi , I ' ll make the type of promise you make, 
--
1 What do you mean? 
C Your promises are worthless 
- -
1 What do you mean worthless . Don ' t be deceptive . Your trickery gets you 
nowhere . ·lhy do you try and hide the fact? Sakhi, your face gives it 
away - sometling is bothering you . 
C Why sakhi? What does my face reveal? 
--
1 It reveals that you are involved with someone . 
C 1y dear sakhi , you disgrace me . 
L Sakhi , your tactics will be of no avail . In the end I will be involved 
in this matter , and you will tell me everything , because you will not 
find another physician for your ailment . 
C Yes , but when I am sick - not now . 
--
1 Again you say the same thing . Do you think that I am so irJ'perceptive? 
The lord has given me eyes and a heart , and I am not without 
sensitivity . 
C Who said you are insensitive? What do you mean by that? 
--
1 I mean , that among the women who live in Braj , only those who are 
insensitive could be immune from him . 
C From t1hom? 
--





Sakhi , again you repeat yourself . My queen , these eyes are so 
mischievous that no matter how hard you might try , you cannot hide 
their secret . 
- You cannot conceal the eyes ' secret 
it is o vious , everyone knows , your sari is no protection 
- It is useless to try and hide love- soaked eyes 
- brazenly they sway , coloured by the love of Mohan 
4 
An epithet of Krsna - literally , ' delighting' , ' charming' or 'attractive '. 
C O Sakh1 ,just what are you drivin g at,?You are the one who is 
--
now dealing in riddles . Go J Don ' t speak such falsities . Fear God ! 
L If you fear God then why do you lie? 0 sakhI , how very cunning you 
--
have become . In order to hide your own guilt you have made me out to 
be a liar . (joining her hands) How great you are . You are deserving 
of prostration . Have mercy and put out your foot that I might offer 
- - 5 I puja . Leave . I won ' t question you anymore . 
35 
C (somewhat startled) No sakhi , why are you a liar? I am the liar, and if 
--
you no longer question me , thErJ.who will? Sakh1 , I dauntlessly continue 
to have faith in you, yet you become angered . 
L Never mind . I ' ve learned my lesson . 
--
C __ (joining her hands) No sakhi , don ' t say such things . I am already 
greatly pained~ and when you say these things my misery is compounded. 
(her eyes fill with tears) 
L Beloved , you can trust me . Don ' t be sad . I am all yours , and I am 
--
prepared to give my life for your welfare . This was a joke . Do you 
think I am unaware of the fact that you will not keep anything from 
me , and that if you do , the problem will not be solved? Look! 
- If the secret is maintained , and barriers fall between us 
- Who will introduc e the lover and the beloved? How will the 
goal be reached? 
- If you don ' t tell me , how will the task ·be accomplished? Who 
else will r emove this agony? 
- If the patient will not reveal the ailment , what can the poor 
physician do? 
C __ Then what is it that is kept from you? Why do you deliberately go on 
asking? You do this in order to ridicule me . Besides , why do you cause 
me pain by reminding me of useless memories? 
L 
C 
Sakh1 , I understood from the first . I pressed the issue because of your 
obstinacy . Why else would I do this? 
Sakhi , what can J do? I want so much to for get these thoughts, but I 
can ' t erase his7beauty from my mind . As a result, it is obvious to 
everyone . 
5 - - --puja karna - to worship or respect ._To offer puj a to someone ' s feet is a 
sign of great respect . Here Lalita is being sarcastic . 
6 . . Literally , 1 run clying . 'Yhis j s probably a reference to the pain she is 
experiencing as a result of her separation from Kr~~a. 
1 The term used in the text is nithur - cruel one = Krsna, 
L SakhI , you ' re right . 
- Infatuated eyes are like no others 
- no amount of effort can conceal the lustre of love's glance 
- Their nature is temptation ; they cannot be covered - even for a 
moment 
- for one stricken by love it is impossible to hide : in the end 
everyone knows 
C You ' re right. The eyes are to blame . It is the eyes that are fascinated 
--
and can not keep themselves concealed. In the end these evil ones cry 
over their own doings 
- SakhI, these eyes are very mischievous 
- since meeting with Hari they ' ve become vagabonds, as if not mine 
- Under the influence of Mohan's rasa they dart wildly; without him 
they become restless 
- abandoning all my advice they are uncontrollable 
- Irritated folk have tried to censor them , but they are obstinate 
- although they appear like nectar- filled lotuses , they are knives 
soaked in poison . 
L There is no doubting what you say . I have experienced all of this , and 
--
I know their behaviour well . This is the nature of indolent eyes . 
- 0 Sakhi , lovers ' eyes are naturally entangled 
- neither thinking nor understanding, they are trapped 
- If someone does not control them, they become like an enraged 
elephant 
- what can one say about these rebellious eyes - they bring 
misfortune 
C __ Moreover, they are so obstinate. that when they become fascinated 
B 
they can not forget . And how can they forget? It is impossibe to forget 
him . 
- These eyes cannot forget his beauty 
- his compassion- filled glance surrounds me, and my eyes bloom 
like lotus petals 
- His approach, his laugh, his smil~ steal my heart 





- his speech, his stance , his scan 
- Lotus in hand , striding slowly , cows following 
adorned in yellow , his pan-stained mouth9playing the f lute 
- Mesmorized eyes follow him; they cannot be averted 
everything1 ~s sacrificed to his beauty 
37 
Sakhi , I have already undergone this calamatous experience, and therefore 
I can't say anything to you. If I were another, I would condemn you and 
try to stop you. 
Sakhi, if you were someone else , I would not speak to you so 
intimately. SakhI, you are my soul . Will you h e lp me or ·not? 
L But sakhi , the astonishing thing is that while at this moment you are 
--
sad, you are not always like this. 
C No sakhi , from the exterior I do not appear sad , but my heart knows how 
--
the nights pass. 
- When you are separated from K~~~a , the eyes continuously wash 
the body with .tears 
11 
- falling into love's snare, .they completely lose sense of family 
honour 
- Somehow the days pass in sorrow , but the nights bring fo r th 
the pain of separation 
- 0 sakhi, we know this condition: are the nights for sleeping 
or for crying? 
L This may be , but when I saw you I only saw one condition. You were always 
--
looking at your face in a mirror or handglass, but today I understand 
why . 
I continually pondered why you could not put down the mirror 
- union and separation - there seemed no difference 
- Today, my queen, I understand ; you are travelling the holy 
path of supreme love 
the image of the beloved dwells in your eyes: day a nd n i ght 
you peer into the mirror 
9pan (in the text biri) - the betel leaf, which when chewed leaves a r e d 
residue on the lips and tongue . 
10 . Mind , body and wealth 
11 In the text the name Harican d appears . This name can b e taken in two ways: 
first it is the author's si gnat ur e ( a po e tic convent i on), a nd sec ond , it 
can be an epithet of Kr~9a. The translator has throughout the play chosen 
l n 11'.;c; the 1 "'.'i t ·l i , ·c1 rneard nrr r ather Ll n.r: n::(~ tho 1 .... , f' l.110 '' ' · 0r Krsna . 




SakhI , you are blessed . You are so full of love that you are the 
12 personification of the word itself and the splendour of the mandal . 
C No sakhi , this is not so . I looked into the mirror for another reason . 
--
Oh l (she sighs) Sakhi , when I saw my face in the mirror and noted its 
- 13 -pallid colour then I prayed to Bhagavan ' O Bhagavan , although I desire 
this cruel- one , may he not want me . 14 (tears begin to fall) 
L O sakhI , how can I console you? But i t is my prayer that you not be so 
- -
sad . Whatever you desire , I am prepared to do my all . 
C O sakhi , it is amazing , but I have no desire and want nothing. 
L 
Nevertheless , separation f r om him causes me great pain . 
Sakhi , I have already said that you are blessed . In this world, no 
matter how much love one may have , some is based on desire, and all 
people seek their own happiness . But you are different . You love 
without desire and seek the happiness of the beloved . In this sense 
you are unique , and that i s why I called you the pure and holy one of 
the mandal . 
C (her eyes having become watery , she lowers her head) 
(A servant girl enters) 
S Hey . Your mother is irritated . There is house work to be done, and you 
--
spend the time in jest . Come on , get up . You've been here since dawn. 
C Go. I will come . Enough of this useless prattle. (to Lalita) Listen 
--
sakhi, we must go . (taking a deep sigh , she rises) . 
(All three go) 
12 
mandal - a circle , ring or collection . Here it refers to the circle of 
sakhis 
13 . L The ord - the transcendent aspect of Krsna . 
14 - ..,. Ca:ndravali ' s response is somewhat obscure. It seems that Lali ta understands 
CandravalI 1 s love to be based on the ideal of constant union . CandravalI' s 
longing for union ( as symbolized by her constant mirror-gazing) is 
cvjcJcncc ror Ln.litn t,hn.t her love is blessed . Cn.ndruval:i corrects her by 
stating that her desire is not union but the well-being of the beloved . 
Act II 
Place - A banana forest 
Time - Twilight , some clouds have gathered 
(CandravalI enters alone1 ) 
C (having sat down under a tree) 0 beloved , both you and your love are 
--
extraordinary~ and it is certain that without your mercy no one would 
grasp its mystery . How can anyone know , for in this respect there are 
no adhikaris Whoever has understood the situation has acknowledged 
this . Yes , that divine lov~ which makes knowledge and asceticism 
superfulous , and is the ultimate bestower of peace , is unfathomable . 
All have forgotten it amidst their own self- interest and arrogance . 
Some think it is being attracted i::oahandsome man or beautiful woman ; 
others think it is worshipping god in a grand manner . But beloved , 
your love is not comparable to these , because this divine nectar is 
only found by him to whom you yourself choose to give it . (having 
paused) Alas , to whom can I speak about this? And what can I say , and 
why should I say it? Who would listen? And even if they listened , who 
would understand? 
- Who in the world knows love ' .s agony? To whom can one mention 
the fire of separation? 
- who would believe, let alone understand ; so why cause problems? 
- Should the bearer of past remembrances undermine trust with 
prattle? 
- all ask why I sit in silence : beloved , what answer can I give 
them? 
because 
- No one knows the pain in my heart 
- I cry alone - who would listen or believe? 
Th . . . 3 t . - e uninitiated canno feel the burning 
- to whom shall I explain ; no one hears my story 
1She enters as a viyogini - in the state of separation from one ' s beloved . 
2 The word used in the text is vilaksan (remarkable or extraordinary), and in 
this context is equated with alaukik or supernatural . 
3 -
be- maharam - those who do no1, know the secret. 
I 
4 
- Surrendering self- respect and family honour , I have lost 
everything 
- so be it , I will suffer 
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But beloved , are you listening? It is unbelievable that having 
committed myself to you , I find myself in such a condition . Beloved , 
whoever is without a guardian is called an orphan . (her eyes fill with 
tears) Beloved~ If this was to be the result , then why did you take me 
as yours? 
- Your initial smile made me blush ; why did you turn and make me 
weak? 
having trapped my eyes and heightened love , why did you promise 
fulfillment? 
- Oh , you have become cruel- hearted : you have terminated love 
if you knew you would betray me , why did you nourish , and then 
disgrace me? 
Beloved , you are heartless . Oh ! Don ' t you have any feelings? (her 
eyes fill with tears) Beloved , those who at first cause happiness 
should not later inflict so much suffering . So why do you torment me 
like this? Because : 
- I remain desirous of your favourable glance, but you stay angry 
and irritable 
- you never f.I_) eak nor smile : you continually entice me from afar 
- Compassion finds no place within you : what transformation has 
taken place? 
- beloved, why give me happiness , if it is followed by such 
suffering? 
Have you no shame? Married people support each other for an entire life, 
and yet you are incapable of constant affection. No , no, you were not 
like this . Is it something I didn't see before , or have you yourself 
changed? You should be ashamed of yourself. 
- Wither has love gone ; why have you become so harsh? 
- You have changed, and the silence is unbecoming 
4 
- I continue to wait for you on the banks , but you see my face and 
flee 
having first fostered me and caused me to love you, now in anger 
you shamelessly sulk 
The banks of the Yamuna , one of the sacred rivers of India which passes 
through Vrndavana 
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Beloved , if this was to be the outcome, you shouldn ' t have been so 
rash. Because : 
- I ' m yours , I ' m yours , they all cry ; beloved, can you not hear? 
- you are meant to be our refuge , but this is for you to ponder 
- What has happened , has happened : my hands are clean 
- you nourished me then reconsidered: you have put the cart before 
the horse5 
0 Lord of Life ! (tears well-up in her eyes) 0 eyes , suffer the results 
of your own doings . 
Oh ~ 
- Running forward you met him ; tell me, whom did you ask? 
- you abandoned all shame in an instant: who advised such ambition? 
- You have ruined everything - 0 why are you so impatient? 
- why do you weep as if dying? Why don ' t you accept the fruits of 
your actions? 
- Even in dreams these miserable eyes have found no happiness ; 
they are forever restless and upset 
- alth?ugh the beloved ' s time of return has passed, they will not 
die 
Without beholding him in full, they will remain remorseful - in 
any world 
- 0 Love of My Life , without seeing you these eyes will not close 
But beloved , who else will attract them and keep them still, because, 
having drunk nectar, how will they drink buttermilk? 
- Separation from the beloved has made the world empty; what can I 
do , what can I see? 
without the happiness of your union, what value has this 
frivolous world? 
Having dealt in diamonds , can I examine glass? 
- the eyes which harbour your form, what else can they see? 
-Therefore eyes , remain closed~ (she covers her eyes with her sari 
• 5 - - - - -jalpan kai puchani jat nahin - You do not drink water and then ask from 
whose hunds you have drunk . This refers to the fact that Hindus should not 
drink water from the hands of a member of a caste lower than their own . 
The implication is that to ask after the fact is not the natural order 
of things , and thus the us e of the English idiom in rendering a translation 
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- * - ** - *** (Bandevi , Saridhya and Varsa enter) 
S Hey BandevI ,. who is this sitting alone in the forest with her eyes 
- -
closed? 
- 6 - -B Don ' t you know? She is the daughter of Raja Candrabhanu, Candravali . 
--
V Then why is she sitting here? 
--
B God only knows . (having thought) Oh , I know . She always sits here and 
--
babbles . She has gone mad over the svamI of this forest! 
V Well , lets go speak to her . 
--
B Let ' s go . 
--
(The three approach CandravalI) 
B (near Candravall 1 S ear) 0 my forest queen Candrava1I t (waiting a 
--
moment) Rarn t 8 Can ' t you hear? (with a raised voice) Hey my beloved 
sakhI Candrava1I! (again waiting) Alas , she is not in her proper senses . 
To whom will she listen? ( in an even louder voice) Hey , don ' t you 
hear me my beloved of the lord? 
C (her eyes remain closed) Yes , yes , Oh why do you shout? The thief will 
--
flee . 
B Which thief? 
--
9 10 C The thief of the butter , the thief of the clothes , and the thief of 
--
my heart . 
B __ Where will he go? 
C __ Don ' t you see? I have trapped him in my eyes , so if you cry out and I 
open them , he will escape . 
(BandevI places her hand on Candrava1I 1 s back) 
C __ (quickly rising she grabs BandevI 1 s hand) Speak O Lord of Life ~ Now 
where will you flee? 
* Wearing green clothing , a diadem of leaves and a garland of flowers 
** Wearing deep orange clothing 
*** Slight darkness of complexion and wearing red clothing 
6
chi· ef of the cowherds 
'7 .. 
svami - master , lord or owner . Here of c.ourse it refers to K:r:;;oa 
8 -Ram is often used in a colloquial sense as an interjectional utterance 
expressive of suprise or hate . 9A reference to Krsna ' s chi ldish antics of stealing buLter in the ninLh 
chapter of the · tenth book of the Bhagavata Purana . 10A reference to Krsna ' s stealing of the gopi ' s cloches in the twenty- second 
chapter of the tenth book of the Bhagavata Purana. 
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(Bandevl releases Candravall ' s hand and slips to t he trees on one 
side . of the stage , while Var~a and Sandhya go to the other . 
C So ! What has happened? I know , in this way you flee from my heart . 
--
You ' ve pulled your hand away , but why? I didn ' t want this . Ah , what a 
fine lover you are . 
( BandevI whist l es ) 
C Look at that treacherous one . Having released my hand he has fled . Now , 
--
who knows where he stands playing the flute? Oh , where is the cheat 
hiding? Speak ~ Speak , because no living soul will tell me . (having 
paused) Well , don ' t speak t hen ; I will find you myself . (she questions 
the trees) 0 trees , tell me where my thief has hidden. Why , 0 
peacocks , do you remain s i lent when it is your nightly cries that eat 
away my life? Why don ' t you tell me where he has hidden? (she sings) 
- Tell me trees , have you seen my beloved? 
- now that he has left me , wher e has he gone ? 
11 . 1 2 13 14 0 kadarnb , 0 mango and n i mb , 0 bakul and tamal 
- tell me , did you see Nanda ' s beautiful son Mohan? 
- 0 g r ove , forest , vines , plants , grass , I ask you 
. "' - 15 
- did you see that charming Syam : why don ' t you tell me? 
- 0 Yamuna , 0 birds and ani mals , 0 Govardhana 
- have you seen the love of my life , Manmohan Hari? 
(She embraces each t ree , and again Bandevi whistles) 
C __ Aha t Look t My beloved calls me . I must go . (she arranges her ornaments) 
(Var~a and Sandhya come near) 
V __ (having grabbed Candrava1I 1 s hand) Where are you going in such array? 
C _ _ To meet my beloved . 
V __ Do you know where you are? 
11 Nauclea Cadamba , a tree with orange- coloured fragrant blossoms . 
12 
The margosa tree . 
13Thc trc Mimusops Elcngi . 
1
~x t · · o.n,hocymus pictorius , an ever green tree with white blossoms . 
15 . An epithet .of Krsna - literally , the ' dark one ' . 
C This is my beloved ' s abode . 
--
V How do you address him? 
--
C Beloved of my life . 
--
V What is your purpose? 
--
C To meet my beloved . 
--
V Tell me , who am I? 
--
C My beloved , No? 
--
V Who are you? 
--
C Beloved to the beloved is my name. 
--
S (amazed) Suprisingly she always gives the same answer. Today she has 
-- 16· become one with Krsna . 
. . . 
(BandevI comes up from behind and puts her hands over 
Candrava1I 1 s eyes) 
C Who is it? 
B It is me . 
C Who are you? 
--
B (coming in front of Candravali) It is me, your sakhi Vrnda. 
--
C Then who am I? 
B __ You are my beloved sakhl CandravalI , aren ' t you? You just forgot 
yourself . 
C Then what are we doing alone in the forest? 
--
B You are searching for your lord, no? 
--
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C Yes~ 0 Lord of Life ~ 0 beloved, where have you gone ? Lord , it was fated 
--
to be. 0 beloved , has this fore s t been created for the purpose of 
bringing about virah or for sporting with you? Oh~ 
- If it had to turn out this way 
- then why did you speak to me words of rasa 
- I might have known it would turn out like this 
- fate has turned agianst me - it is intollerable 
- Forgetting me, Mohan has gone away ; his behaviour has changed 
- 0 what has happened? It is b eyond words 
16The text ~ead~ ek rup aj syama bhaI syam hai - Today syama has become one 
with syam . Sy8.illa i s usually identified with Radha , but here it refers to 
Canclrrr val r . 
B (her eyes fill with tears) 0 b e loved , why are you so worried? Look , 
what will this sakhI standi ng here say? 
C Who is she? 
--
B (looking towards Varsa) She i s my sakhl Varsa . 
--
~? . f . ?17 C This i s Var ~a . Then where is the cloud o my happiness . 0 my beloved , 
--
where are you? Do you thunder in one· place and r a in in another? 
- I have sacrifi ced myself ·to your dark face and comely appearance ; 
when will you reveal yourself to my eyes? 
- 18 . I am a catak , dying of thirst ; where is the nectar for this bird 
to drink? 
- When , in your lightning- yellow garments , will you hasten here 
and shine? 
- 0 Cloud of Joy , when wi ll you come and rain down your love? 
Beloved : Even though you thunder and shake , the catak can not live 
without yov , because , as everyone knows , the catak will drink no other 
water . Beloved , you are such an ocean of compassion that just upon 
hearing a single r equest you provide a full river . What effort is there 
then in filling the small beak of the catak , because I will not quench 
my thirst in any other way . My Dark Cloud , you are my support . 
(Tears well- up i n her eyes and the three look on in 
amazement) 
B __ Look Sakhi , have some r espect and listen to h er . Now what will sl1e 
s ay? 
S __ What are you saying sakhi? Having seen her love we r emain her 
unpaid scvant s ~-9 You on the other hand treat her as if you were a 
d ·t 20 pan i . 
C _ _ Look beloved , they are all laughing . They can laugh . Come ~ Where in the 
forest are you hiding? Show your face . Let them laugh . 
11In HindI , varsa means rain . Here Hariscandra is making a play on the 
character Var~a as a personification of rain . 
18T I a· . . . . he n ian bird Cuculus melanoleucus . In traditional literature it is 
pictured as a bird that would rather die than drink anything but 
raindrops . 
19 - -binn mol ki dasi - one who is not rewarded for her services . This i s a 
----
symbol of uevot ion . 
20T . - -his refers to Bandevi ' s attempts to grasp Candravali ' s condition through 
rational inquiry . 
- Give me strength t o di s r egard family honour 
- in spite of their slander, let me abandon mode sty 
- Let the backbiters cry out all around me 
0 Moon-Faced One, fill my eyes with your vision 
Because 
21 The creator never gives these crying eyes any joy 
anxiously seeing the gossips' suspicion, they turn away 
Although I have abandoned all, this great pain remains 
- how will my life be saved when I long to see your face from 
afar? 
(she cries) 
B __ (having wiped the tears on the upper part of her sarI) 
They will not remain here forever. Compose yours elf sakhi. When we go, 
then you can do as you wish . 
C O sakhis , forgive me . I saw you arrive and I made no preparations to 
--
receive you . (her eyes fill with tears, and she joins her hands in 
supplication) Sakh1 , forgive me, and know that among my sakhis such 
. . 22 
an evil one exists . 
VtS __ No , no sakhl ! You are more beloved to us than life itself. SakhI, we 
speak the truth . We have never seen such true love. Everyone loves, 
but you_ are special . 
c __ All right sakhI , and (having noticed Sandhya) what is thi s sakhi's 
name? 
-B Her name is Sandhya . 
--
23 C (becoming worried) Sandhya has come. What message has she brought? 
--
Speak ! What has the lord said? SakhI, you are late in coming. (having 
paused) It has become twilight - then he will probabl y come f r om the 
24 - - 25 forest . Lets go sakhis and sit in the jharokha s . Why are we sitting 
h ere'? 
(At the back of the stage the moon ris es) 
21 -Brahma 
22 - -Candravali is referring to herself . 
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2 3 d} - 1 . t 11 . . . .,. . . 1 san 1yu i ·era y means twil i ght . Here Ilari s candra i s mak i ng a pay on the 
character Sandhya a s a personification of twi l i ght . 
2L · 1In the Bhagavata Purana Kr sna returns from herding the cows at twilight. 
25 -jharoka - an ori el, ori e l wi ndow 
C (having seen the rising moon) Oh ~ Oh ~ Look~ He comes . 
(She points with her finger) 
- Look sakhI , fix26our eyes on his garments , whose splendour 
exceeds the silll 
his heat has dispelled the anxiety in my heart ; seeing his 
magnificent beauty , joy abounds 
4 ( 
- The cowherd plays h i s flute among the star s ; rai_ning down rasa 
he wins over the sulking lotuses27 
28 
- putting aside the pall of clouds and cover of dust , the Cowherd 
arises : a moon among the lotuses 
Let's go ! Let ' s go i ( she rillls towards the moon) 
B (grabbing her hand) Oh , she has gone mad . The moon has risen,and she 
thinks that he has come from the forest? 
( ) . 29 - 1 1 , C becoming worried Has the silll come up? Dawn has come . Alas . Alas! 
--
How can the heat of this evil Silll be endured? Dawn has come ! Dawn has 
come ! The entire night has passed without consequence . Oh , now I 
must attend to the trivial matters of the house . Ah me ! 
- By what fault of mine is thi s life not extinquishe_d ; what is it 
that is holding me? 
- I am confused ; why has the creator made me so stubborn? 
Alas , the night has passed ; how is it that without him I do not 
die? 
- dawn has come again to see the sadness of these .unfortun o.t c 
eyes 
Then let ' s go home . But what excuse will I make to my mother, because 
she will certainly ask what I was doing alone in the forest all night. 
(having paused) But belovedl Tell me : where have you been all night? 
Look , you lied to me didn ' t you . 30You are a big liar . Don't continue 
26 I , , Krsna s garments are traditionally yellow . 
2'7 ... 
A reference to the night - blooming lotuses which symbolize the gopis 
28The dust which rises as a result of the cows returning from pasture . 
29The brightness and heat of the moon cause CandravalI to think it is the 
Silll that has risen . The heat of the moon is a reference to the tradition 
that true lovers are so delicate that they are burned by th e moon . 
30Th . . . . . 
e implication being that therefore I can lie to my mother. 
this deception . Come! Come! Come now J 
- Come , my best of liars 
- embodiment of trickery, image of deception , vehicle of deceit 
- Why have you broken your promise 
- and shamelessly left me after love? 
Go : Leave me , you liar 
- Come O Mohan , my beloved cheat 
- you deceived me , and yet you sulk 
- Don't touch me: your lip is tainted by another 
- and you are not the least ashamed - Oh how disgraceful 
But beloved , tell me . why do the nights pass so slowly without you? 
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- I will have no more to do with him; he can pass the night where 
he wishes 
but this entreaty I humbly make, and answer me mercifully 
- Why have you contracted with the sun to mutually stay away11 
- because you are upset , the sun is angry : tell me why. 
Go J Go 1 I will say no more (she runs underneath a tree) . 
B,V S She 's gone mad. Look how she sways . Let ' s go sit in the shade of the 
--
trees . (all three sit down near the edge of the stage) 
C (looking worried, she comes forward , her hair and sarl in dissaray) 
-- - _. -
Where has he gone? Where has he gone? Speak~ Don't be angry . Arn I the 
criminal or is i t you? OK , it is me. Then forgive me and come show 
your face . Oh , it has all been too much for me . Entice me, but not to 
the point of tears. (having thought) Oh , Bhagavan has no gratitude . 
Look how I suffer from his staying away, and it is he who sulks . But 
what can I do? I am trapped, and I must accept it. (singing out to the 
trees , she again questions them) Alas , no one speaks. 0 my daily 
companions , give me some help . 
- 0 joyous wind , you who go wherever you desire, 
why dnn ' t you end your silence and advise him who is dear to 
Radha? 
31The meaning is that Krsna does not come to fulfill her longing for uni0n , 
ancl Llic LiLHI cloc~. noV · ornc: Lo encl tl1 pn.in or lH,r- n ·ir~l1Ll.Y vi r-11.11. 
32 
- 0 black bumble bee , fickle in love 
,,. -
- why do you not reveal to SySJil my plight? 
33 · f 1 k 
- 0 hans , you royal bird , beauty o the a e , 
- why do you not tell my beloved of this sadness? 
- 0 crane , you know well separation's pain 
- then why do you not convey to him my state? 
34 f' f ,,.s -0 koyals , love- illed colour o yam 
- fortune allows you near him ; why don ' t you speak? 
- 35 36 0 papiha , daily you cry piu piu, piya piya 
- why do you not entice him here with your call? 
- 0 sun , your rays shine in every house 
- why do you not unite me with my beloved and destroy my sorrow? 
- No one answers me ; they are all heartless 
Beloved of Life , now tell me , where should I search? 
(The moon is covered by a stray cloud, and in the background clouds 
begin to gather) 
C (having remembered) Alas ! In my confusion I called the night day. Oh , 
for whom was I searching , and what might the three sakhis have thought 
of my foolish behaviour? Oh , it was the moon, which now hides behind a 
cloud . I had forgotten that this is the murderous rainy season . 1n 
such darkness the path is not visible . Where will I go , and how will I 
get home? Look belovedt The one who used to know pleasure in meeting 
you has now become fearful . The forest which appeared so nice to these 
eyes now seems so frightful . Everything is here except you . (tears fall 
from her eyes) Beloved , where have you gone? Lord , these eyes remain 
thirsty ; when will you cause them to drink the nectar of your appearance? 
32This is a reference to Uddhava , who in the Bhagavata Purana is sent by 
Krsna in the form of a black bee to inform the gopis that they should 
give up their longing for him and practice meditation . The gop1s berate 





piya means darling or husband 
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Beloved , my hair is braided ; when will you unravel it? 37 (crying) 
Lord , except for you , no one else can wipe these tears . Alas , even an 
orphan ' s condition is better than this . 0 My Creator , what kind of 
happiness is it that changes to such sorrow? Even at _the hint of 
fulfillment I used to become excited, and then calming myself I used 
to say that someday you would return . But it has become too much -
I can endure no more . If we are to meet , then meet me while I am alive . 
Oh , if I mi ght have had but one full glimpse of you , then my fervor 
may have been quelled . I longed to see your face , but even in my drearns 
my expectations were left unfulfilled . Alas , I can ' t even tell my 
family or friends about this calamity . 0 Dear Ones , take care of Braj ; 
now here I ... (choked with tears she beg i ns to cry) Oh you cruel one ! 
I didn ' t thi nk you could be so stonehearted . Seeing these clouds you 
should have come to me . In this season even the traveller · returns to 
his home , and yet you do not find me . Alas , I endure this sadness in 
the hope that the rains might come , and when they do , you still stay 
away . Oh , aga i n the rain has come ; again the leaves have become green ; 
the koyal has called ; but beloved , you have not come . Alas , all the 
k . . . . . . ?38 sa his will probably swing , but with whom will I swing . All of them 
will find lovers to swing them , but who will get wet with me , protect 
me , and call me beloved? (she cr i es) Oh , I am shameless . 0 love ! 
I have shamed you by staying al i ve . 39 Why hasn ' t my breath departed? 
What benefit is there in l i v i ng? Anyone can see that my heart is not 
impenetrable , for ... (just at this momemt she faints and is about to 
fall to the ground when the three sakhi s come to her aid) 
(Curtain falls) 
37A symbol of love making . 
38 -The gopis are often depicted as playing on the swings in an amorous 
fashion . 
39T should hn.ve died or love - rdckness long ago . 
Interlude 
Place - A clearing in the forest 
(Sandhya enters running) 
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S Ram ! Ram ! I am tired from running. These cows of Braj are more like 
bulls ; look how they raised their tails and gave chase . And that 
sonless Subal mischievously played the t umari and allowed them to 
pounce on me . Oh , if I hadn ' t exerted myself and fled , I would have 
fallen into their path . How can I get even with him? He has become very 
obstreperous : what use is there in such jokes? Perhaps I wouldn ' t be 
l 
so worried if it wasn ' t market day in anda , for I must go there and 
entrust Candravali ' s letter to her beloved . (becoming nervous) Oh , 
again these cows sweep like wild buffalos . 
-;- 2 ) (She runs off , and from her coli a letter falls 
( Campaka l ata enters) 
Carap (having seen the fallen letter) Oh , ·whose letter might th-is be that has 
--
1 
fallen here? I might look and see . ow , what does it say? (picking it 
up she looks) Ram }Ram ~ Who knows what sadness is contained in a letter 
that is so damaged by tears that it can hardly be read and is 
impossible to open without tearing . (opening it with great difficulty , 
she reads) 
Beloved .1 
That can I write? You are so cruel . Well now , you certainly 
displayed your valour . I have forsaken everything for you : 
worldly concerns , convention and my reputation. Why then have 
you abandoned me? Don't tell me that fruit is obtained by 
following dharma . 3 0 shameless one , you have no honour . You 
should silently hang your head in shame , but you remain irn.-
perturbed . Such a faithful lover . Anyway , you know the situation . 
The name of a local village 
2B . . 
odice 
3Th . . . is is a reference to the ethical approach to liber ation extolled in the 
Uliu~avac GI Lu .. Ju Llt iG · ru.rnc WJ work Krunu pr cuc ltc0 a docLr j fl(' l J!l.~jt'd ()( I 
followjng one ' s correct dharma or socio- ethical duty . CandravalI will have 
none of this, as r er only desire is union wiLh Kr s na . No o Lb c r bcnc rits; 
inc1udin~ liberation , wilJ do . 
I will sigh no more . Let it be like this; having informed 




Camp (having taken a deep breath) Oh, this is a horrible affliction. God 
--
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forbid that such a thing should happen to an innocent one. My heart is 
pounding just from reading this letter. How horrible is the condition 
of women in this situation . They are as meek as doves. 5 Such is the 
- I - I state of love . Ram. Ram . It is as if you wanted to cry out but were 
unable to do so . I know this pain , but what can the uninitiated know, 
I • I 6 because he who has not had cracked feet can not know the pain. 
The writer is obviously in pain, but who might she be? (having thought) 
Aha, I know. This is certainly Candrava1I 1 s letter, because the 
writing is like hers . Moreover , here is her mark. Oh, my sakhi has been 
treacherously trapped . I knew she was in trouble, but not to this 
extent . Oh , how exceptional is silent love; it seeks no worldly 
benefit . Such a person is homeless;' having abandoned the happiness of 
the world, she seals her own fate . Anyway , I must get this letter to 
him and request that a meeting be a_rranged. 
(From the wings a voice of an elderly person) 
Yes , you will take care of things. 
--
Camp __ (having heard the voice and then thought) Oh, who is it? (looking) Who 
is this haggard old lady? I certainly hope that this secret doesn't 
get out . I had better explain , then go. 
(She leaves) 
4 - -Candravali ' s mark 
51. . . iterally, they are like pigeons who do not cry out when being strangled . 
6A ·1 .d. vi lage l iom 
1She belongs neither here nor there - she loses the pleasures of the world, 




Place - A park near a pond 
(A swing has been set up and some sakhis are swinging;while others 
are roaming here and thereJ 
(CandravalI , MadhavI , KamamanjarI , Vilas~ni, etc .' are sitting 
together, while Candraka~ta , Vallabha, Sya.mala and Bha.ma are on 
the swings . Ka.minI and M~dhurI are strolling hand in hand.) 
Sakhi, look with what hustle and bustle the rainy season comes. It is 
- 1 
as if Kama has sent his army to conquer us weak women. The clouds , 
rolling and whirling all round , have gathered in layers; wild geese are 
driven to flight ; the lightning flashes like a brandished sword; the 
-thunder booms , arid water rains down like the arrows of Kama . Trying 
to entice those evil ones: peacocks enthusiastically sing in a variety 
of voices . These indolent clouds attack the dignity of the family, as 
they cause an upsurge of desire in every part of the heart. Having 
seen such clouds , how can one maintain modesty or be faithful? 
Madhurl Especially one like you KaminI . 3 
- -
K Enough ! You are always being smar.t . Looki Everywhere the earth is 
--
adorned in greenery ; rivers , streams , wells and tanks have become full; 
birds gather their feathers and sit in nervous silence in the trees; 
ladybugs and fireflys can be seen everywhere, day and night; riverbanks 
break and crash with a thumbing sound; snakes come out of their holes 
and wander here and there unprotected ; roads are closed; travellers are 
- 4 
stranded . To separated lovers it is .as if the chota pralaya-kal has 
come . 
M __ Why chota? The ba~a pralaya- kai has come. The water is well~ng up 
everywhere . Even those vessels which are paragons of virtue have been 
sunk . As far as separated lovers are concerned, the world is drowned. 
1The god of love 
2The clouds 
3 - - - -Here MadEuri is playing on the relationship between Kamini ' s name and the 
word kama - sensual love . 
l_~ Th . . . 
e dissolution at the end of each ardha-kalpa of Brahma equivalent to 
4 , 320 , 000 , 000 years when the material universe and the lesser gods return 
5 to cosmic chaos . 1'1hc e;rco.t ai~1solution nt_ the end of one rrnrnlrca y r-11.r!'> or J3ro.hmn ( cnch kalpa 
equals one day of Brahma) when the whole cosmos including Brahma perishes . 
6 Respectful women 
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K But you have the support of Krsna , so what is it to you? That day you 
-- ... 
stood near the banyan tree talking and we. went . . . 
M (breaking in) And Candraval1? 
--
- -K Yes , poor Candravali . She passes the time in solitude . Moreover , people 
--
are suspicious , and she is under surveillance . She can ' t even get a 
glimpse of him . Now what ... 
M (breaking in) Let ' s forget these things . Look , again the easterly wind 
--
K 
has begun to blow , and the coiled vines are shaking themselves loose 
from the trees . Both ends of the sari s are beginning to fly up , and 
-
the peacocks sing i n harmony . Look ~ Agai n i t begins to thunder . 
7 Sakhi , by saying the divine name , somehow separated lovers can be 
8 
saved from the spring breeze · and the moon of sarad , but nothing can 
save them f r om these black clouds , the gusty east wind , and the pitter 
patter of rain . 
- -M On top of this you are Kamin i, so how could you escape? 
--
' I K Be gone Joker ! Even now you remai n full of the intoxicat i on of that 
--
day , and ther efore you are unable to understand the problems of others . 
If such problems would have befall en you , then you would know . 
M They have befallen me , but I am not · so weak that a little excitement 
--
makes me lose control . 
K Come now : who are you that you can stay calm? Just how much capacity 
--
does a woman have? In this season even great yogis abandon their 
meditation . Some become remorseful for having renounced the world ; 
others let down their matted hair and heave a great sigh , and many 
break their pots and seek a life of pleasure . 
M __ Well , it is evident that some expert has initiated you and caused you 
to break your poL . 
K __ Get lost ! What do you know about this pain? Sakhi , the earth and the 
kadamb arc transformed.~ and t hcse evil clouds affect the mind . Jf you 
7 TI am TI nm 
8 - -Khari Boli - sarad , the full moon night in the .month of kvar , the seventh 
month of the Hindu calendar . 
9 Natural phenomena which should bring joy , instead cause sorrow , as they 
remind one of Krsna ancl intensify the pain of virah . 
iere in love then you would understand . In the desire for happiness , 




Kamini is passion ' s possession , therefore she is teased time and again . 
--
(At the back of the . stage peacocks cry) 
K Alas , poison is the only means of being saved from this seductive 
sound . e cry of these da.mll'dones and the blowing of the east wind are 
unbearable . They are blessed who at such times as these stand with 
their husbands on high balconies adorned in colourful clothes and 
vatch the rain clouds and green landscape , or wander through gardens , 
hills and fields in each other ' s arms . They protect each other from 
the rain , and their embrace magnifys their love . They sway , swing , 
laugh , splash , sing and caress together . 
And you have no one to protect you from the rain or embrace you . There 
--
is no one to arouse your love let alone magnify it . 
K Be gone you scoundrel ! He who has not had cracked feet can not know 
the pain . 
-
(Continuing to speak she goes in the shade of a tree) 
,,. 
MadhavI (to Candrava1I ) Sakhi, look how enchant ing Sy;mal; appears . See how 
--
charming the cunari1 0is on her moon - like face . Wet locks hang down her 
- 11 
neck ; her clothes cling to her body ; and the running pan and kajal 
on her face create a strange beauty . 
C fuy not? She is the beloved of our beloved . Were I near her I would 
--
12 bless and embrace her . 
Kq.JT1a-:-
man Jar i Sakhi , today under this tree beauty is truly raining down . The sakhis 
------
and the surroundings are both spell- binding. In swinging , their colourful 
saris take the form of tha half- moon and appear as beautiful as the 
rainbor . Some of the sakhis sit peacefully on the swings and experience 
the cool breeze ; having tightened the upper and lower parts of their 
- -;-
others swing through the air . Some sing ; some clutch one another saris , 
out of fear ; some cry out to be let down ; but others , in order to tease 
10 _-:-
4antle or shawl - the part of the sari that covers the face . 
11c . 
ollyrium used as an eye makeup . 
J 2 - -lJ1tl1dyrt lcn11. - Lh<: ucL or r.l.roking the hen.a with hot-,h hnncls, n.;; with n. younr·· 
child . The act implies a type of benediction and can also take on the 
meaning of Lakjng n r>urcJc11 on to one ' s scl r . 
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them, push them even higher . 
M It is not only the swings that are swaying . Their hearts sway with the 
--
desire to swing the beloved , and the image _of the beloved sways in their 
eyes . Today Syamala is the essence of love~ 3 Look how the lightn ing 
reveals her lovely face , and how time and again the breeze unveils her 
beauty . Look ~ 
- Like Krsna ' s barb of virah she pains the heart ; full of zeal 
she plays on the swing 
- causing song , laughter and merry-making, as the clouds rumble she 
increases desire four - fold 
- I am overcome by her laugh, her pose and her conversation; pan 
runs down her lips, kajal from her eyes 
- -
- the billowing clouds and the cunari on her face seem like veils 
superimposed 
C O Sakhis , what an injus tice that while everyone is fulfilling her desire 
--
my condition is so awful . Alas , someone should have mercy upon me . (her 
eyes fill with tears) 
M Sakhl, why are you so dejected? Tell us what to do . We are your 
faithful s ervants . We will do whatever is in our power ; we can ' t say 
no to you . 
K. M. That is well and goo d sakhi, but what will we say to her? Aft e r all , she 
--
-;- - . -;- 14 
is only our choti svamini. 
VilasanI Yes sakhi, we have two svamini s , and we are in a fix . The fact is that 
---
they will once agin be reunited - if a stick strikes water it will not 
- -
cause it to separate - but if for the present Radha hears that some 
sakhis have not kept an eye on CandravalI, there will be a real 
commotion . 
M Yes , it is we who are at fault . Someone has b e en telling tales about 
--
Candravall. We are in reality all one; whoever causes ill to CandravalI, 
causes ill to herself. 
C __ (to herself) Alas , such is my condition , a nd y et belove d you p a y no 
att ention . 0 Belove d , what will become of us? Thi s chance only comes 
now: later , love will be unobtainable . 0 lord , to whom can I speak of 
13Li~e~all~ ,' Sa~vala (Syamala) hl ki menhadi aur cunari to rang hai ! -
' Syamala ' s feet and mantle are coloured red . I' red b e ing tne c olour of 
love and passion . 
J 11 • -;- . . - -
ov1Lnnn.1 JC a t e rm e; cn cr a lJy acsoc1at c d wjth nndhn , mc nn1n r; 01ff rn i ;;trcss . 
Here it is being pointed out that both Radha and CandravalI arc s vaminis 
to the sakhis ' but Tiadha i.s superior' and th er e for e Candrava lI i s only 
the choti (smaller) svamin I . 
)/ 
my desir P. s , and how can I release my emotions? The night is short, and 
desire is great ; life is brief , and enthusiasm abounds . Oh, there is 
no abode for one drowning in love ' s illusion. Day and night are passed 
in crying . I have no caretaker , because in this world no one sees the 
heart - people only see the surface . Alas , having become indifferent to 
family and friends , I am rendered useless . I abandoned everything for 
your shelter , so you are to blame for this state of affairs. After 
this , how can I belong to another? Beloved, after me you will not find 
such an ardent lover - then you will search for me with a lamp. Oh, 
you betrayed me , and what is more , the story of your cruelty to this 
gentle dove will spread . Having given me affection, you deceived me, 
but still you are called the wise and gentle one . The goat was 
sacrificed , but the partaker did not relish the flavour. Oh , I didn ' t 
know you would do these things . Ha, such a faithful lover. Even the 
executioner remembers his victim , but do you inquire about me? If just 
once you would embrace me ~ 
Beloved , a person ' s virtue is realized only after death . When I am gone 
who will long to meet you and cry for you? Alas, the world can ' t even be 
renounced . I suffer all this pain , and I am trapped . 0 lord, why have 
you seized my heart and made me so useless? Oh, this insufferable 
longing consumes me ; why haven ' t you manifest yourself and redeemed me? 
Wher e has all of your compassion gone? Quickly release me from the 
bonds of this world : I can endure no more. Beloved, don't make your 
servant a bondsman of the world . 
0 Lord of Virtue , why can ' t you maintain your love? Having submerged me 
in mid- stream , you now demand a fee . Beloved, I have already payed , so 
take me across . Patience has its limits ~ I writhe in pain, and you 
watch the show . Why have you caused me to leave my family and friends 
and become a vagabond? I am disgraced : you hide after transforming me 
from a beauty to a hagard , from a respectful woman to a wench, from a 
dirunond to a cowrie . You make me angry , and my heart wants to cry out. 
Now I will abuse you ; what else can I do? Look, even in insult I speak 
to you heart to heart : false, cruel , shameless , stone-hearted, 
hypocritical - all of these invectives suit you. Was it necessary to tel] 
so many lies? WJ1 a-L caused you to do such a thing? \A/u s a promi se ncc de:d? 
Liar} Liar! Not just a liar but a betrayer ! 
Why did you so pompously lead people to believe in you? Left to thier 
own devices they would either die or go to hell : you have given them 
false hope . But what is worse is that you don 't even care about their 
I 
_ 1 
suffering . Alas , how sad the people are , and you treat everyone the 
same . Suffering results either from surrender to you or the sadness 
.of the world . To you they are both traps for fools , and therefore 
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this name - ' cruel- hearted '. Well , what passion was it that caused such 
a muddle? Who asked you to set thi s mischievous snare? There was 
nothing ; you were alone ; all was calm and blissful . Why then did you 
create such a poisonous world? Hypocrite ! And you are even more 
shameful for creating such confusion . Your reputation has spread . 
Because of you , the people are wandering aimlessly . Lies have come from 
your very mouth . Oh , you are utterly without shame . What is there to 
say? Having beaten down honour , you have cast it aside ; it no longer 
accompanies you . No wonder the world is wi thout integrity . Alas , if 
you would just but once show your face , then sectarians would cease 
breaking each other ' s heads . Well , you are exceedingly shameless . Where 
will be found one such as you? Even abuse does not stir you . Forget it , 
I too am a liar and a hypocrite . Why not? - as the groom , so the 
wedding party . St i ll , you are the main culprit , but realize this : 
no one will tell you such , because those who worship you as formless 15 
. . . 16 . 
will cry n et i net i; t hey will not speak the truth . But tell me , 
will the sadness and confusion keep _spreading , or will there be a 
reconciliat i on ? What about me? Clear my mind of this confusion . 
Oh , to whom am I speaking ? Is anyone listening? Who sees the peacock 
dancing in the wilderness ? No : No ~ He sees everything , but he doesn ' t 
pay any attention . Even a stone would melt , but not K:~~a . No ) No! 
I have wrongly abused my beloved . 0 Beloved , you are not at fault . 
17 This is just a result of my karma . Lord , I am the guilty one - Forget 
my sho r t c om i ngs and t h ink only of y o u r own ( well - being) . 
(She cries) 
M Alas , sakhis , she is crying . 
--
K. M. Beloved sakhi , stop crying . We can ' t take anymore . 
--
V Sakhi , we will do as you desire , even if it means experiencing the 
- -
wrath of Radha . We are with you . 
M Oh , she doesn ' t listen . (wiping CandravalI 1 s tears) My beloved, I 
--
entreat you , stop crying l 
15The implication is those who worship god as nirguna - without qualities . 
16S 6 ee page 25 , note . 
l'T Reference to the tradtional Hindu doctrine which proclaims that a p~rson ' s 
station in 1ife is not a result of chance but follows from previous 
action in a former life . 
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K. M. Don't say anymore to her . Let ' s get together and decide on a way to 
help . 
V We are all willing to sacrifice our lives for her, but what can be done? 
--
C (crying) Sakhi , there is one solution if you accept it . 
--
M Why shouldn ' t we accept it? 
- -
C Then go and leave me alone . 
--
M What will you do here alone? 
--







Might we hear of this desire? 
Sakhi , I can ' t tell you . 
Then she plans to die } Sakhi , we are not so foolish as to leave you 
alone . 
Sakhi , it is useless to try and take your life ; existence will not 
cease , and where will you agin find such a beautiful body?18 
Sakhi , don ' t say such things to us . We will do all we can to help you , 
so -don ' t even contemplate death . As long as we are alive we will not 
allow you to die ; after that , it is . out of our hands . 
C· (crying) Alas , I can ' t even die . What injustice . 
--
M On the contrary sakhi . 
--
- -K.M. Forget it Madhavi . Don ' t question her anymore . Let's consult and decide 
---
what to do . 
- -V Yes . Madhavi , you are clever - think of something . 
--
M I have an idea. Since there are three of us , we will divide the work into 
--
three parts . I will take the most difficult assignment - persuading 
- -Radha , while you two will have the responsibilities of clarifying the 
situation to her family and arranging a meeting with Krsna . 
K. M. I will speak t o Krsna and make him feel ashamed of himself . Moreover, 
--
I ' ll do everything within my power to arrange a meeting . 
M Sakhi , what else can he do? From fear of Radha he can ' t do otherwise . 
- -V Then you will take care of Radha? 
--
M __ .Yes , yes , Rndhn is my responsibility . 
V __ And Candraval1 ' s family is mine . 
18A reference to the doctrine of reincarnation . Existence does not cease with 
the death of the body, so there is no use in taking one ' s life . 
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M Well , that ' t that , but don ' t divulge this plan to anyone . Let's go . 
- -
C Sakhis , why do you waste your time? My fate is sealed. 




K. M. Sakhi , why do you remain dejected? As long as there is life there is 
hope . 
M Enough, nowitis settled , but until the work is done don ' t let the plan 
fall on anyon e ' s e ars . 
V Don ' t worry , there ' s no way the news will leak . 
- -
K. M. (grabbing CandravalI ' s hand) Forget it . Get up . Let ' s go swing. 
--
M Yes sakhI, forget your dejection . 
C 
--
Sakhi , it has passed , but I will not swing ; my eyes themselves are 
swinging . 
- The beautiful eyel i d seat hangs on ropes ~f love ; the poles of 
hope are firmly fixed 
- the earings of enthusiasm sweep away popular disdain 
- 19 
- Ra i ning tears from the eyes are the rag to the glory of the 
beloved 
desire for union is the momentum that keeps the eyes swinging on 
the swing of virah 
And sakhi , i f I were to swing I would become more dejected . 
M As you wish sakhi . We are agents of your happiness . 
- -
C Oh , seeing those dark clouds , the heart becomes even sadder. 
--
- Seeing those dark clouds recollections appear, and the cloud of 
virah begins to rumble in my heart 
- 20 
when I see the rainbow and the bagamal , the joyous memories of 
his garland and pearls arise within 
- The koyal and the peacock recall his flute, and his beautiful 
stance passes before me 
- the double- flash lightning resembles his cloak , and my h e art 
soars 
Alas , the rain , which brings happiness to the e arth , is a me ssenger 
of sorrow to me . 
19 . . 
'T1rn.cl1t1onn.lly th e gop1_s s in g v erses ,of prai se t o K:r~r:i a . 
20 -bagln - a heron . 
M The sorrow will cease . Arise . Let ' s go home . 
-'---
K.M, Yes , let ' s go . 
(All go) 
(The curtain falls) 
y 
Act IV 
Place - Candravali ' s drawing room : through the window the 
Yarnuna is visible . The bed is made and the curtains 
are drawn . A perfume box , pan box , etc ., decorate 
the room . 
1 * (A yogin enters ) 
Alakh, alakh l 2 Reverence to the guru 1 Aho , is anyone home? No one 
answers . Isn ' t anyone here? Then what should I do? I might wait·. There 
is nothing to worry about ; there are no incurnbenc ies for a rn c'11Cli_cant . 
Moreover , I am a yogi of love . Now I think I will sing a little : 
- Someone is here in yogin ' s disguise 
3 
- with bow- like brows and mesmorizing eyes 
4 
- Enchanted by such beauty, folk drink the holy water 
-
- while this urbane Karna offers song and music to the Supreme 
. . 5 
- The enchanting yogin has now appeared 
- so attractive : a rosary around6her neck , the ochre robe on her body , the tika on her forehead 
Deceptive eyes , drunk-red with passion , intoxicate all 
while sarangI7in hand her music and song awaken the fire of virah 
The yogin ' s love is manifest 
* - -ochre sari, ornaments and feminine attire , slight darkness of complexion . 
A long- crooked tika of Vermillion' hair in disarray . A sarangI in hand ' 
eyes red , exceeaingly beautiful . When she sings she us e s the sarangI 
1A female yogi 
2
alakh - invisible or imperceptible - a term used by holy men when referring 
to the divine or supreme being 
3Literally , eyes that stretch to the ear - stylized beauty 
4 Water sprinkled from the hand of a yogi or holy man is considered blessed . 
5The term manmoh an (in the text manmohanI) means enchanting or alluring 
one who tempts or charms - , but it is also an epithet of K:i;~9a . Thus 
the line has a double meaning and can be taken as Krsna has appeared 
. . . 
6 as a yogin . /\n ornament l mark of vermi llion or sandalpaste which indicates a woman ' s · 
husuw1cl i~ ulivc . Here it is a sectarian mark . 7Thc Indion equivalent of the violin - a non- fretted stringed instrument 
whlch cun huvc from U1r<.:L: Lo L-wc.:nLy sLrlng~ unu j:_; p.luyc.:u w.i.Llt u liuw . 
_ I, 
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- large bending eyes cast a lazy infatuated glance 
- Steeped in love ' s ways , the rasa- soaked suitor emhodies desire 
- a beggar in the city of love singing the song of virah 
- The yogin ' s eyes are inebriated with love 
-
- restless , pointed , beaut i fully l i ned with flowing kajal 
- Love-red eyes immersed in rasa ; light diffused across her face , 
- the yogin takes the sarangI and plays to her beloved - the desire 
of life 
- On her forehead a dangl ing r inglet 
- black curly hair that pleases the mind 
- Flowi ng locks and ochre garment increase the beauty two- fold 
- and the eyes , seeing love ' s perfect image , are comforted 
(At the back of the stage there i s the sound of jingling anklets) 
Oh ~ Someone is coming . I will hide and silently listen . Then I will 
see what takes place . 
(The yogin leaves and Lal i ta enters) 
- -L What is this ? Candraval i has not yet r eturned . Evening has come and 
--
8 
there is no sakhi or servant in the house . What if a thief might come? 
(looking through the window) Oh , how beautiful .the Yamuna i s . Just as 
with the passing of the rainy season and the beginning of autumn , so 
the Yamuna , like a mixture of the sweet smell of Vrndavana fl ower s and 
the gusty wi nd , is so beautiful and pleasing that the mind comes under 
its spell . This magnificence can not be de scribed . If CandravalI were 
here now , then I would show her , but alas , what good would it do , for 
it would only increase the pain of virah . (looking towards the Yamuna) 
Without doubt , the Yamuna is splendid at this time . 
- 8 -
- On the banks of the Yamuna the unequalled tamal stretches 
forth 
- pleasing the mind as it reaches to touch the wat er 
- As if standing on tip toes and looking in a mirror t o s ee it s 
own beauty 
or knowingly bending to receive a boon 
In the text the Yamuna is re erred to as the ' daught er of the s un '. 
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- As if willingly casting a shadow to alleviate the bank's 
heat 
- or pleasurably bowing like a devotee before Bari 
- At other spots the pure white lotus displays its beauty 
- while amidst the water - grass rows of night- blooming lotuses 
appear 
-
- Like raised eyes seeking the beauty of the Yamuna and Braj 
- or countless buds bursting forth love for the beloved 
- As if outstretched hands calling the beloved near 
- or devotees enchantingly going forth to offer puja 
- Cluthcing the i mage of the beloveds foot to their hearts 
- or bumble bees turning their faces and singing praise 
- Like the lotus - faces of Braj 9shirnmering and shining 
-;-10 . . 
- or numerous Lak~mis coming to touch the feet of Bari 
- 11 
- As if the two gunas of satvik and anurag nave encircled Braj 
- or hundreds of the goddess' abode are dotting the water 
- And when the brilliance of the full moon appears 
- the sky spreads over the water like a canopy 
- Evertything becomes mirror- like : one shining brightness 
- whose beauty puts the body , mind and eyes at rest 
- What poet could describe the beauty of that moment 
- when earth meeting sky manifest a singular charm 
- Radiant moonlight falls amidst the waters 
- and pleasantly dances on the waves 
- As if to catch a glimps of Bari , the moon has taken up its 
beautiful abode in the flow 
- or the waves , mi_rror in hand, are reflecting the splendour 
9The gopis 
goddess of wealth and spouse of Visnu . 
. . 
guna is an _essential quality or property of a thing. The three essential 
gunas in Sankhya philosophy are sattva, rajas and tamas which appear in 
cerLuin combinuLions in dil'fcrcnt forms or evolving co~mic muL-Lcr . f~nttva 
or goodness is symbolized by the colour white; rajas (in the text anurag ) 
' _passion ' has reel as i L::.; colour. In tr c poem Lhcy tuke on the irnuL:,c::J or 
w hi t c an a r c d 1 o tu s cs . 
- As if the wate~ is ~a~1~ng forth the brightness of Bari ' s 
crown during rasa- lila 
or the lord ' s image , dwelling in the river ' s breast , is revealing 
itself 
- At times it seems a hundred moons play hide and seek 
- the wind creating numerous forms 
As if full of passion , the moon is frolicking in the current 
- or swinging on its rippling ropes 
Like a soaring kite , flopping from side to side 
- or a girl of Braj assessing the water' s depth13 
-As if the moon were waxi ng and waning in the Yamuna 
- or d eceptively playing amongst the stars 
As if there were as many rendevousing images 
f . db K- . ~ 14 - as waves ashione y alindi 
Like a spinning silver disc or spray jumping on the surface 
f . . . 15 - or a wrestler per arming his exercises 
Here a swan sings , and a pigeon bathes 
- there ducks fly and water fowl scurry about 
- Geese drift, and herons await their prey 
- parrots and cuckoos drink, and bumble bees sing 
- On the shore peacocks danc~ and birds chirp a variety of tunes 
- the beauty of the bank enhanced by wildlife's watery retreat 
A wide expanse of pure white sand 
- shining as if it were a silver stairway to the moon 
- Or a carpet laid down for accomodating the beloved 
- or a sea of finely ground jewels 
12 - - -
rasa- lila - ' passion sport ' a reference to Krsna ' s dancing and sporting 
with the gopi s of Braj as depicted in various Puranas 
13The image is that of a girl bobbing up and down in the water . 
14 -Yamuna - the name KalindI comes from t .he fact that the Yamuna is supposed 
to tnkc it:::; rise in the mythical Kalinda mountains. 
15 The image is that of a wrestler moving up and down in exercise . 
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- Like a glistening pearl , adorning dark hair 
- the flowing whiteness of Br a j ' s abode pleases the heart 
(CandravalI suddenly enters) 
C _ _ Well done my sister . Such excellent poetry - today you have opened 
the knot of poetry ' s sack . Unbeknown to you , I heard all . 
(The yogin quietly tiptoes in and stands in one 
corner) 
L _ _ Well , well , it is really something that you should notice my poetry. 
C (listening , she sighs and reflects) 
- -
- 0 sakhi , why have you reminded me 
- when domestic duties had made me forget? 
- Now the condition has r eturned , and . my worried heart will perish 
as only r epression allows me to live 
L _ _ Forget it l Let ,·s talk about something else . 
Y (to herself) Without doubt her love is firm . Remembering me , her 
--
cheeks become pale . Tears fill her eyes , and her mouth becomes small 
and dry . I n such a short time she has become transformed . Alas , so 
thi s is her condition . 
- She looks a teased, overcome , wonder-struck lass, a lways weary 
as i f having been sold 
- speech full of babble, her eyes a blank gaze - like the stare 
of a doll 
- When others disturbed try to console, she bitterly sobs , as if 
l i ving dead 
- sorrowful reminisences cause her sakhis to weep; happiness 
unfulfilled , she falls in a swoon 
Now it i s impossible to stay away . All parts of my body remain impatient 
to be with her . 
C~_(having heard Lalita ' s words , but not paying any attention , she notices 
a filutter on the left side of her body , and speaks to herself) Aha ! 
Why does this good omen come at such an untimely moment? (having 
paused ) Oh , what an evil thing hope is , and love , as well , makes man 
blind . Although we ar c separated , the heart, trusting this omen , thinks 
that he wiJl certainly come . (having laughed) TTn., n.s jf he J~ 
concerned . I am only an encumbrance , but the heart only knows it s own 
logic . Even in hopeless situations it maintains the illusion . (sighing) 
Oh ! Look at love ; it never abandons hope . Though the beloved doesn't 
even pretend to care for you, still the heart trusts that he will. 
(placing her hand over her heart) Be still! Why this sudden upsurge? 
Be patient ; he won ' t come out of some wall . 
Y (to herself) He will, beloved, he will : I am here . It is just that my 
--
heart is such that even though it is referred to as the 'inner- self 1 ~ 6 
it is slow in meeting with the devotees . (making her appearance, she 
advances ) Alakh ! Alakh~ 
( CandravalI and Lalita give their respect and sit down) 
L It is my extreme fortune to meet such a great- souled- one as yourself . 
--
C __ (to herself) Why is my heart drawn towards this yogin? 
Y What is so special about seeing us sadhus?17 We can be seen casually 
--
wandering nearly everywhere . 
L Where is your home? 
--
Y Love city , beloved village . 
--
L __ What does your guru call you? 
Y Lover is my name . 
--
L __ Why did you become a yogin? 
Y For my beloved . 
--
L What is your mantra 18 
--
y Alone the beloved ' s name . 
L What have you abandoned? 
--
Y Worldly honour . 
--




L What is your path? 
--
y 20 Love . 
16 - -
antaryami - see Commentary . 
17 -
sadhu - a religious mendicant. 
18 
mnn Lrn - an incantation or mystical verse. 
19-
asan - a special place for t he practice of yogic meditation. 
20 
anurag - love with a slight l y more erotic connotation. 
L What is your means? 
--
y Union with the beloved . 
L __ What position do you rcco8nizc? 21 
22 Y Lover , 
--
- The guru taught me with speaking eyes the power of virah 
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- and ever since , I have abandoned all and wandered from place to 
place 
C (to herself) Alas , she is also separated from her beloved. No wonder 
--
my heart is drawn to her . 
L Then your path is different from the ways of the world . But tell me, 
--
are other yogls wasting their time in useless endeavours? 
Y __ Is there any doubt? Listen. (arousing the sarangi, she sings) 
- All such efforts are purely in vain 
- for the true yogin is a separated lover 
. . . . 23 
- She mortifys herself with the pain of virah 
her ear ornament becomes the sound of the flute 
- Streaming tears , the mendicant ' s beads 
- Gokul ' s dust , the yogi ' s ash 
- Platted hair , his matted locks 
- for the true yogin is a separated lover 
- Listen O sakhis to the guru's sermon 
- lay down the deerskin2~f separation ' s pain 
- On the beads of your mind repeat the nrune of the beloved 
- as the true yogin's conduct is completely unique 
~or the true yogin is a separated lover 
21 - -:-gadi - position or office , hence seat symbolic of these ; the guru ' s throne . 
22 -
suhag - literally , the happy state of a married woman. 
23 . Hindu mendicants often inhale smoke from a fire as a mcuns of pennanc_e . 
Here the pain of virah corresponds to this practice . 
2t1 · 
One article in some yogi ' s paraphernalia is a deerskin . 
- My deportment is this - loving dedication 
- so never put on ashes , the symbol of ill 
25 Put se~dur on the head; keep your hair up in plaits 
- wear bangles on the arm ; adorn your mouth with pan 
- Keep a cup full of liquor ready to drink 
- for the true yogin is a separated lover 
- Wild eyes are my creed 
so forget family , convention and heavenly goals 
,, 
- Like Siva , show ignorant yogis the way 
- and magnify your love for the beloved alone 
26 
- This kind of~ is worth thousands of others 
- for the true yogin is a separated lover 
C (to herself) Oh , how her singing enraptures my heart . The effect of her 
--
words is beyond description . My heart seems wounded; her voice is just 
like that of the beloved ' s . (forcibly she restrains her tears) I will 
make her sing some more . (aloud) 0 yogin , if you don ' t mind, sing 
something else . (having spoken, she alternately looks at the yogin with 
expectation and lowers her head in thought) 
Y (smiling) All right beloved . Listen . (she sings) 
--
- The yogin appears longing for nectar 
- without union she roams the forests forlorn 
- A hermit of love , forsaking wealth, house and ~leasure 
- crying alakh she worships her lord 
- For you Manmohan she searches the groves 
- in delicately donned yo8i ' s guise 
- In hope of one glimpse she fills pathways with song 
- so reveal yourself beloved ; do not let her go on . 
C __ (to herself) Alas , all she says is very revealing. Suddenly my heart is 
in my throat . 0 beloved , reveal yourself. 
25v ·11 · · ermi ion which 
happy state of 
26 -lakh - 100 , 000 
is put on the head of an Indian woman to symbolize her 
coverturc. 
Y __ Now you must sing to the yog1n . I s.ang for you; will you not sing 
for me? (to herself) On this pretense I will be able to hear the 
life-giving words of the beloved. (aloud) Do not let my request 
come to no avail. I am a mendicant, so what shame is there is 
singing before me? 
C Well, I don't know any songs, and, moreover, today my condition is 
--
not sound: I have a sore throat. (pausing and glancing downwards) 
And what is more, I am shy. 
Y (having smiled) Ah what a shy one. Well, why be shy in front of me? 
--
I will become displeased if my request is ignored. 
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C (to herself) Oh, how sweet are these words which simultaneously seize 
--
my heart. How noble she appears, her eyebrows drawn taught with feigned 
anger. Lord! Is it that you have appeared in the form of a yogin? 
(aloud) No, no, don't be angry. Why shouldn't I sing. I will let you 
hear whatever comes to my mind, but I tell you, it will not please 
you. Therefore I beg of you, don't make me sing. (she joins her hands 
in supplication) 
L You must obey the request of a guest. I implore you; why won't you 
--
sing? You can't fool me; your only .making excuses. 
C __ Then why don't you sing? You are always ready to give orders to others. 
Y __ Yes sakhi, why don't you sing first. I will ai~ you with the sarangI. 
L Look at this; the burden falls on the counselor. Oh well, what's it to 
--
me; I will sing 
(She sings) 
- Can one who perceives the divine condition of lover and beloved 
- not see the arrival of your giradharI 
- All the trappings of the world are sacrificed 
- as oblations to the incessant states of love 
C __ (to herself) Oh, who knows what is going on. I am not dreaming, but 
today one thing seems another. I don't understand what I am seeing 
or hearing. I haven't been drinking, and this yogin is not a magician . 
(becoming nervous she looks here and there) 
(Seeing this, Lalita is startled and the yogin laughs) 
L Why do you laugh? 
--
Y It ' s nothing . I want to sing to her , but only if she promises to 
--
return the favour . 
C (worried) Yes ! I certainly will sing . Now you sing . (she becomes 
extremely attentive) 
(Str ummi ng the~' the yogin sings) 
- Why do you look like some wonder- struck doe? 
- whom are you seeking ; what have you lost ; why are you upset? 
- Take car e - absorbed in some thought your sarI has slipped 
- befuddled you sit , as if drunk or ionging for sleep 
- I n gr eat alarm you glance all around , as i f passionately 
pur suing the beloved in dream 
- you seem a mut e fawn ast r ay from the herd 
- Without shame , no concern for family or caste 
- so en t r apped must you wander alone? 
- Why do you look l i ke some wonder - struck doe? 




herself ) Oh, what has happened to me? I have become so immodest as to 
babble in f r ont of ever yone . Well , what will this yogin think? 
-Fortunately , this tim·e my r eputation was saved . If not , then - Ram 
Ra.m l No , I spoke quietly ; no one could have heard me . Aha , music 
and literature are such that man becomes absorbed in them , but for 
me i t is like putt i ng salt on a burn . Oh lord , to whom can I speak of 
the heart - felt passions and heightened desires that are increased with 
every rhyme of poetry and every beat on song? Through them the 
remembrance of your sweet image and character is so clear and filled 
with love as i f to be a di r ect experience . But alas, in the end pathos 
prevails , because suddenly one remembers physical limitations and is 
surrounded by an ocean of helplessness . 
Y Now what might she be thinking? Sing l I won ' t wait any longer . 
--
L Yes sakhi , now fulfill your promise . 
--
C __ (in a simi- hysterical manner) Yes , yes , I will sing 
(Sometimes with eyes full of tears , sometimes repeating herself, 
sometimes pausinc; , .sometimes with rising cmotj on , sometimes out of 
rhythm , sometimes correct , sometimes with a broken voice , she sings 
ns if possessed . ) 
' ('c:. 
- To whom can I speak of the pain in my breast? 
- it is hopeless , for me the whole village detests 
- No one will help ; they only disdain 
- not experiencing this fire , how can I explain? 
- With what voice can I show them what prevades my whole being? 
- without him , to whom can I reveal my feelings? 
- By describing this state , why cause sakhis distress? 
27 
- at the feet of the beloved , I would humbly confess 
(While singing she loses consciousness , and just as she falls 
there is a lightning- like flash in which the yogin is 
transformed into Krsna who subsequently r aises and embraces 
her while at the bacK of the stage instruments play) 
L (with great happiness) Congratulations sakhi , a thousand congratulations . 
--
Come to your senses . Look who has taken you in his lap . 
C (passionately embracing Krsna) 
--
Beloved , 
Thee in my arms forever I will keep 
- bound to my heart , I won ' t let you leap 
- Your body my embrace , your image my cogitation 
- I will use all my guile to keep this relation 
- How in my heart will you I conceal? 
- all seekers the pain of your beauty do feel 
- Like a pupil my eyelids will trap you inside 
- but in my mind and my heart how will thee I hide? 
- Alas it ' s my fate , lovers snatch you away 
- having come here , why don ' t you stay? 
- 0 my dear , don ' t go anywhere else 
- to this pauper why not give your nectar rasa 
- I will do as you say - my heart welling up 
- 0 why can ' t I keep you to fill my mind ' s cup 
21L't 1 . . i era ly , grabbing his karnarband . 
- Dail - sho,,- our beautiful moon- like body to my cakor e -es 
- for even a moment , 0 lord , from eyelid shelters do not fly 
0 my beloved , how can I keep you in my power? 
- our hearts and e es how can they mingle? 
- "What can I do , plan formulate , or entreaty offer? 
- the nectar lips of lives ' longing how can I kiss them? 
K Beloved , how can I ever leave you? You are my own nature ; this is your 
--
lila to demonstrate total love . 
L How wonderful . "Who else could experience the bliss which has just come 
--
to me? The happiness CandravalI has realized has also fallen on me . 
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It is true : without the grace of the divine pair the experience of this 
bliss is impossible . 
C But lord , why are you so cruel? How can you watch the sadness of your 
- -
devotees? Oh , I used to think of thousands of things that I would ask 
when we were together , but now that you are here in front of me I am 
speechless . 
K Beloved , I am not cruel . I am the unpaid slave of my lovers , but I 
--
know that my lovers like separation more than they like union , and 
that is why I keep aloof . In this cruelty those who are true lovers 
increase their lov~ and those who are insincere reveal themselves . 
So beloved , this is for others . Why are you so worried - you and I are 
- -
one . You cannot be senarated from e ither Radha or myself. I told you 
before , this is all lila . (having joined his hands) Beloved , forgive me. 
I am indebted to you forever . I will never be able to repay you (bis 
eyes fill with tears) . 
C _ _ (nervously she frees her hands as her eyes fill with tears) Enough . 
V 
Enough . This is too much ; I cannot endure anymore . Having seen the tears 
in your eyes , I am unable to control myself (she embraces him) . 
(Visakha enters) 
Sakhi , congratulations . Rahda has instructed me to tell the beloved to 
joyfully enter Candraval:1 1 s bower . 
C _ _ (excited with delight) Sakhis , I have met the beloved only because of 
you . (having joined her hands) I will sing your virtues forever . 
V Sakhi , the beloved is yours and you are his - we are only your servants . 
This is all your lila . Who could interfere in this and what could they 
L V 
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say? This is the indescribable story of your love , which will be the 
standard example for true lovers. You are blessed , your love is blessed , 
those who understand your love are blessed , and those who read of your 
- -
love are blessed . There is no difference between you and nadha . 
Moreover , you are the expert nurturer of rasa. But enough, now the two 
of us request that you and Krsna embrace that we might purify our eyes 
with this holy sight . 
- - - 28 (Krsna and Candravali embrace and sit in the yugal svarup) 
- Look - fill your eyes and take the complete benefit 
- the ras~ o cean of th e yugul svarup pours forth beauty and 
sweetness 
- Constantly direct your desires on this pair; don 't let anything 
else get in the way 
- whoever wishes to make his life a success should grasp the lotus 
feet of these two 
- Give up other paths , even though it may mean endless ill- fame 
- you must remain i mmersed in their intoxication, as it is they who 
maintain the world 
- Through the power of their love the world ' s myriad enticements 
are burned up like straw 
- let your intention be complete surrender to them 
- - - -Say that your joy is Radha, Candravali, Krsna , Yamuna, Girivar 
- through all lives sustain this difficult love 
K Beloved , whatever you desire tell me, because what is beloved to you 
--
is beloved to me. 
29 C Lord , I have no other desire than to worship you with my eyes. 
---
Nevertheless , might this final verse come to pass 
- The utmost truth and self - the two don ' t mix 
- you must recognize your acarya 
- In the forest of Vrndavana always be firm with joy 
without bhakti no one can be called a Vallabhl 
28 - - ) The image of the divine pair (usually Radha and Krsna in embrace . 
291 . t . ,, r · erally , to muke thy clur :,an . 
- Abandon the world- snare that you might become an adhikarI 
of his love 
- may the jewel- lamp of Hari ' s love always enlighten the world 




Even a superficial reading of CandravalI reveals that the play is 
primarily a religio-psychological exercise - an . exploration into the mind 
and soul of one of the gopis of Braj . As such the play is lacking in many 
of the essentials of dramatic presentation : action is minimized ; there is 
little , if any , character development ; and several 'loose ends ' detract 
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from its structural unity . Thus , as the following paragraphs will indicate, 
dramatic form and technique are made subordinate to the heroine ' s course 
of self- revelation . 
From the point of view of dramatic action , CandravalI is patently 
deficient : Act I contains no action whatsoever ; the essential action in 
Act II is limited to CandravalI ' s dashing here and there in the forest during 
a bout of ' divine madness '; Act III contains primarily background action, 
that of the sakhis swinging ; while the only real action in Act IV is the 
flashing transformation of the yogin into the personage of Krsna. With 
action kept to a minimum , verbalization becomes virtually the author's 
sole dramatic medium , and , even here , dialogue often gives way to long 
rambling monologues by the heroine . In fact , both act II and III are 
dominated by monologues , the conversation of the various sakhis being 
primarily support dialogue . 
Nor can it be said that the author is interested in true character 
development . The picture that Hariscandra paints of CandravalI is not one 
of a unified personality or even a personality moving logically from one 
condition or state to another . Rather , she is presented as a composite of 
incoherent moods , ranging from seriousness in the first act to emotional 
outbirsts of love , rage , and self- pity in subsequent acts, the appearance 
of which are often dictated by external conditions. 1 Consequently , CandravalI 
is essentially the same character at the end of the play that she was at 
its beginning ; for , although she is finally united with her beloved , 
1 Usually natural phenomena, si tch as the rising moon , gathering clouds, and 
pcncock ' s cries . 
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the union has not been engendered by any personal decision or line of 
2 
action on her part , but results from an act of divine grace. 
Structurally , the play contains several 'loose ends ', notably , the 
,,, 
author's use of Narada and Sukdev , the role of the sakhis in aiding 
-
-Candravali , and the long poetic description of the Yamuna . 
Dramatically speaking , every character or event utilized by the author , 
with the exception of those which provide comic relief , should in some 
-1·ray be connected to the main plot , but Hariscandra ' s use of Narada and 
Sukdev in the Viskambhak violates this axiom . Having briefly made mention 
of Candrava1I 1 s love for Krsna , the two depart the stage (apparently heading 
. . . 
towards Braj) never to be seen or heard of again . Thus , while the two sages 
3 
may act as a sounding board for the author's personal notions of bhakti , 
they add little to the unity of the drama . Similarly , it is never made 
clear to the audience as to which sakhi or sakhis are responsible (if they 
- -
are responsible at all) for the final meeting between Kr~1!a and Candravali . 
In several places during the course of the drama help is promised . In Act I 
Lalita promises to do her all for CandravalI (pg . 38 , line 8). Likewise, 
in the Interlude we find Sandhya setting out to deliver Candravali's letter 
-
to l<J?~~a , and , after she has dropped i t , CaJilpakalata eventually decides 
that she will request a meeting (pg . 52 , lines 16 and 17). Then in Act III 
it is set out that Karnamaiijar i will arange the meeting (pg . 59, line 28) . 
When the meeting finally takes place , the audience is still left in suspense -
2 Although it could be argued that having received Krsna ' s enlightenment .as 
to her real nature , CandravalI is a different person at the end of the 
play (from the point of view of knowledge), this does not seem to the 
present writer to be an aspect of character development but just another 
exarnple of ' external ' factors regulating Candraval1 ' s spiritual 
awareness . Of course , if one takes the position which Krsna advocates at 
the end (that Krsna and Candravali are ultimately one) ,°then Krsna cannot 
. . . . . . 
be considered an external factor , but such a position makes any attempt 
at character analysis superfulous , as the individual personality becomes 
virtually insignificant . Therefore , for the purpose of analysis , char act er f; 
must be dealt with as :..;c1x.1.raLe wtd unique indiviuuuls . 
3Premnarayan Sukla , Bharatendu ki Natya- Kala , (Kanpur, 1971) , p . 16 :; 
did the sakhis play a causal role, or did Krsna act independently? 4Finally , 
. . . 
while containing some clever use of imagery, the long poetic description of 
-the Yamuna in Act VI seems somewhat overdone, so as to break up the 
continuity of the dramatic progression . 
It is clear , therefore , that the author was not primarily intersted in 
form or structure . Rather , he was preoccupied in presenting to his audience 
- -
a number of religious ' ideas ' through the personage of Candravali. This 
being the case , .our commentary will not be concerned with structural analysis 
- ,.. but will focus on Candravali ' s ideological content . Here , three lines 
of interpretation will be followed : the historic , the degree to which the 
play reveals specific historical events within the Vallabhasampraday as 
- -
reflected in the sect ' s own literature ; the theological, viewing Candravali 
as an exposit i on of Vallabhan theology , and the personal, the extent to 
which such ' ideas ' were meaningful to the author and his time. 
As mentioned in the introduction , the primary sources from which the 
- -
author of Candravali drew inspiration were those Puranas which have as 
their theme the life of the avatar 5Krsna and his numerous amorous relationships 
. . . 
with to gopis of Braj , the most prestigious of which were the Bhagavata 
Purana and the Visnu Purana . However , from the point of view of the 
character CandravalI , neither of these works can be considered fountainheads, 
as Hariscandra ' s heroine is only briefly mentioned in the former and is not 
to be found in the latter . We do find mention of her in the Brahma-Vaivarta 
-Purana , but here only once , and then in terms of an associate of Kr snn 's 
4 It is true that after Carrpaka~a has read Candrava1I 1 s letter, the old 
woman says, ' You will take care of things' (pg. 52, line 18), possibly 
indicating that it is Campakalata who will act as int ermediary , but if 
thls is so , why the introduction of Kamamanjarl 1 S assignment in Act III ? 
One can also speculate that the old woman is K~~~a in disguise , but once 
again , if this is the case, it is never made clear . 
5 -avatar - literally , 'descent ' or 'coming down' , it refers to the incarnation 
of a deity . 
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- - 6 - 7 primary consort_, Radha . She can also be found in the Padma. Purana , again 
- -in association with Radha , but here she takes on a role of theological 
significance , as she is spoken of as a manifestation of one of the eight 
natures of Radha . That CandravalI continued to be associated with Radha is 
apparent from later medieval poetry and drama , a notable example being her 
use by Rupa GosvarnI in his play Ujjvalilamani. 8 
- -According to Dr . D. Ojha, the first attempt to deal with Candravali 
-
as a main character in a drama was Rupa Gosvami ' s use of her in his 
Vidagdhamadhav~.and it is possible that Hariscandra found the origin for 
,I 
- -Candravali in this sixteenth century play. But one need not go to the 
10 . - - -
literature of another sect to find reference to the sakhi Candravali; she 
can be located in in one of the principal works of the Vallabhasampraday, 
- - -
namely , the Caurasi Vaisnavan ki Varta . 
- -The Caurasi Vaisnavan ki Varta, which literally means ' accounts of 
eighty- four Vaisnavas , is one of the most important texts within the 
.. 
Sampraday . Its import is derived from the fact that it is written in Braj -
bhasa prose , and therefore, unlike many of the Sanskrit texts of Vallabha, 
it can be understood by most members of the community . As such, it has 
become a popular guide , its stories of certain episodes in the lives of 
eighty- four ideal followers of Vallabha acting as illustrations of 
d . l . . 11 esireab e bhakt qualities. 
Tradition has it that the CaurasI Vaisnavan ki Varta was composed by 
6 - -Brahma- Vaivarta Purana , Krsna Janma Khanda , XXVJ.IJ , 4) 
7Padma Pur;na , Patala Khanda , LXX , 4- 5 
8 -Hariscandra Varma , p . 15 
9Dr . D. Ojha , Hindl Natak : Udbhav aur Vikas , (Delhi, 1970), p . 169 
10
rt will be recalled that Rupa Gosvami was a member of the Caitanya sect . 
l l 
Dur z. , .P . 101 
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the fourth son of Vi~~halanatha , Gokulanatha (1552 - 1641) , in the form of 
12 
oral sermons and subsequently recorded in Brajbhasa . At a later date, 
_ _ - 13 
Harirayaji (1591 - 1716) , one of the most famous writers in the Sampraday; 
organized the vartas and added his own commentaries (bhavapraks.s ,),~ 4 
The commentar i es not only contain b i ogr aphical information regarding the 
eighty- four ~eli evers , they also provide theological explanat i ons to 
certain histor i cal events . 
- -Outstanding among the eighty- four vartas found in the Caurasi Vaisnavan 
- - - - - - -
-ki Varta are those of Surdas , Krsnadas , Paramanandadas and Kumbhand.as, 
- 15 four of the famed Astacha:p3,poets . Following the pattern noted above , these 
vartas relate a variety of lifet i me episodes , each of wh i ch is designed to 
exempl i fy an aspect of the poet ' s devotional attributes . Hariray aj l'S 
commentaries , mor eover, add addi t i onal in format i on as to 1) their lives 
before they wer e initiated into the Sampraday , and 2) their identities in 
- - 16 - -the divine lila . Thus , the vartas and the commentaries when _taken together 
pr esent a three- s i ded portrait of each bhakt : his life before initiation 
12G - . . . . 
okulanatha gathered up the traditions relating to eighty- four followers of 
Vallabha and two hundr ed and f i fty - two followers of Vitthalanatha and 
used_t~em in his or ~l !ea~hings . The former were later to comprise the 
Caurasi Vaisnavan ki Varta while the latter formed the Dosau- Bavan 
Vaisnavan ki'Varta . 
13irariharnatha rr a !]; q_an , Varta- Sahi tya , (Al1garh , 1961) , p . 121 
14These commentaries shed light on the spiritual conditions and (or) aspects 
of individuals and events . The full title of the work when it contains 
the commentaries is CaurasI Vaisnavan kl Varta (Tin Janma ki 1I1a 
BhavanavalD. 
1 5The Astachapapoets were eight Brajbhasa poets who sang kirtanas (devotional 
songs) before the svarupa on Mt . Govardhana . The four poets mentioned 
above were initiated by Vallabha and are thus included in the CaurasI 
Vaisnavan kl Varta , while the other four were brought into the 
community during the leadership of Vitthalanatha . For a study of the 
Astachap poet~ and their relationship . to the Sampraday see Dindaynl 
Gupta , A~~achapa aur Vallabha- Sampraday two vols . , (Allahabad , 1948) . 
16 -;- -
J~la - sport or play , jt refers to Krsna ' s manifest activities , often 
associuLed with 11.i.s u.1)1Jeut ·unce in .Braj as recorded in the Bh;;_guvuLu 
Purana . In addition there is a divine or eternal 1Ila where Krsna 
continually sports . It .is a supernatural condition o.nd is often . 
cl():ic ·ri1)(~(1 l)y L11c 11: ;r) or· 1.11<: t .rm nln.uldl<: . 
... , 
(adhibhautikfi) ;his life as a member of the Sampraday (adhyatmika) : 
. " f . G 1 11 ( - d . . . k ) his li e in o ok a hidai vi a .. 
In order to grasp the import of this threefold division (and its 
relevance to the personage of CandravalI) it will be necessary to briefly 
discuss an important element of the Sampraday ' s theology , namely , its 
multi - dimensional interpretation of phenomena . According to Vallabha , 
all phenomena in the universe can be obser ved from threedifferent 
perspectives or attitudes . An example of such an analysis is recorded in 
-
the Pustimargopadesika of Cimmanalala Harisa~karaji , where the author 
I • - • 18 
recalls Vallabha s explanation of the nature of the holy Ganga river . 
- 19 A summary of the Pustimargopadesika ' s account follows . 
-One day a guru went to the Ganga with his students . Having seen its 
beauty and hav ing observed people bathing within its waters , a student 
asked the guru as to the nature of the river . The guru replied that a man 
might see the Ganga i n three different forms : he might view it as a flowing 
stream - in which case he has seen its adhibautika(material) form ; he can 
v i ew it as a pilgrimage spot , a place to purify himself , and thereby see 
its adhyatmika (spititual ) form ; or he might view it in its adhidaivika 
(divine )form , as a sacred place at which to offer selfless devotion . 
The passage goes on to say t hat in a like manner Krsna can be viewed 
in three ways : as the material universe ( jagat), as the impersonal absolute 
underlying the universe (Aksara Brahman ), or in his fully manifested form. 
The bhakt who views Krsna from this point of view attains the goal of the 
Pustimarga- a selfless devotee - and in so doing , loses all sorrow or sadness 
11Golok - literally , ' cow world ', it refers to the eternal divine lila 
181n one of his Sanskrit works , the SiddhantamuktavalI , a small book which 
·has been combined with fifteen other such texts to form the 
Sodasagrantha (The Sixteen Books) , Vallabha uses the above example , and 
he PusLimnrgopadesikn has incor porated the account into its pages . 
19 . . . 
CjT_9rnn.nalul.n. H9.riso.nkarn.,ii , I1ust jmargopad esikn , trans . into IIind1 by 




and transcends the ocean of s amsara . 
- -In writing his commentaries , Harirayaji made use of this theological 
framework established by Vallabha and also added another dimension - the 
sakha and sakhi divisions of the adhidaivikaform . According to HarirayajI , 
the Astasakhas 20 have two forms in divine l i la : the sakha form , which is 
their masculine form , and the sakhi form , which is the i r feminine form . The 
classification is explained i n the varta of Surdas 21and is outlined in the 
following par agr aph . 
The question arises - 22 as to how Sur das , who in lila is the sakha 
- -Krsnasakha , could sing of Radha and Krsna ' s night - timelove in the grove ; 
. . . 
for , according to the Bhagavata Purana only sakhis (gopi s) can view this 
1I 1a . The answer can be found by referring to that same text , as the book 
states that while the sakhas do not accompany Krsna to the grove at night 
(and thus exper ience virah) , they sing of the event and thereby experience 
i t . Similarly , the sakhis , who do not accompany Krsna to the pasture during 
the day , experience this daytime 1I1a by means of song . What this means is 
that each parti cipant i n lila has two fo r ms ; during the daytime 1I1a the 
sakha or mas culine form experiences Krsna , and during the night- time lila 
the sakhi or fem i nine form experiences Kr sna . 23 Thus , Surdas (when referring 
to his adhidaivikaform ) 
- 24 Campakalata . 
- -is both the sakha Krsnasakha and the sakhi 
- - -It is in reference to the Caurasi Vaisnavan ki Varta ' s sakha - sakhi 
20The Astachapipoets in their adhidaivil<aform . 
21
caurasi Vaisnavan ki Varta _ (Tin Janma ki Lila Bhavanavali) ed . by Dvaraka-
das Parikh -, (Mathura , 1971 ) , pp . 400 - )11.1 2 , or for an English 
translation see Barz , pp . 105 - 139 . 
22 -The sakhas were the male cowherd companions of Krsna during his earthly 
23 
manifestation in Braj . They used to go with Krsna when he took the 
cows to graze dur i ng the day . The sakhi s were . the sakha ' s wives . 
As can be imagined , this masculine and feminine division was incorporated 
into the Sampraday ' s theological system . As will be seen in a later part 
of this commentary , the sakhas are really parts of Krsna , and the two 
forms ( sakha and sakhI) are manifestations of himself "t hat allow him 
to perform r)Oth daytime n.11d ni ght- time lilas and en joy them . 
24 - ~ -Caurasi Vaisnavan ki Varta , p . l100 , and Barz , -p . 107 
is ::..ct.~o o t._e a hidaivil<aform that we encounter the personage of 
- -
m s_e i:ically , in a commentary relating to the varta of one of 
- 25 - - -
t, _ea ore entio ed 9oets , Krsnadas . Here Harirayaji tells how Lalita (who 
is !Crsna as' saK 1 :orm in the divine 1I1a) had been promised by Krsna 
- - -
tha-r. __ e -;,;roUJ.... acco pany her alone to the grove . Another sakhi , Candravali , 
is pro ise and decided to so charm Krsna that he would forget 
__ ls -.-0·; t,O :.,alit.a . Her plan worked , and Krsna forgot to visit Lalita for 
an e_t::.re s _x o ths . As a result , Lalita suffered extreme virah , and in 
- - - - -
so 01 g , aro sed the pity of Radha . Radha and Lalita the9 went to see 
- -Y_rs a , ,.;--__ e- e ·non Radha informed him that she was putting a curse on 
Ca_ -ra.-:a_=: :or a ing caused Lali ta such pain . The curse was to take the 
:o~~ o: Ca~dra-ra_I 1 s having to experience six months of separation from 
K!'s __ a . 
.::.a-.-:::._ __ C> :::ound out about Radha I s curse ' Candravall cast a counter curse 
- , · -
26b· h - 1 d th t Lali' ta- was to be b th ff · no __ _,a...,__1t.a -.; .le_ aec are a orn on ear , su er an 
w -r,::.rrel::,r a.eat. , and remain a ghost in sarnsara . oreover , the latter 
- -
83 
cond · io __ co d not be undone by either Krsna or Radha . Shortly thereafter , 
Le;s o~ ~- e c rse ~as relayed to Lalita , and the unfortunate sakhi called 
- -
:or help . Once again Radha approached Krsna , this time to ask for 
his a::.- ~l t' e mater . Having heard her plea , Krsna decided that all of them 
s~_o- ~ d - ~sit Candra val I in order that the entire affair might be settled . 
- -
,., __ e -:~ey arrived at Candraval:i. 1 s dwelling , Candravali worshipped 
- -?'.:rsr-,.a a.r.., :?ad _a , gave them fine food and pan , and treated them with humility 
- -
ar.ci a:::::'ec-:ioc . ~ o""red by her devotional attitude , Radha and Krsna sat dovm 
-ir~-:-_ Car_dra- a:I and explained that Lalita as her sakhi as well as theirs 
-,ais~_a-ran __ 1 Varta , pp . 526 - 571 and Barz , pp . 238 - 2h3 
26 - -
=- -:~e cc~hev ary Candravali explains to another sakhi that Lalita has 
~is:ed tov Y.rs a and Radha , and that by causing the latter to place a 
cur~':: .,..,o _ ' er :. Lali ta is actually harming Rad a . This situation is 
ezr,:a::._ie by 'arirayaj I as follows : Candravali was manifested from the 
r~_r.,o. - ir:e . ri.0·1t of Radha ·who -ras manifested from Krsna . From Candraval:1 
ar~ !'.lUu~!'estea all of Had ta I s · sakl lS , Candra rall, i1e efore , is 1, 1e 
:::oreKost 0~ all the sakhls of Radha , and b cursing her , ~alita is in 





and that she therefore need not curse her . Candravali answered that the 
curse could not be removed , but that she herself would come and save 
Lalita from her ghostly existence . Hearing this , Lalita fell at Candrava1I 1 s 
feet and said : ' I have sinned against you and I have got what I deserved. 121 
Radha then aded that all of them would become manifest on Mt . Govardhana in 
28 - -the kali yuga for the performance of lila . 
The story of Radha ' s curse and Candrava1I 1 s counter- curse outlined 
., ·- . 
above was not just an isolated episode in divi ne lila which had no relevance 
- -
to historical events wi thin the Sampraday . On the contrary , Harirayaji 
presents the tale as a means of explain i ng a specific historical situation . 
It will be recalled from the introduction of the present work that the 
- -Vallabhasampraday experienced a temporary schism after the death of 
Vallabha ' s eldest son , Gopinatha . At this time there was rivalry over the 
question of community leader shi p between followers of Vallabha ' s second son , 
Vitthalanatha , and those who supported Gopi natha ' s son , Purosattama . The 
. . . 
incident appears in the varta of K~~~adas~ 9but it is explained from a 
' spiritual ' point of view , the basis of which is the divne 1I 1a episode . 
In order to understand more clearly how the two occurrences relate, we must 
once again turn to the text , but this time to trace the flow of events as 
they took place on the earthly plane . 
- - ~o One day in Braj Radha~approached Krsna , who was present in the form of 
the svarup - - 3:r Govardhananathaji , and reminded him that Vitthalanatha had to 
2
'caurasI Vaisnavan ki Varta , p . 556 , and Barz , p . 241 
28 In Hindu cosmogony a cosmic cycle (kalpa)equals 4 , 320 million years . Each 
kalpa is in turn divided into secondary cycles , the smallest of which 
is a yuga or age . There are four yugas , the last of which is the kali 
yuga , which is characterized by breakdown and confusion . According to 
devotees of Krsna it is in this age that the god, out of his compassion 
29 an~ ~race , appear~d ~n ~arth in the most complete of his self- revelations. Caurasi Vaisnavan ki Varta , pp . 553 - 563, and Barz, pp . 237 - 250 
30 - .. 
In Srunpraday temples there is an image of Radha which accompanies the 
svarup of Krsna . 
11As noted 1.n L;1~ · .i.nLroducL.i.on, iL is belicvccJ Lhu:L Krsnu is mun.i.fc ~L in 
the / image or svaruE . Th~ svarup located on Mt . Govardhana is referred to 
as Sri Govardhananathaj i . 
-
suffer separation for six months as a result of the curse incurred in the 
- - 32 - -divine lila. In order that the curse might be played out on earth, Ra dha 
- 33 directed Krsna to cause a quarrel between Vi~~halanatha and Krsnadas . 
This was to be accomplished by arousing Krsnadas ' anger towards Vitthalanatha, 
a predicament which would eventually lead to Krsnadas' banning 
34 Vitthalanatha from the temple and thereby causing him to forgo viewing the 
-
svarup for six months. 
- - -Radha knew that KrsnRdas was very fond of an outoaste girl named 
GangabaI , and she decided to use her as a catalyst in the quarrel . 
Having been informed by Sri Govardhananathaji that he had not eaten the food 
- 35 presented to him by Vitthalanatha and had thus caused the latter to 
. - . . . d .t 36 
unknowingly eat the prasad without the svarup having first taste i , 
,,. 
Radha ordered SrI GovardhananathajI to inform a certain .devotee that he had 
not eaten it because GangabaI had first seen the food and thereby polluted 
. ~7 it'. The bha kt then informed Vi tthalanatha of the situation, and the latter, 
realizing that the divine curse was about to be fulfilled , presented another 
offering of food to SrI GovardhananathajI and afterwords partook of the 
prasad with a number of devotees. Krsnadas then accused Vitthalanatha of 
having prepared the second offering only for his own pleasure , to which 
32 - - - -Vitthalanatha 's sakhi form in the divine lila is Candravali. 
33
rt will be recalled that Krsnadas ' sakhI form in the divine lila is Lalita . 
34 - - -Krsnadas was the superintendant (adhikari) in charge of administration of 
· the temple on Mt . Govardhana . 
35
several times a day the svarup is of!er~d !o~d. The main ~eal !akes place 
at mid- morning . According to the varta, Sri Govardhananathaji had not 
eaten the food because he had left the temple to partake in another feast 
in Gokula . 
36 -prasad - food that has be en offered to the svarup during darsan Memb ers 
of the community are allowed to partake of this food only after it has 
37 first been offered to the image . _ _ According to Barz , ' The f~od offered to the divinde svarupa in a haveli 
of the Vallabha Sampradaya must be absolutel y untainted by any cont a ct 
including visual contac t - with any indivi dual e xcept a puri f i ed 
bhitari.)U or a male membe r of Vallabhiiciirya ' s family . ' (Bar z , p . 2 37, 
110L~ , 1 . 
::... --~_,..::_a_,...- __ a re lied that, -r,he necessi -r,y of the -r,-v;o of4'erings was cause 
as he had allowed Ga6g~baI to vie1 the food before it, 
;--2.s ~~e e __ -e - -o t.he s. arup . Hearing this , Krsnacias became :'urious and 
e2 _ e -o aG i--r,halanatha from t e tern le . · ccordinglr , he ap~roached 
?--...-:....so--a::rra and co _vinced him that he ·was the legi tama-r,e eir to t,he 
t, e Sampraday . Purusottama thereafter seated himself wi bin 
- __ e - ~ _e a.n -. i-r,t; _alanatha, bei_ g informed o:' his exp lsion ' left for 
- -?araso=-=- t;O - dergo six months of senaration . 
_.'.._::t,er six O _ths , news came to Vitthalanatha that . Raja Birabala had 
~~ri~one :rs adas in lathura on account of his retaliatory actions . Upon 
:_ec:2' ~~5 "':,~_is , ,-iv t,halanat;ha -daS stricken wi t,h sorroi;,7 and decided to fast 
. 
l,.L..-V -~ l::::'.'s __ a .... as -;.;as released . ·Then Raja Bir abala became aware of Tit-r,halanatha 1 
.coast. __ e a ... roached Krsnadas and promised to release him under the condition 
- ~al, __ e -;.;oU::..... e- er agai 1 ' th v · - 38 Af · quarre wi itthalanatha . ter his release , 
~rs::-.a -as b-~- ::_ed ' _imsel:' be:'ore Vi t-r,halanatha and asked the anished guru 
-r,o ::org=-- e ~.i . ~urt; ermore , he begged him to return to the temnle and assume 
}-, . . . ,.. 1 t· . 39 
__ is :::'.' 2..g.;"v: lU. p ace _ ere i n . itthalanatha did so , and ordered that 
Krs.adas ma:.. .tain his position as adhikarI of the temple .
40 
_r:. t. .. is -,:-ay , t' e curse that was initiated in the divine lila was brought 
0 :'r--~~=-oc or. eart.h : CandravalI ( itthalana-r,ha) ,;.,as forced to experience 
·rirah; :=..alita (Y-rsnadas) ras over come by misfortune ; and CandravalI saved 
La~:..t.a :'ro · er ordeal as a ghost . 
- -
___ e s-:,ory as presented in the Cauras i Vai snavan ki Varta is no doubt 
a. a:;te pt to take the sing out of what was most likely a traumatic episode 
i vhe ea:ly history oft e community by giving it a theological raison 
1 e:;rc . 0$ concern with the s ory , ho1ever , lies not in · ts rationalizing 
38 - - - - - 1 Caurasi ·1aisna·rac ki Varta , p . 562 , and Barz , p . 248 
J9 -
J :n~ · s acT,io~ , of course , symbolizes Vitthalanatha 1 s eing recognized as 
v~e ~eir to leadership in the Sampra ay . 
'
0
=..ater ' as t·.e rarta goes on to say' Krsnadas was killed by falling into a 
,011 , ard , a~ his body -~s not _recovered , his soul remained in samsara 
as a g ost . Fi ally , Vi tt11alanat a performed tl e last rites ,. hich 
rel~asc .... him from this 8 o stly form . 
- 'I 
, ..... 
motive , but in its presentation of the character CandravalI and the possible 
influence this presentation had on Hariscandra ' s use of her in his drama . 
It can in no way be claimed that CandravalI is a direct dramatic 
presentation of the episode cit~d above . On the other hand , it seems evident , 
as the following examples will show , that the author was not only aware of 
the story , but that he employed some of its material in his literary 
creation and was thereby , if not drawing a direct parallel , at least alluding 
to a specific histor ical event . 
- -Thr most obvious example , of course , is the character Candravali herself . 
It i s evident from r eading the play that Hariscandra was preoccupied with 
describing the heroine ' s experience of virah , and as such , he needed a 
character who could symbol ize this spiritual condition . As we have seen , 
it i s the sakhl CandravalI who i s condemned by Radha to experience six 
months of separ at i on from .Kr sna . Moreover, since CandravalI 1 s earthly form 
-
was that of a son of Vall abha and an or dained guru of the Sampraday , 
Vitthalanatha , he would no doubt symbolize to many followers the state of 
v i rah4: and it is hard to imagine that Har iscandra , being well- versed in the 
literature of h i s sect, did not recogn i ze this . Consequently , it is safe to 
- -posit that the author ' s selection of Candravali was to some degree based on 
her symbolic significance within the Sampraday ' s literary tradition. 
Then , there is Hariscandra ' s use of the sakhI Lalita . She appears on 
Lwo occaoions : in Act I , where ~er conversation witl1 Candr;vnlI introduces 
- -the latter ' s di l emma ; and again in the final act when Candravali is united 
with her beloved . In both instances one can trace elements of her character 
(.and her relationahip to CandravalI) bac k to the traditional story as 
presented in the CaurasI Vaisnavan ki Varta. 
In the initial part of the first act the relationship between Lalita 
and CandravalI is characterized by a tension that sometimes borders on 
111
In the varta of Krsnadas , Vi tthalanatha says : ' For on e who b elongs to you 
0 Lord , but is aeprived of · your darsan , life is as useless as renewed 
youthful vigour would be l'or Durbhagn (the daughter of time) . ' CaurusI 
Vaisnavan ki V~rt~ , ·p . 560, and Barz , pp . 245 - 246 
-Jo 
- -
animosity . Lalita is trying to get Candravali to tell her why she is 
- -
so filled with anxiety (I , 33 , 1) , to which Candravali replies that she has 
no such problem (I , 33 , 2) . This leads to a series of exchanges in which the 
mood becomes progressively hostile . Lalita claims that there must be a 
shortcoming in their relationship if CandravalI will not reveal her thoughts 
(I , 33 , 8) , a challenge which CandravalI sees as being based on unfounded 
suspicion (I , 33 , 15) . Lalita demands a promise (I , 33 , 22), and CandravalI 
sarcastically responds that she will make the type of promise that Lalita 
makes - worthless ( I , 3t~ , 3) . The antipathy culminates in Lalita ' s 
sardonically offering to worship Candravali' s foot ( I, 35 , 6- 7) . 
It is apparent from the foregoing exchange that the author was 
attempting to create an atmosphere of tension . This tension , no doubt , was 
a dramatic device designed to el icit the essential issues of the drama , but 
- -it is significant that it i s the sakhi Lal i ta who plays the role of the 
provocateur . Again , i t seems natural that Hariscandra would seek a 
character who had a t r adi t i onal basis for such a position . 
Allusions other than. those of conflict can also be found in the first 
act . It is significant that at one point in the act Lali ta says : ' Sakh-i, 
your tactics will be of no avail . In the end I will be involved in this 
matter , and you will tell me everything , because you will not find another 
physician for your ailment .' ( I , 34 , 10- 12) . If we recall the traditional 
sLory, we will find that only Krsnadas (as the adhikarI of the temple) can 
readmit Vi~~halanatha , a fact which is a ccentuated by Vitthalanatha ' s reply 
to Krsnadas ' request that the former return to 11-i r~ J )OG .i tion in the temple -
- ~2 that he would return only because Krsnadas had commanded him to do so. 
- -Later in the act Lalita declares that since Candravo.li will not 1Je 
honest , she will abandon her (I , 35 , 7) . Becoming upset CandravalI replies : 
' Nb sakhi , don ' t say such things . I am already greatly pained, and when you 
11 2 - ~ -Caurasi Vaisnavan ki Varta , p . 562 , and Barz, p . 2t18 
...... 
say these things my misery is compounded .' (I , 35 , 12- 13). In this r egard 
- -it is interesting to note that Candravali undergoes her extreme bouts of 
virah when Lalita is not present (Acts II and III) . Is this just a 
coincidence , or was Hariscandra following the traditional story-line 
whereby Vitthalanatha underwent vir~h after Krsnadas had banished him from 
the temple and was thus no longer in his presence? Furthermore , Lalita 
makes reference to her own experience of virah (I, 37 , 6) , and as we know 
from the Caurasi Vaisnavan kl Varta , Lalita experienced such pain as a result 
- -
of Candravali ' s curse . 
While it is true that Lalita subsequently says that she is prepared 
- -to give her life for Candravali and that her statement about abandoning 
her sakhi was just a joke (I, 35 , 16) , this does not negate the traditional 
account ; in fact , it is quite consistent with it . In this regard, it must be 
r emembered that the curse can be viewed on two levels . From the spiritual 
or alaukik point of view the curse is in fact a type of joke , part of a 
d · · 430 i' t . t d 11 ivine garne . n the other hand , on the earthly level is enac e in a 
seriousness . Thus , Lalita could say that in truth she is prepared to give 
her life for CandravalI (I, 35 , ·16) , but this does not remove the fact that 
Candraval1 must undergo virah . 
By the end of the first act the two sakhis have become reconciled. 
CandravalI opens her heart to Lalita , and in turn Lalita tells CandravalI 
that she is blessed and that her love is the per son ification of the word 
itself (I, 38 , 2) . This appeasement can be seen as a continuation of the 
dualistic approach mentioned above , or , and this seems more probable, it can 
be viewed as representative of the eventual reconciliat ion that takes place 
between the two in the traditional story . 44 
43HarirayajI distinguishes between curses that take place on ear th and those 
which occur in the divine 1I1a . The former are evil and sinful , while the 
latter are not . Alaukik curses take place so that the divine 1I1a might 
appear on earth . (Caurasi Vaisnavan kl Varta, p . 556 and Barz , p . 241 ) 
44 Tt is true that in the traditio~~l story the r econcil i ation does not take 
place until aft e r Vi tthanunatha has undergon e the period of virah . It is 
not our intention , howeve1· , to show that the drama follows the tradit iona] 
episode in every detail. l{uthl'r , we arc pos -Ltjnr; Lliat llarisc<.1ndru 
m011ld l'd th· ot(iry ar. cording to nis own drruno.Lic needs . 
' -
The reappearance of Lalita in the final act , the act in which 
- -Candravali is reunited with Krsna , also seems to indicate Hariscandra's 
awareness of the traditional story . According to the traditional account, 
after his period of virah Vitthalanatha was accompanied -by Krsnadas back to 
t 1 
4 5 F . 1 . . d- . . the emp e . urthermore , upon reconci iation Krsna as sang in praise of 
- 46 -Vitthalanatha . In the drama , when CandravalI and Krsna are united , it is 
Lalita who cries out that she is experiencing a similar bliss . 
Once again , i t must be stressed that the present writer is in no way 
claiming that Har i s ·candra simply recreated the traditional story as it 
appears in the varta of Krsnadas . What is being said , however, is that given 
the numerous similarities between certain characters (the roles they play and 
the attitudes they represent ) in CandravalI and their counterparts in the 
- - -Caurasi Vaisnavan ki Varta , it seems likely that Hariscandra drew on this 
source f . . . 47 . . . . or inspiration . In doing so , he was shaping a new literary creation 
out of time- proven material - transforming the past into the p_resent - which , 
after all , is the method of any true artist . 
While Hariscandra may have taken advantage of the traditional account in 
- - -the Caurasi Vaisnavan ki Varta in forming the story- line for CandravalI, the 
major thrust of the drama is not historical but theological. That CandravalI 
was written to disseminate Vallabhan ideas is made clear in the last verse 
of Act IV where the heroine sings : 
45 - 7 - -Caurasi Vaisnavan ki Varta, p . 562 , and Barz, p. 248 
46 - - 7 - -Caurasi Vaisnavan ki Varta , p . 562 , and Barz , p . 248 
47 -Along rto doubt with other sources such as those of Rupa Gosvami mentioned 
auovc . 
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- In the forest of Vrndavana remain firm with joy 
- without bhakti no one can be called a follower of Vallabha 
In discussing the elements of Vallabhan theology exemplified in 
CandravalI, two lines of thought will be followed; strains which, for the 
purpose of clarification, will be subsumed under the titles suddhadvaita 
and pustimarga. The division, although somewhat arbitrary , is significant 
in that it separates into two convenient categories the philosophical 
solution to, and the existential remedy for an age old religious problem. 
The centr·a1 problem in Vallabhan theology, as with most systems of 
Indian thought, or for that matter, most religious doctrines in general , is 
how to reconcile on the one 
apparent multiplicity of the 
hand the necessary unity of the sacred with the 
48 profane. As we shall see, the Vallabhan 
solution to the dilemma is to eliminate the profane by expanding the concept 
of the sacred to that of unity in multiplicity. Such a linguistic trick 
requires a detailed explanation, and it is for this purpose that doctrines 
such as the above were put forward. In the following pages these concepts 
will be examined in greater detail, with specific reference made to their 
- -deployment by Hariscandra in Candravali. 
In terms of the drama's sequential development, it would be appropriate 
to start with the doctrine of pustimarga and work towards the culminating 
unity of suddhadvaita. Two factors dictate against this approach. First , in 
terms of theological reasoning, it seems more logical to start with 
suddhadvaita; and second , and perhaps in our case more importantly, since the 
majority of the theological content in CandravalI is framed around those 
issues which the author has classified as coming under pustimarga , it seems 
proper to begin with an examination of suddhadvaita .followed by a more 
elaborate discussion of pustimarga. 
48 . . . , Here reference is made to Emile Durkheim s distinction between the sacred 
and the profane . As he states , ' The divi sion of the world into two· 
domains , the one containing all that i s sacred , the other all that is 
profane , is the destinctive trait of relig i ous thought .' The Elementary 
Forms of the Religious Life , trans. by Joseph W. Swain , (New York , 1965) , 
p . ·52 
0 e of Le 
labele 
(pure) , an 
1 i al i~e s ontained within Vallabha ' s teachings is 
is act. all a compound co sisting of two words : suddha 
alis ), and thus its meaning - pure non- dualism . 49 
In order · o ers an _e 1 art of he doctrine of suddhadvaita in Vallabha 's 
thought , ·1,-. e s re em er hat the purpose of most Indian metaphysical 
speculatio_ ~s a~ ct.ional one , namely , to provide man with a means by which 
he can t.ra1 see , _e profane sphere and thereby realize the sacred . Vallabha ' s 
syste follows is t.radit.ional course , as the purpose of his teachings is 
to purify en souls and thus make them acceptable to the divine . 5 oreover , 
since t e t.eacni _0 s -. alla a mo ,hed5!re believed to have been direct 
revelation =ro Y.rsna , t.he divine takes an active rather than a passive role 
in the urifica~io process . 
-f , ten , t e ultimate purpose of Vallabha ' s teachings is the purificatio1 
of the soul , one oft e essential prerequisites would have to be an 
explanatio o he nature of the relationship between the soul and the sacred , 
and it is _ere at the doctrine of suddhadvaita plays an important role . As 
we have see , sudd _ad..,.rai ta means pure non - dualism , which to Vallabha meant 
the existe ce of only one reality , the divine or sacred (commonly referred to 
,,. 
in Indian t oug-t, as Bra~Jnan , and by Vallabha as Parabrahman Sri Krsna) . It 
follows , therefore , that human souls are not qualitatively different from the 
divine bu are part o:' it , ad that the material world (jagat) was not 
created ex ni lo ; ' =tis evol-red out of Him . 152 Such a doctrine , however , 
presents a fundamental problem , which can be sumrnari,zed in the following 
questions : if here is only one reality , why does the variety of worldly 
49 J . G. Shah , Stri 7allabhacharya : His Philosophy and Religion , ( aidad , 
50 1969) , . 58 In t is work. the terms di-rine and sacred will be used interchangeably . 
51vallabha is belie..,.re i ha..,.re been the manifestation of Krsna' s mouth. 
52vaJ.lahhn.ca!:ya , ThC:: 'rat, /fl.rtha-Dipa- Tibandha with Prakasa, ed . by Harisankar 
Onkarji Gn~~Lri , .IJ0rnln1J , IS/13 , ~:ngli!J11 notes, P · 23 
phenomena seem di st i nct and i ndi v i dual , and , moreover , why do the souls 
regard themselves as separate f r om the whole? 
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A closer look at the doctrine of s uddhadvaita reveals that the divine 
entity i s made up of three components : sat ( existence) , cit (intelligence) , 
-
and ananda (bl i ss) . As Bar z has pointed out , it is important to realize 
53 that these components are not qual i t i es of Brahman , but that they are 
Brahman . 54 
Whi le on the one hand Br ahman i s transc endent and limi tless , these 
aspects of his nature allow h i m to become manifest in a var i ety of ways . 
By his own desi r e , Brahman r eveal s h i msel f . In so doing , the sat portion 
of h i s being i s man i fest a s j agat , l i f eless inert matter ; t he sat and c i t 
port i ons when combined become the souls, characterized by consciousness ; 
whi le the sat c i t and ananda combi nat i on of Brahman takes two forms : the 
Aksar a Br ahman , a gr ound of be i ng under lying the universe and equivalent 
to the Brahman of the Upanisads , and the antar yamin 5{inner- controller) whi ch 
ab i des within all living beings , - 56 though conc ealed . 
The picture wi th which one is presented , therefore , is one of numerous 
" - 57 divine forms emanat ing fr om the one s upr eme Parabrahman Sri Krsna . As 
mentioned above , the pos i tion of the human souls in this paradigm is that of 
harbourers of the sat and cit aspects of Brahma~ as well as carriers of 
53For the purpose ~f this discussion Br ahman will be used as synonymous with 
Parabrahman Sr i Krsna 
54 Bar z , p . 66 
55 -Although the antaryamin contains all three aspects of Brahman , it is 
distinct from Brahman because unlike the latt er it ha s limitations on 
account of its being engrossed i n activity , and thus the transcendent 
or concealed nature of Brahman is always maintained . 
56The complete philosophical explanation i s somewhat more complex than the 
process outlined above , as there ar e concepts of concealment and 
intermediary stages of man i festation . For more detailed explanations 
see Barz , Ch . 3 , and Marfatia , Chs 2 and 3. 
57 - - - - -
rr1hcse arc generally c11.tC'f1;or-iY,C'cl n. s the adhibauti}q, adhyatmik)and adhidaivim 
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"";,;o 1 o:' U1..ti lici , is essentially unreal . It is a type of mirage 
_ roj ect.ed r a orce kno ,;n as maya . 1aya ls neither real , for it has no 
e.,_ a at.e exist.e ce rom Bra an , n o totally nnre l , because it plays such a 
.,,, 
::-act.ical role i _dane existence , and thus in Sankara's writings it takes 
o a rst.e o sin epe dent character that is inexplicable . To Vallabha , the 
a issio o: sch a force was an essential denial of advaita . In effect , he 
' ... coul 
ere "'it.e 
__ e sa-;.; 
not. admit any power outside of Brahman or inside of Brahman that is 
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"";,;ith the nower to create something that is not Brahma1.:1 1 Rather , 
a.ya as a sakti (energy or power) of Brahman which acts as the medium 
-rr"'oug_ ,; __ ic t: e latter manifests the jagat . Thus it is one of the 
e::icacies o_ Bra an not an illusory force but a true and eternal aspect 
o: - -~e .,i 4".-i e . 
s ca_~ e seen , the doctrine of suddhadvaita presents a multi - dimensional 
.,,, -
_r. erse -,,; ich collapses into the unity of Parabrahman Sri Krsna . On one level, 
~e la - ik or profane , the various manifestations can be viewed as 
i~de_e~de tor separate , while on the other level , the alaukik or divine , 
- :_ey are see for ..rhat they are - parts of the whole . Taking the latter view , 
it. is _ot. · correct to s eak of any one of the system ' s components as being 
o_ e -,.; t.. any o her component ; it is just a matter of degree . It is this 
- -
ass at :orms the ideological foundation of Candravali and allows 
:or t._ e -,ario s ' spiritual ' identifications contained therein , namely , 
Radna a _d (J'S a , Radha and Candravall (and other sakhlS) and CandravalI and 
Krs a . 
Before he Radha- Krsna and Radha- CandravalI unity can be adequately 
- -
exp2-ored , i-:. ·will e necessary to say a few words about the figure Radha and 
:_er pos i - ion ·within allabhan theology . 
?adha is not me tioned in the Bhagavata Purana , but one well- known 
sc~_olar concludes that she is probably the text' s unnamed gopI who is the 
.,) V 
64 - -favourite of Krsna . Vallabha made reference to Radha under the title 
SvaminijI , but his son Vitthal anatha was most prominent in raising her 
position in the Sampraday . It was in BengalI Vaisnavism, specifically within 
- - 65 the Caitanya Movement , that Radha was elevated to Krsna ' s supreme consort, 
and this movement probably influenced Vitthalanatha . Thus , within the 
Vallabhan community Radha soon came to be envisaged as being married to 
66 Krsna , and her personage assimilated the figure of RukminI, Krsna's chief 
wife in the Bhagavata Purana . In theological terms , Radha was seen to be 
the power of maya mentioned abov~ by whose means the world is manifested 
for the purpose of 1I 1a . 
During the course of CandravalI Hariscandra makes several references to 
Radha and her r elationship to l)Krsna , 2) the heroine , and 3) other sakhis . 
- -In theAthVi~kambhak the Radha- Krsna relationship is spoken of twice : 
once by Sukdev , and once by Narada . In his song of praise to Narada , Sukdev 
speaks of the famed rsi as displ aying the numerous virtues of Radha and 
. . 
Krsna , ' these two unfathomable treasures ' (Vis , 30, 2) , thereby alluding to 
their unity . A little later , in response to Sukdev ' s question as to which 
- -gopi in Vrndavana has a unique love , Narada refers to Radha as follows: 
- -Some are special; some are not . Radha presents no 
problem - she is Krsna and appears distinct for the 
purpose of 1I 1a (Vis , 32 , 1- 2 ) 
Here the unity of Radha and Krsna is made explicit. Radha, as the mayasakti 
of Krsna , is part and parcel of the inmost nature of Krsna . Indeed, she is 
Krsna , I ••• n.nd Kri_:;hna distinguished the Radha aspect of himself solely for the 
64c v · , · 1 s · · B - · ' J 1 f th . audeville , Evolution of ove- ymbolism in hagavatism, ourna o e 
American Oriental Society , LXXXII , 1962 , pp . 31-40 
65 The twelfth century poet Jayadev~ who depicted the love of Radha and Krsna 
in his Gitagovinda , no doubt had a great influence on BengalI Vai~~avism . 
66
within the BengalI tradition Radha is usually described as being someone 
else ' s wife . See S . M. Pandey and Norman Zide , 'Surdas and His Kr ishna-
Bhakti ', Krishna : Myths 2 Rites 2 and Attitides , ed . by Milton Singer , (Honolulu , 1966) , p .· 183 
7 
ses _i_a , 
6 .... 
I 
- - - - - - -
-~-e _ !Cl -· e..- e..: "=a ali an Radha- sakhi assoc i ations are somewhat more 
s - __ e ea:=_s -ii th these on two planes comparable to the 
e ioned above . In both the Ath Viskambhak and Act 
- - - -
:::...s _a e o~ a ossible antagonism between Candravali and Radha . 
= - -~ e =:..~ - - s-2....1-ce , :.ara a , speaking of the remarkabili y of the heroine ' s 
e _c:2'es - __ at Qt, onl does CandravalI have to combat family and kinsmen' 
' -;.;-·_a ..: _ore , - · e~e :::... s he :'ear of Radha ... ' ( is , 32 , 5- 6) . In Act III , the 
- - - -:-J'ee sa_~ __ s anjari , :adhavi and Vilasani , are apprehensive about 
- -~ e :=__ :.._ g Ca __ --ra·.-a:=__:_ on account of Radha (III , 56 , 21 - 27) . In both cases ther e 
a~e er--./ :::... g - o es o:' ri ralry , as both Radha. and Candra.val1 are vying for 
/' 
K.rs a ~ _o-.-e . .::.e~e __ e t-,o are depicted from the point of view of manifested 
, - :e pla_1e o.c> _ alLkik understanding . But this is not the only 
- -
-.;-" :.. c:_ Ear .: s ca_n.dra 1,,,ri tes . In Vilasani I s speech in Act III 
(=-=, 56 , 23- 25) e ::o:=_ o-·ring statement appears : 
___ e :'ac.,,_ :::...s t: at. they will once again be reunited 
:..:' a stick strikes ?ater it will not cause it to 
se ara~e -
a tnis passage refers to the fundamental unity 
ez::...s- e - _, .: ~- e ?ad' a - Candra-ra:::..I rela ion ship ; Radha and Ca...n.dravalI' like 
a _a a:.. YJs a , are sepa~ated forte purpose 0£ 1I1a , and in the long run 
te:r ,, __ occE: agair. become one . s , -t1hile the 1:,~,ro heroines of the drama 
so re odds , fron the alaukiY- perspective they are one and the 
sa:;e . _ -_ _:_s :=_acL o:' i::':'erentiation is confirmed in he fi al act ·when Krsna 
i se :' --:,ays ~ a"' t:C e~e is no di:'ference between you ( Candra.valI) , myself and 
( --
- I:) 
3 , 2_ ) . _. eological y ~tis is so because , as was sho~_previously 
67 - - 86 Surda:::: , q_,...D ..... E: _ :.r ... .t'BX _ey a d Zide , p . 1 
::: a ~Jpro-ral r; us be obtained be.c>ore YIS a and Ca..n.dravall 
e~~·~~e o::' ~. is thee . 
..: 
-~-e ar-La o:' ..rsnadas ' Candra.val I lS herself a sakt i manifested from the 
o.: Ra ha . 
- -~ s, ila dualistic approach is used in presenting Radha ' s association 
- . er sakhis . In arada ' s speech cited above , Radha's love cannot 
I - --
e~.-e _ e O ared O tnat of the other gopis . 1 Radha presents no problem 1 , 
ec~ e ei_g the mayasakti of Krsna , she i s de:initely superior to the 
· - b · . 69 
6 c ::..s . __ -r, _is case -r,he gopis are o viously meant, to symbolize human souls , 
,;.-~_o ::.._acK.i __ g ani:=est ananda , are but part i al manifest at ions of Brahman . 
- - - -
~o-;.;-e-.-e::.. a~ -;,;-i 1.,n Radha and Candravali , there is another side to the story . 
3esi es - e~ng the symbols of the human souls , the sakhis are often considered 
-:o ~ Kr I l ' l ~ kt ·70 d • t ' . e ext.e __ sio _s o_ sna s i a sa i , a esigna ion which makes them 
... 
- - - -i:':erentiated from both Radha and Candravali . Such an 
orie_- a~io~ is disclosed in both Act III and Act IV . In the first instance 
- -
: :2. -"'n_2,_-,r ~ Sa7/S : 1 ~·-e are in reality all One ;, , , (III , 56 , 29) , and in the 
- -
s2co~ ase ~a:~-r,a exclaims : ' The happiness Candravali has realized has 
a_so :'2. _ _ er_ c~ ~e . 1 (r , 73 , 9) 
- -
-~e cru.x of -r, e drama , however , is not concerned with Radha , but with 
Ca~ -.... a-.-a_~ , an TC ore speci:'ically , with her relationship to Krsna . By now , 
-~ature of -r,his relationship must be evident , as it is spelled 
O"".l7. -:i Y...Ys_.a _i1e self in no uncertain terms in the final act : 
··- y are you worried - you and I are one . You 
- -
c&~no-r, e separated from either Radha or myself . 
~ ~o:- you before , this is all l1la . (IV , 73 , 21- 23) 
- -~ is -..£ity also nas two dimensions . On the one hand , as a sakti of Radha , 
Car_dr:-ral1 is by deduction one with Krsna . But Hariscandra no doubt meant his 
- -
r_;ymbo of the uman condition , and thus Candravali is also 
69 Snr -:- S-ra.eiL1j1 (Radha) presents a mean i ng different from the meaning of 
:-c.':: go-~Is . Shr1 S aminif[ is never in the Vallabhacarya Sampradaya or in 
a:r.y otter 7aisr..a-,a sect seen a~ a symbol of the j1va , for Shri 
s~,a_r.in l~ I is e shak i of Shri Krsna and is, therefore ' entitled to 
·t10r~.;r.Jp 1n er 0 1,m right . ' (Barz , ' p'. 90) 
70_, 74 a.rn.a , p . , 
a representation of the soul . On this second level the process of 
identification is somewhat different than those already mentioned. The 
human soul can be spoken of as being one7iith Krsna because in truth it 
-
contains his sat cit and ananda ; it is just that the ananda aspect is 
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suppressed . The soul , therefore ' ... is itself the same substance as the 
Supreme Soul with one attribute r~ndered imperceptible . 172This suppression , 
however , is significant in that it prevents the soul from being aware of 
its proper identity , and consequently while objectively speaking the soul 
and Krsna are one , subjectively , from the point of view of the knowing 
. . . 
being , individuality is accepted . The problem , therefore , is how the· soul 
can bring the bliss aspect to the surface,arl it isin answer to this· question 
that one encounters the doctrine of pustimarga . 
Before turning to an examination of the pustimarga , however, it would 
be appropriate to say a few final words concerning Hariscandra's use of the 
doctrine of suddhadvaita within CandravalI 
It is patent ly clear that by using the doctrine of suddhadvaita 
Hariscandra was able to provide a philosophical fr,une through which the major 
problems of the drama could be reconciled . The power of suddhadvaita lies 
in the very fact that i t allows for eventual rapprochement between all 
dialectical contradictions . But the doctrine also provided the author with 
an effective dramatic technique ; by his fluxuating use of the various levels 
of spiritual identification mentioned above , he is able to create a 
mystical atmosphere , almost an air of unreality, which casts the reader or 
viewer into an alaukik or supernatural frame of mind and thereby prepares 
him to more effectively participate in the drama's inner message . 
71As Marfatia points out (p . 22), there is not a complet e odentity between 
Brahman and the soul . Rather , Brahman is the foundation of the soul, 
like gold is the foundation of a ring . 
72R. G. Bhandarkar , Vaisnavi sm , Shaivism and Minor ReJigious Sy stems , 
(VaranasI , 1965) , p : · 78 
. 
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How does the soul , the subjectively marooned atom of consciousness, 
reestablish its original identity with the divin e? It is at this point that 
the doctrine of the pustimarga is introduced, more accurately, the 
methodology of the pustimarga, for , as the translation of the term reveals 
(pusti = grace , marga = path or way), it is a spiritual path . In order to 
grasp the nature of this path , however, it must be viewed as a multi-
dimensional process . 
The first step that any soul must take is initiation into the Vallabha.n 
community . This is accomplished by receiving the aforementioned Brahmasambandha 
mantra (see Introduction , p . 10) . It was through his grace that Krsna 
revealed this mantra to Vallabha so that souls could be washed clean of 
their impurities and thus start on the path to spiritual enlightenment . 
Without this gift they could not even begin their journey, and therefore 
acceptance of Vallabha and his stat i on is an essential structural component 
of the pustimarga. In terms of CandravalI, the fact that Hariscandra's 
characters espouse Vallabhan doctrines is proof that they are functioning 
within a Vallabhan styled universe . 
Synonymous with initiation i s the acceptance of bhakti as the superior 
means of reaching spiritual awareness . During the course of Hinduism's 
historical development , a number of systems _providing for the attainment of 
such a goal have evolved , the three most prominent of which are generally 
categorized under the titles karma, jnana and bhakti marga. Karmamarga 
relied on ' action ', more specifically , the proper performance of Vedic 
rituals, ceremonies and ethics ; jnanamarga emphasized knowledge, self-
realization through meditation , and bhaktimarga proclaimed devotion to a 
supreme deity . It is the last two that have produced the dominant 
philosophical strains within Hinduism , and the fundamental difference 
73 
between them has revolved around the nature of the supreme entity. 
73 · · · d · · d 1 d. ff Actually , this same problem forms the basis ror in ivi ua i erences 
within the bhakti camp , but the doctrinal positions are not as divergent 
as those t}1ai.. cx j st bctwccm jnana and bhakti . 
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Follo,ers of the jnanamarga almost always conceive the one reality to be 
im erso al and devoid of attributes , while the advocates of bhaktimarga 
see the supreme entity as personal and possessed of divine qualities . 74 
The real import of this distinction lies in the fact that bhakti allows for 
a personal relationship between the devotee and his deity , a relationship 
t.hat is characterized by love . Thus , in the Narada Bhakti Sutras we read: 
~hat (bhakti), verily , is of the nature of supreme 
Love of God'! 5 
As an adherent of the bhaktimarga , it is natural that Vallabha would 
hold t,he ' vay of devotion ' as superior to those of jnanarnarga and karmamarga . 
· ile the latter were not antagonistically condemned, they were seen to be 
limit-ed in their abil i ty to reach the ultimate goal - union with the divine . 
For example , Vallabha did not hold knowledge to be completely useless ; this 
ethod could allow some men to merge with a limited form of the divine (the 
a:ore entioned Aksara Brahman) . 76 However, only bhakti was capable of 
t-ransporting the soul to union with Parabrahman Sri Krsna . 
The superiority of bhaktimarga over jnanamarga and karmamarga lS clearly 
e erate in Sukdev ' s speech in the Ath Viskambhak . Having described the 
ariety of the world ' s souls and their preoccupations , including those who 
are ' steeped in religious rules of behaviour ' (karmamarga) and those who are 
I engrossed in the Search for knowledge I (jnanamarga) , the Sage COnClUdeS : 
But that hich is the highest love is bhakti , the 
emergence of which destroys the darkening ignorance of 
all types of dogmatic form and automatically frees one 
from the shakles of the world . (Vis , p . 28 , 12 - 14) 
hus , speaking through the mouth of Sukdev , Hariscandra establishes from the 
egin ing is drama's ideological foundations . Here he rephrases the words 
e.re bt.akti teachers who preach nirguna(without qualities) , but by 
t-te dominant bhakti approach has been sag1ma (with qualities) . 
75 - - - - -Star[i ':Jagisananda , arada Bhakti Sutras : Aphorisms on the Gospel of ·Jivine 
Lo·re , C'ylapore , 1967) , p. 1 
76 
...J ~ e en . ere the artial ill ion is only accom lis .ed l>y t e -rill of Y.rsna . 
-of the Bhagavata Purana 
The Divine Son of the Gopi is not as easily 
obtainable by the self- knowing ascetics or by 
sages proud of the discontinuance of worldly 
acts , as he is by the devotees.77 
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This attitude is likewise expressed , although in asom=whit more sarcastic 
. tone , in Act II when Sandhya retorts that Bandevi is treating CandravalI 
in the manner of a pandit , while her position towards the heroine 
is one of an unpaid servant (III , 45, 22- 23 ). 
Like other devotional teachers , both before and after him, Vallabha 
included in his path the various actions and states of mind considered to 
have been necessar y for the true practice of bh~kti . Traditionally these are 
nine : sravan~ hearing the accounts of Krsna ' s life , especially the 
Bhagavata Purana ; ki rtan , singing the names 78and qualities of Krsna ; smarana, 
mental remembrance of Krsna , especially at the time of death ; pada-sevana , 
humility before Krsn1~ arcana ,worshipping the image of Krsn~~ dasya, 
maintaining an attitude of servitude towards Krsna ; sakhya , an attitude of 
companionship towards Kr sna ; and atmanivedana , complete self-surrender to 
Krsna . This last step , which to Vallabha was the first in that it was 
considered to be the foundation upon which the other eight rested, involves 
a willingness to surrender mind, body ,.and wealth to Krsna : putting one ' s 
entire life in his protective hands . 
To this point Vallabha ' s bhakti displays most of the essentials found 
in the systems of other acaryas . There is an important difference, however, 
between his system and those of other bhakti teachers, a distinction which 
is evidenced by the word pusti 
77 
The Srimad Bhagavatam , trans . by J . M. Sanyal, (Calcutta, 1952), Vol. IV, 
p . 4o 
78 - -As the dialogue of Candravali . reveals , Krsna has numerous e~i!hets, some 
of the most common of which are Mohan, ' Govinda, Lal, and Syam . 
791iterally, ' worshipping the feet ' , the symbol of which is reverent service 
before the image of Krsna. 
So In Vallabhan terms this is seva. See Introduction, p . 13 
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Pusti a.s used by Vallabha meant 'nourished ' or ' prosperous', 
specifically, the nourishment received by the grace of God. To his mind, 
bhakti was not something that could be attained by human effort, but was 
a condition contingent upon God 's anugraha (favour, kindness, grace). Since 
it was Krsna who, by concealing his ananda, manifested the souls into their 
state of ignorance, it is only by his will that they can again become 
enlightened. Thus: 'According to Vallabha, the origin , development and 
perfection of bhakti, are dependent almost wholly, if not altogether, on 
God. 181 
It is to this powerlessness of human endeavour in attaining liberation 
from samsara that Hariscandra refers in both the Ath Viskambhak and Act 
II, the first time through the mouth of Sukdev and the second time through 
CandravalI herself. In both instances the same term is used - adhikarI 
(Vis, 28, 15 and II, 39, 4). Literally adhikari means a person or position 
of authority, but as ~sed by Hariscandra it refers to one who has control 
over some sphere of spiritual discipline: in this case, bhakti . Both 
/ 
Sukdev and CandravalI say that bhakti has no adhikari ; that is, no one has 
authority or control over it. Elaborating on this theme, CandravalI then 
says : 
But beloved , your love is not comparable to these, 
because this divine nectar is only found by him to 
whom you yourself choose to give it (II, 9-11) 
By these words, Hariscandra grants absolute freedom to Krsna . In a completely 
Vallabhan manner , final liberation is not seen to be a result of of personal 
82 
exertion ; it is solely the consequence of the will of Krsna. 
If , then , Krsna chooses those to whom he will manifest his ananda, what 
signs or indications of his grace do the ' elect ' reveal? How does one know 
a true follower of the pustimarga? In order to respond to questions such as 
81
rarekh , p. 136 
82 - -Pustimargopndesika , p . 70 
these, we must now focus our attention on the character of CandravalI, 
as she is Hariscandra ' s embodiment of the ideal bhakt : 
However , among all the other gopis, word has 
spread in the very paths of Braj about the love 
of CandravalI (Vis , 32 , 2-4) . 
One who has become the recipient of Krsna ' s grace becomes a living 
104 
embodiment of atmanivedana . The bhakt of divine favour exhibits signs of 
83 
complete self- surrender , and as such personifies the following mantra: 
Om . The God Krishna is my refuge . Distracted by the 
infinite pain and torment caused by the separation 
from Krishna , which has extended over a space of time 
measured by thousands of years , I now, to the holy 
Krishna , do dedicate my bodily faculties, my life , 
my soul , and its belongings, with my wife, my house, 
my children , my whole substance , and my own self . 
0 Krishna ; I am thy servant . 84 
He (or she) has reached an alaukik state in which love for Krsna becomes and 
end in itself . He fulfills the r equirenents of Narada in making bhakti_ 
' ... the consecration of all activities , by complete self- surrender, to 
H • I 85 im . .. 
The true bhakt , therefore , demonstrates his love for Krsna by means of 
behaviour that is detatched from the concerns of the world . He relegates 
- - 86 
conventional religious behaviour (ie ., Vedic law and puja) to a position 
of insignificance and concentrates on a spontaneous flow of emotion from 
the heart . He practices manasI seva (servic~ of the mind or heart): seva 
. . . . 87 
which is entirely internal . 
- -It becomes evident from the first act that Candravali is following 
such a path . The fact that she wants to conceal her situation from Lalita 
83This mantra is recited when an individual receives final initiation into 
the Sampraday 
84F . S . Growse, Mathura : A District Memoir, (Allahabad, 1883), p . 287 
85Narada Bhakti Sutras , p. 6 
86puja or ' worship ' as corrunonly practiced in Hinduism involves the off~ring 
up of prayers and gifts to the image_of a de ity in r eturn for pe~sonal 
blessings or favours . In t he Sampraday this is contrasted to seva , for 
the latter is done through love for god while the form er i s seen to be 
utilitarian in nature . 
87Parekh , p . 1~2 
demonstrates that her love is hidden or internal and is not motivated by 
desire for worldly benefit . The non - utilitarian nature of Candrava1I 1 s 
love is expressed when the heroine , speaking of her own mirror gazing, 
declares : 
Sakhi , when I saw my face in the mirror and noted 
its pallid colour then I prayed to Bhagavan : 0 Bhagavan, 
although I desire this cruel- one , may he not want me 
( I , 38 , 4- 6 ) . 
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Fearing that such love will bring pain to her beloved~8she delibe.rately 
r equests his indifference . A few lines later her lack of alterior motive is 
again exemplified when she says : 
0 sakhi , it is amazing , but I have no desire and want 
nothing . Nevertheless , separation from him causes me 
great pain (I, 38 , 9-10) , 
to which Lalita repl~es : 
In this world , no matter how much love one may have, some 
is based on desire , and all people seek their own happiness . 
But you are different . You love without desire and seek the 
happiness of the beloved (I , 38 , 11- 14). 
In the Interlude the theme is again demonstrated . Having read 
Candraval1's letter , Campakalata exclaims : 
Oh , how exceptional is silent love ; it seeks no worldly 
benefit (Int , 52 , 14- 15) 
Another indication of the alaukik nature of Candravall 1 S love is her 
total dependence on Krsn~ for her spiritual nourishment. In Act II she 
sings out : 
without the happiness of your union, what value has this 
frivolous world? 
Having dealt in diamonds , can I examine glass? (II, 41, 21 - 29) 
A little later in the same act she says : 
-Beloved . Even though you thunder and shake , the catak 
cannot live without you , because , as e eryonc knows , 
the catak will drink no other water (II , 45, ll~ - 16) . 
88 - ,, 
Dhanuclcv Cukla , UhuruLcnclu kc aLak, (Kanpur , 1972), p . l1l1 
Here, by comparing herself to the famed catak bird who is fabled to subsist 
only on rain drops , she is pronouncing her complete and utter need of 
Krsna ' s support , as he, symbolized by the dark rain cloud, is the sole 
source of the rain that will quench her thirst . 
The love of a bhakt the stature of CandravalI gradually develops into 
intense attatchment (asakti), by which there appears a passionate desire 
for Krsna and a disregard for social convention. Family, relations, friends, 
all must be abandoned for the sake of the beloved. In this condition the 
devotee is likely to cry out : 
I would set fire to my house for him, I would wear 
the scorn of the world. 89 
References to Candravali 's asakti are numerous and are found in all 
four acts . For . example : 
Act I , Candraval1 speaking; 
- falling into love's snare , they (eyes) completely lose 
sense of family honour (I, 37, 17-18) 
- -Act II , Candravali speaking ; 
- Give me strength to disregard family honour (I I , 46, 1) 
Act III , CandravalI speaking ; 
Alas, having become indifferent to family and friends, 
I am rendered useless (III, 57 , 5-6) 
- -Act TV , the yogin describing Candraval.i 
Without shame, no concern for family or caste (IV, 71, 13) 
As the passages cited above indicate , Candrava1I 1 s desire for the beloved 
is so intense that even those bulwarks of the social system, family and 
jati are cast aside . In the name of love , CandravalI takes on the burden of 
being an underminer of family honou~ and in so doing, she faces the 
potential reaction of social castigation . 
Finally , the follower of the pustimarga reaches a state of addiction -
vyasana , the highest point of love a devotee can reach. 90 This is the state 
89Edward Dimock , In Praise of Krishna, (London , 1968), p. 39 
90 -Caturvedi , p . 305 
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sometimes referred to as ' divine madness ~ in which the world itself becomes 
unreal . The bhakt , intoxicated with the love of Krsna , loses the 
perspectives of time and place and sees himself only in relationship to his 
lord : 
Not only is the world i n its jagata form , but even one's 
ownself , is tran.scended . There is thus a kind of 
destruct i on of the soul , atma-nivr itti , and God is loved 
absolutely for His own sake , and the soul is loved as it 
is in God . 91 
It i s i n Act II that Candravall 1 S vyasana condition is most clearly 
illuminated . When the thr ee sakhi s come upon her in the forest she is in 
a state of ' d i v i ne madness ', totally removed from worldly reality . Her 
orientation is s uch that she mi stakes Bandevi ' s hand and whistle as 
belongi ng to Krsna . She subsequently runs among the trees pleading with them 
to help her locate her beloved . 92 Then when Varsa grabs her hand the 
following exchange takes place : ( II , 43 and 44) 
V __ Where are you go i ng i n such array? 
C To meet my beloved . 
V Do you know wher e you are ? 
C This is my beloved r s abode . 
--
V __ How do you address him? 
C Beloved of my life . 
V What is your purpose? 
C To meet my beloved . 
V __ Tell me , who am I? 
C __ My beloved , No? 
V Who are you? 
C Beloved to the beloved is my name . 
- -It is obvious that Candraval i is in a world of her own, a plane of existence 
where only Krsna and the devotee exist . She is so totally absorbed in the 
thought of Krsna that Sandhya is prompted to say : 
91 
Suprisingly she always gi ves the same answer . Today 
she has become one with Krsna (II , 44 , 10- 11) 
Parekh , p . 1l13 
92 . . , , , - n -ThJ.o cc enc ·1 o no doubt bn.::iccl on n. sJrn1 lar e v ent 1 n tr1c Dhn.e;avntn. 11Jrn.nn 
where the gopis in distre~s over being abandoned by K~~1:a , question · 
the trees as to his wheret~outs . See Sanyal , lV , p . 1~5 -
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Candravali , then , is a bhakt of the pustimarga who has reached the 
state of vyasana . Her vyasana , however , is not continual, but appears in 
sporadic bursts often accompanied by feelings of intense pain of separation 
(virah) . Before the latter can be adequately explored, it will be necessary 
to discuss another important dimension of Vallabhan thought. 
It is evident from the preceeding discussion that divine love is the 
condition to which the Vallabhan bhakt should aspire. Love , however, like 
other states of human emotion ·, can take on different characteristics 
according to the nature of the object towards which it is directed . 
Consequently , there has dev eloped withi n most bhaktimargas a classification 
of different bhavas or emotional attitudes whi ch the bhakt can adopt. 
Different communities stress different bhavas as paramount , but most accept 
five as being worthy modes of expression : santa , dasya , sakhya, vatsalya 
and madhura . Santa bhava i s a st ate in whi ch the worshipper considers Krsna 
· f 1 1 d · · ·f · t 93 d- bh-the supreme god and himsel as ow y an insigni ican ; asya ava is 
when the devotee looks upon himself as K:~~a's servant ; sakhya bhava 
- -pictures Krsna as a friend ; vatsalya bhava is the condition of looking upon 
Krsna as one ' s child ; and madhura bhava is the devotional emotion by which 
. . . 
the bhakt sees himself as Krsna ' s lover. 
-Vallabha h i mself championed the vatsalya bhava , but sakhya and madhura 
bhavas were also considered effective . Under Vitthalanatha ' s leadership the 
status of madhura bhava greatly increased , and today the gopis, the symbols 
. - 94 
supreme of madhura bhava , are considered the gurus of the pustimarga. 
The gopis , it will be recalled , can be viewed on two different levels, 
and thus their relationship with Krsna is two dimensional . When they are 
looked upon as his saktis , the relationship is known as svakiya, a term 
denoting a woman who has been taken in marriage and does not depart from 
her wifely vows . On the other hand , when they are seen as symbols of the 
93As Edward Dimock points out, since it is a peaceful condition and not an 
emotional state , some writers do not consider it a bhava- The Plac e of 
the Hidden Moon , ( Chicago , 1966) , p . 22 
94 
Barz , p . 90 
human soul, their relationship with Krsna is parakiya: 
A parakiya woman is she who, having no dependence 
on ordinary dharma, belonging to another , is 
attracted to a man and causes him to be attracted 
to her , but who does not enter into marriage with 
him.95 
1 09 
The importance of this latter relationship is that it goes against the 
dictates of conventional soc iety, and therefore a parakiya woman has great 
symbolic significance, as her love for Krsna is maintained despite the 
. . . 
antagonism of social and religious laws. Such was the case of the gopis 
as recounted in the Bhagavata Purana. Despite their parakiya status (many 
were married to other cowherds), they proceeded to sing, dance and frolic 
with Krsna in the pathways and groves of Braj, thereby transcending all 
worldly cares and institutions in their desire for union with him. 
In Candravali, Hariscandra uses the gopI theme of madhura bhava as the 
sole mode of expressing the heroine's love for K~~~a . She is portrayed as a 
young gopI in Braj,and Krsna is her beloved. Her longing for union is filled 
with the pass ion of a young lover, and the language used to relate her mood 
verges on the erotic. For example, in Act I Krsna is described in the 
following sensuous manner: (I, 36 and 31) 
- These eyes cannot forget his beauty 
- his compassion-filled glance surrounds me, and my eyes bloom 
like lotus petals 
- His approach, his laugh, his smile, steal my heart 
- his speech, his stance, his scan 
- Lotus in hand, striding slowly, cows following 
- adorned in yellow, his pan-stained mouth playing the flute 
- Mesmorized eyes follow him; they cannot be averted 
- everything is sacrificed to his beauty 
In Act II she displays the characteristics of a jealous lover when she says : 
- Don't touch me: your lip is tainted by another 
- and you are not the least ashamed - Oh how disgraceful (II,48,9-10) 
And the sensuality of the union scene in Act IV is so manifestly apparent 
95Rupa Gosvami cited in Dimock , Place of the Hidden Moon , p . 11 
1.lU 
- ,,. 
that Bhanudev Sukla considers it to be beyond the bounds of traditional 
. d . . t 96 Indian ramatic proprie y . 
Much of the play ' s poetic imagery is likewise pregnant with madhura 
-bhava . This is best exemplified in Act III during the conversation between 
KaminI and MadhurI . The use of KaminI herself is indicative of the author's 
intention , as she is a symbol of sensual desire. 97Furthermore, the 
-deicription of th~ rainy season implies madhura bhava , as this time of year 
is traditionally associated with -young lovers . Indeed , KaminI claims that 
indolent clouds cause an upsurge of desire in every part of the heart (III, 
53 , 8) , and MadhurI asserts that as separated lovers are concerned, the 
world is drowned (III , 53 , 21) . Even yogi s abandon their meditation and 
seek a life of pleasure ( III, 54 , 21- 25) adds KaminI , and MadhavI continues 
,,. -
the theme by giving an erotic description of Syamala on the swing with her 
hanging wet locks , body- clinging clothes and running pan and kajal (III, 55, 
18-20) . 
Like the gopis of the Bhagavata Purana , Candrava1I 1 s relationship with 
Krsna can be viewed as both svak1ya and parak1ya. From the alaukik point of 
- -
view it is svakiya , as there is no difference between Krsna , Radha and 
- -Candravali . On the laukik plane , however , she is a · parakiya wo~an who must 
receive the permission of Radha before she can meet with Krsna. Hariscandra 
no doubt found the parak1ya relationship a more suitable means for expressing 
his own ideas on bhakti since this love is by its very nature more intense 
- - 98 than that associated with svakiya . In fact, this is probably the main 
h R- d - . . 99 reason tat he chose a gopi other than a ha as his heroine . 
Now that madhura bhava has been introduced, we can return to the concept 
of virah . In the ideal bhakti of the madhura bhava type, two states or 
96 - ,,. Bhanudev Sukla , p . 46 
97Reference here is to the play on the word kama (HindI kam) = passion, desire ~ 
98This is due to the fact that in a parakiya relationship there is fear of 
separation . 
99srI CandravalI Natika , ed . l)y L. Var~r;ey, (VaranasI, 1963), p . 41.~ 
. 
conditions must be experienced . These are union (sagyog) and separation 
(virah) . By alternating the bliss of union and the pain of separation, 
' ... the bhakta is drawn away from the laukika existence towards the 
- 1 00 -
alaukika plane of devotion to Shri Krsna .' - The gopis, therefore, 
experienced more than just the joy of Krsna's lila; they also felt the 
101 
searing pain of virah when he was away, and as a consequence they have 
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become the models of this condition - a model which every tr·ue bhakt should 
try to emulate . In fact, for many bhakti sects, including the Vallabha-
sampraday , virah is the more valued condition , as it allows for an all-
consuming desire for Krsna on the part of the devotee and thereby proves 
one 's devotion to him. Thus : 
Just as a bud which has developed amidst thorns 
blooms , in the same way , love , while enduring 
the pain of virah, is manifested in its most 
beautiful form .102 
It is evident from reading CandravalI that Hariscandra was preoccupied 
with displaying the heroine ' s virah, for he saw this state as ~he apex of 
the soul's spiritual advancement . In fact, it is this preoccupation that 
results in the seemingly one dimensional nature of CandravalI's character, 
as the only variation within her personality seems to be the alternation 
between various sub-states of virah. 
F 
. . ,,_ . 103 
1 rom the point of view of the Sastras there are ten stages of virah. 
These are : 1) craving or longing , 2) worry , 3) remembrance, 4)utterances of 
praise , 5) restlessness, 6) babbling, 7) hysteria, 8) stupefication, 9) 
swooning , and 10) death . In portraying CandravalI, Hariscandra makes use of 
all but one of thes phases ; only death is not included in her repertoire 
of virah expressions. 
The most intense forms of virah are found in Act II and Act III and are 
100 Barz , p . 91 
101 For example when Krsna left Braj and went to Mathura . 
102P . Sukla , Bharatendu kl Natya Kala, (Kanpur, 1972), p . 175 
103
srI CandravalI Natika , ed . by Rangey Raghav and Prof . Ramvasi~~ha,(Agra, 
1976) , p . 28 
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portrayed by means of long rambling monologues on the part of the heroine. 
However , every act contains some phase of virah , even the first act, where 
CandravalI displays some degree of composure . Here, through the prodding of 
Lalita , her ' restlessness ' or anxiety is uncovered . Once it is apparent that 
Lalita knows her situation she concedes : 
When you are separated from Krsna , the eyes continually 
wash the body with tears (I , 37 : 15- 16) 
and 
- Somehow the days pass in sorrow , but the nights bring forth 
the pain of separation (I , 37 , 19- 20) 
There is no need to list the numerous displays of virah found in th.e 
two middle acts , as they speak for themselves . Here are found neariy the 
entire collection of virah modes including a dramatic swoon at the end of 
Act II . An example from each act will suffice . 
- No one knows the pain i m my heart 
- I cry alone - who would listen or believe? 
- The uninitiated cannot feel the burning 
- to whom shall I explai n ; no one hears my story (II, 39, 23-26) 
and 
- Seeing those dark clouds recollections appear , and the cloud of 
virah begins to rumble in my heart 
when I see the rainbow and the bagamal , the joyous memories of his 
garland and pearls arise within 
- The koyal and the peacock recall his flute , and his beautiful 
stance passes before me 
- the double- flash lightning resembles his cloak, and my heart 
soars (III , 60 , 24- 31) 
Perhaps the best description of Candrava1I 1 s virah, however, does not 
come from the mouth of the heroine , but from Krsna himself . In Act IV, 
disguised as a yogin , he recites the following lines in which all nine v.irah 
d . 104 mo es are included : 
- She looks a tei~~d , ovi~}ome , wondiflstruck lass, always weary, 
as if having been sold 
104 h . 1 . . . h h Te capita letters inserted above the various words in the song mate t e 




D. utterance of praise 
E. restlessness 




- speech full of bi~~le , her eyes a blaJ~)gaze - like the stare 
of a doll 
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- When others disturbe~ try to console, she bitterly igts, as if 
living dead 
f 1 (cand.D) k ~ . - Sorrow u reminiscences causrI~er sa his to weep; happines s 
unfulfilled, she falls in a sw6on (IV, 66, 15-22) 
At this point .one might ask: 'How does Candrava1I1 s anger (of which 
there are numerous examples in both Act II and Act III) fit into the scheme 
of divine love?' Are not her raging antics and outbirsts of name-calling 
an indication of pride and self-centredness - the antithesis of true bhakti? 
The answer is found in the Narada Bhakti Sutras : 
Dedicating all activities to Him, desire, anger, 
pride, etc ., should be directed only towards Him, 
or employed only in the exercise of Bhakti towards 
Him.105 
Thus , far from being a taint on her character, Candrava1I 1 s anger shows 
that she has directed her entire being towards Krsna . Furthermore, it 
indicates the depth of her love, as such rage could only appear in a person 
totally committed to the beloved. 
Ironically, the pain of virah is actually a sign of Krsna's grace. One 
. . . 
who displays its symptoms , as does CandravalI, is automatically known to be 
a follower of the supreme love path (pustimarga), .a fact which is 
continually reiterated throughout the play by various sakhis. Her intense 
suffering indicates that she completely relies on Krsna for her salvation 
and places no faith in her own self- effort towards this end. It is proof of 
pure love without alterior motive, and it separates the true bhakt f rom 
would be pretenders . As Kr~~a himself says in Act IV: 
In this cruelty those who are true lovers increase their 
love , and those who are insincere reveal themselves ( IV, 73 , 19-20) 
Hence , only by passing through the intense pain of virah can t he devotee 
reach the final stage of union with Krsna , a state which CandrqvalI attains 
in .the final act. She is now one with her lord, not in the sense of monistic 
105 -Narada Bhakti Sutras , p . 19 
-'- L I 
,, 
absorption , but in the manner of united lovers . Suddhadvaita and pustimarga 
have become one ; subjective reality has merged with objective reality . 
' It is a perfect union in and of love. It is an abso.rption in God, but of a 
. . ~06 kind in which there is room for an eternal rhythm of separation and union. 
Before closing , a few final words need to be said about the personal 
dimension of CandravalI , that is , the way in which the play reflects 
Hariscandra ' s own existential crisis . Here we are interested not only in 
the social milieu of nineteenth century India and the author ' s position 
in that milieu vis a vis other Indian responses; our concern is also to be 
directed towards his immediate personal problems, especially in relationship 
to his own fa_mily . It is realized that such a venture must always be 
somewhat speculative , as there are not clear 'sign posts' which link the 
play ' s content with these types of categories. Moreover, searching for inner 
meaning , especailly of a personal nature , is always a dangerous business: 
so dangerous that many advise against it . It is the present writer's feeling, 
however , that while an artist may create on the historical, philosophical 
or social planes , he does so only so far as these dimensions are integrated 
with his own inner dynamic , and therefore any attempt at literary criticism 
cannot be complete if the personal aspect is not considered - even if it is 
not something that can be neatly packaged. 
Mention was made in the introduction of the plethora of reactions that 
arose in nineteenth century India in response to the British cultural 
challenge . Much of the foreign criticism was directed against Indian , 
particularly Hindu, religious forms and ideas; they were an accumulation of 
superstition and decadent custom which had no real spiritual base. If India 
was to advance , she must throw off the shackles of the past and rebuild with 
106 , Parekh, p. 1Ll3 
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the bricks and mortar of western ideals and institutions . We have also seen 
how Hariscandra agreed with much of this criticism, especially as regards 
religious ' forms '. On the other hand , he was deeply influenced by 
Vaisnavism. Thus , he was torn between two worlds , and some sort of 
resolution was needed. 
It is this writer's opinion that bhakti, especially the type of bhakti 
portrayed in CandravalI, provides a workable resolution to the type of 
dilemma facing Hariscandra and that it has provided this function throughout 
Indian religious history. By focusing on the ' subjective' aspect of religion -
the confrontation of the individual with the divine - bhakti effectively 
separates religious idea from religious form and thereby allows for ( not 
necessitates ) a rejection of social convention. Here one cannot but help 
help notice the nwnerous references in CandravalI to the superiority of 
the divine love experience as against family, caste and ritual. In fact, 
they are often put in opposition to one another - the true bhakt cannot be 
bound by ephemeral institutions. This type. of 'safety valve' allowed 
Hariscandra to retain his deep seeded identification with Hinduism while at 
the same time decrying many of its social institutions. Seen in this light, 
CandravalI is not merely a restatement of traditional Vallabhan theology 
(which on one level it certainly is) but a reflection of the times in which 
it was written . It is an attempt by the author to justify hj s own religious 
beliefs in the face ot' almost overwhelming social criticism. In this regard 
we cannot help but restate part of the author's speech quoted in the 
introduction : 
As such , all festivals , pilgrimage spots, fasts etc., 
are social contrivances . People have mixed religious 
and social regulations like they mix milk and water. 
The sad thing that has happened is that people do not 
understand why these things have come about, and they 
accept them as true religion . Brothers, true religion 
is only the worship of the lotus-feet of the Supreme 
Lord . 
Such a subjective approach to religion was no doubt also a bulwa~k 
against the specific criticism he received from contemporaries and family . 
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To many, his lavish life-style was not only manifest impropriety; it was 
immoral and irreligious . This was particularly true of his relationships 
with women other than his wife. But to Hariscandra, as to CandravalI, love 
was not something that could be bound by convention. Was not this the message 
of the Bhagavata Purana? Did not the gopis , the symbols of divine love, 
abandon their conventional spouses when the call of the flute met thier 
ears? And since Krsna has no specific _substance - he is present in all things -
is it not the quality of the internal experience and not the object towards 
which that emotion is directed that determines if love is divine or profane? 
Again it must be emphasized that such are-creation of Hariscandra's 
' world view ' is largely speculative . Yet, it seems to the present writer that 
the potential for such a pattern of thought is explicit within Vallabhan 
theology . The doctrine of suddhadvaita allows for diminution, if not an 
elimination of the profane , and the pustimarga, with its emphasis on the 
grace of Krsna , is structurally a subjective oriented tenet . If everything 
in the final analysis is an aspect of Krsna,and complete devotion to him is the 
inner sign of grace that gurantees one ' s divine status, then true love cannot 
be bound by social forms . In fact , it was such rationalizations , and 
opposition to them , that formed the crux of the Maharaja Libel Case mentioned 
in the introduction . Logically speaking, if the guru is Krsna, or some part 
thereof , there is nothing wrong in offering one's mind, body and wealth (here 
translated wife) to him . Divine love cannot be measured by social standards; 
it is - completely subjective and is known only to the 'elect', most acutely 
through the pain of virah . No doubt society will scorn such a devotee, but 
this is the price the true lover must pay - love must be its own reward. 
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